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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is safe to say that the old man of this twentieth century 
~s something radically new to history. He can be rich or poor; a 
~armer or a banker; educated or uneducated. Within the last half 
1 
century man'a longevity has jumped many years. The modern worker 
s not laboring under aa great a physical burden as he is under a 
psychological one; for the very same machines which do mants mus-
pular work have often deprived the individual of opportunities to 
lse his initiative and ingenuity to solve problems.2 The housing of 
~ven the bottom third of the United States population of today is 
Par superior to the bottom third of a half century ago. This is 
• ~rue despite the fact that so much of our present day housing is 
~ermed sub-standard; for it is nevertheless a great improvement. 
Ponsequently, it is not surprising that people today are living 
~onger because of the better protection afforded ""by today' s housing 
1 U.S. Census Report of 1950 gives the following information: 
or every 100 people over 65 in 1900 there were 131.7 in 1910; 
~or every 100 people over 65 in 1900 there were 103.1 in 1920; 
~or every 100 people over 65 in 1900 there were 180.3 in 19)0} 
~or every 100 people over 65 in 1900 there were 234.) in 1940; 
~or every 100 people over 65 in 1900 there were 372.4 1n 1950. 
2 Jay B. Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure (St. Louis, 
950), pp. 219-222. 
1 
2 
Modern medicinal service with all the newly discovered drugs has 
played a great part in the prolonging of physioal life also. In 
brief, the conditions which have increased the age span of the mo-
dern citizen of the United States area medicine, housing, and far 
easier conditions of work. 
But, as often is the case, new developementa bring along new 
problems. New problems bring a discussion to the fore. As more 
men actually began to live longer, many other men consciously 
sought to gain a long life like them; consequently, a great many 
books were written upon how to attain to old age.3 But merely to be 
come old was not a satisfactory end in itself; therefore a new host 
of books came into being with the purpose of telling one how to pro ~ 
vide the wealth to enjoy the health of old age.4 But what if both 
of these were taken care of? Was there not a new problem? Yes, 
and it is the most pressing problem of the three: what is to be 
~one to pass the time acquired? 
Around the early part of the twentieth century there was a 
~ecognizable group of people who were over the age of sixty-five, 
3 Practically all the major libraries of the United States 
~ave compiled book lists dealing with old age. Quite noticeable in 
~hese lists is the progression of topics: first, old age and health 
~econd, old age and wealth; lastly, old age and recreation or the 
~se of leisure' time. 
4 The advertisements of the baok editions of such magazines 
~s Time. LiterarY Digest, Collier's and fraternal magazines give jB.dequate proof of the aooent that was put upon providing the wealth 
peeded in old age. 
3 
perhaps slightly more than four per cent of the total population 
of the United States.5 Knowing that old age was attainable, many 
were interested in a scientific way of actually attaining it. And 
accordingly many books were written upon theories of how to go 
about it, that is, how to be scientific in one's approach to old 
age --- or many years of existence. The growing insurance business 
'was very muoh interested in prolonging life. Medioal men in the 
employ of the insurance oompanies gave their efforts to the same 
goal. The former sought to gather in more money on their life in-
surance and annuity policies; the latter sought to wrest from natur~ 
the secrets of how to grow old. Then, too, the great scientific 
progressin the field of medicine ocoasioned by the first World War 
aided this advance as did the mechanization of industry where labor 
saving devices brought it about that bodies were not worn out as 
early as before. Meohanization was just as much a boon to the faru 
as to the factory; this oan be seen very readily in figures which 
show the movement of manpower from the rural areas to the big cities. 
The mortality of people in the rural life areas was greatly lowerea 
by the improvement of both transportation and communication. 
Whereas the great impetus to living longer was publicized just 
before the first World War, the out-pouring of material on how to 
5 The United States Census of 1950 includes 
information in regard to the percentage of people 
65 in the various decades: 1900 - 4.3 per cent; 
cent; 1920 - h.3 per cent; 1930 - 5.7 per cent; 
cent; 1950 - B.2 per cent. 
the following 
over the age of 
1910 - h.3 per 
1940 - 6.7 per 
4 
finance a heRlthy old age started after the war. The dream of re-
tiring at the age of sixty-five to a life of leisure was proposed; 
actually the dream was realized by but a very few. In 1949 one 
authority said that three out of every five people above the age 
of sixty-five were ftnancially dependent upon others;6 in 1956 in 
dealing with the economic needs of the older portion of our popu-
lation another authority said that three of every four were depend 
ent for their economic survival upon others.7 While it is true 
that many old people have incomes which they use, these incomes ar4 
insufficient to take care of all their needs and therefore they 
find it necessary to seek aid for necessities of life from others. 
Social Secur1ty 1s a pleasant sounding name; but more than on4 
retired person has said that the system 1s neither social nor se-
cure. While all will admit that it is a step in the right direc_ 
tion toward the solution of the money problem of old age, it is 
far from solving the problem. Lacking financial stability, old 
people loose the confidenc~ and the independence they fancy they 
have had through their working years. 
In analysing the unfortunate plight of the old person, one is 
immediately struck by the fact that here is an individual WlO has 
6 Martin H. and Esther S. Neumeyer, Leisure ~ Recreation 
(Bew York, 1949), p. 51. 
7 John W. McConnell, Economic Needs of Older People, (New 
York, 1956), p. 7, table IIf. --
lived most his life, daily making decisions upon a multitude of 
aftairs, but now suddenly finds himself depend.ent upon 6thers for 
decisions about even the most trivial concerns of his usual day, 
as well as for the more important decisions. Often the older per~ 
son is thoughtlessly treated much like a child regarding the matter 
of money; and this not only in the necessities of life, but in the 
little trivialities --- the price of a pack of cigarettes, carfare, 
or a little pocket change. Unless they lho have taken upon them-
selves the ta~k of c!ring for an old person exercise great care, 
they may easily put the notion into the mind of the individual thai 
he has been relegated to the level of a child. How often one readf 
that "it is extremely important that any semblance of paternalism 
or charity be avoided in providing any type of recreation, leisure· 
time activities, or adult educational programs for the aging. MOSi 
of them have been reasonably independent and self supporting for 
• m.a~ years and they •• tit to continue tha t .ay~a .. To have to ask tOJ 
this and that little thing day after day is a very unpleasant act 
for an adult. It can be the seed of great problems which Will not 
be easily overcome. 
But suppose the problemB of health and wealth have been met 
successfully. Another problem arisesl where to live? Chances are 
8 Ohio Conference on the Problem of Aging, Digest of' the Pro 
eeedinss 2!. ~.!t ~ .2!m!:erence, n.p., n.d., p. 23. . - - -
6 
that although this latter problem Is not conaidered of prime import-
ance aa are helath and wealth, it actually is; indeed for many it 
looms juat as large in their thoughts. We do not need experts to 
to tell us that "to a great extent the traditional three generatior. 
family has been superseded by the aelf-sufficient two generation 
family."9 Today, we find that the aged person .no is a parent has 
been, so to speak, deserted by his children who have moved on to 
establish their own families. A domicile wn1ch was once a home fOI 
ma~, often becomes a tomb for a person living alone. fherefore i1 
seema better to move to smaller living quarters, if one is capable 
of living alone. On the American scene, an "in_law" is not a we1-
come guest, nor an appreciated landlord; nevertheless, most marrlec 
old people finish out 'Cteir livea as one or the other. lO F'or a~ 
elderly pel'S) n to live alone after years of family life la most 
unpleasant. To board with strangers or friends aeems to be the 
best solution. However, there are thoae lhose finances preclude 
boarding, am tnere are ottB rs whoae health renders this impossib1~ 
because of the burden tooy would pla.ce upon their friends. As an 
alternative many have had to turn to institutional life. 
9 U. S. Department of aealth, Education am Welfare, Agin~, 
! Communitz Responsibility ~ QRportunity (Washington, 1955) p. 3 
10 U. S. Census of 1950. United States Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Census, Census of the Population ~ (Washington, 1953) 
II, 189, table 104, Mariti! status. 
7 
Institutional life for the aged is as varied as life in a fam-
ily group can be. Whether one oonsiders the individual entering 
into the already established oommunity with its completely differ-
ent complex and pattern, or whether one considers the individual 
entering into the community with the impact of all his peouliari-
ties and differences as he becomes a member of the new social 
group --- in either case it is obvious that the new entrant is con~ 
fronted wftth problems, the solution of which w.1l1 have some influ-
ence upon the individual's personality. 
In general, Homes for the Aged have a minimum age limit of 
sixty-five years. ll This means that the individual has already 
aoquired a baok log of habits and traits .hich in all probability 
never were aimed at the institutional mode of living. A change in 
the manner of doing things is called for. Many find the change-
over a heavy burdenJ others actually find it a great relief. One 
• 
of the more notioeable problems confronting a n e.ly arrived reside! t 
in a Home for the Aged is the spending of the time 1h ich he finds 
on his handa. 12 
11 While this is almost the universal age for admittance to 
HOD s for the Aged, there seems to be no reason given 'tily it has be"n 
6
settled upon and accepted. The present writer wonders whether with 
2 years set as the Social Security age for women, there will be a 
movement toward tta t age in the admittance of women. 
12 Upon entering a Home foI' the Aged, an individual finds thE 
burdensome tasks of preparing meal., obtmning groceries, and so ot 
taken care of for him; consequently he has m ore time and is less 
worn out as the main maintenance of life becomes quite simple. 
8 
The greatest punishment man can be given is to do nothing. No 
sane person finds real contentment in doing nothing. SOMe sort of 
diversion is necessary. This is true of the aged or aging person 
just as much as it is true of the youngster of four or five years. 
Statistics show that there is a disproportionate number of deaths 
in the age group of sixty-five to sixty-nine yearsl3 This is attri 
buted to the very active type of individual Who retires at sixty-
five and fades away because of inactivity. This disproportionate 
death rate for this age span if found not only among the bulk of 
the population but also among those who seek the refuge of an 
institution. 
From what has been said above it would seem that there is a 
need to know how to help the elderly and aged in institutions 
/ 
spend their free or leisure time profitably, interestingly, and in 
a manner which is to their liking. ~e problem is to find the 
• 
activities which will help rather than hinder them, which e~e both 
possible and practical, which give a proportionate return for the 
energy and expense donated by the instit~tions caring for the aged 
13 U.I. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Vital 
Statistics of the United States. (Washington, 1953), III, 15, 
table 47, Deaths by Age for Metropolitan and non-Metropolitan 
counties in the United States. 
CHAPTER II 
SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE PRESENT STUDY 
Written material upon the subject of old age at the present 
time is voluminous. l In the precise field of recreation and old 
age, a notable increase in reading matter is evident; however it 
seems to this writer that not much progress is being made in it 
due to the fact that the "aged" are being considered as something 
quite different from "adults". They are adults with special prob. 
lems. Very many of the books dealing with the recreational phase 
of old age are the particular experiences of individuals Who have 
~ 
solved or are supposed to have solved the time problem of old age.c 
A detinite sparsenes, of matter on institutionalized elderly peopll 
exists. This is quite understandable. Those who are t~e most 
qualified to write about the residents of Homes for the Aged are 
1 The Federal Security Agency compiled for the Committee on 
Aging and Geriatrics a fifty-two page Annotated Bibliography entit e( 
Selected References ~ la! Aging in 1952. Within this bibliograph~ 
are several pages of other bibliographies l~ted under the general 
headings of social, economical, and medical aspects of aging. 
2 The Chicago Public Library has a four page bibliography 
which in the main is a listing of autobiographical books of elderl, 
people. As this writer perused the list, an assistant librarian 
stated that elderly people who do read do not read such books as 
were to be found upon the list. 
9 
10 
extremely busy people. When they do write they are most likely to 
be trying to tell of the crying need and the urgent need for more 
institutions to house the aged and for more willing and qualified 
personnel to staff the institutions already in existence. 
One who is interested in the statistics and facts of an !nst! 
tution taking care of the aged makes what at first seems to be a 
startling discovery. Most meager information is had about the res 
idents. Not only is there a sparsity of information about the pas 
but even of the present. One group has reported: "Although valu-
able information was obtained through these surveys of services an 
institutions, the data could not be welded into a cohesive body of 
facts about the total aged population. 'lobere were many gaps becau e 
of the lack of statistical uniformity in maintenanoe of records; 
because nuny agenoies kept inadequate records or no separate 
reoords of the aged.") The explanation of the apparent laok of 
• 
information is simple. '~ose who run institutions for the aged 
seldom are ooncerned with the accidentals and unneoessary things. 
They do their utmost to run a "home" rather than an institution. 
~erefore, no more than one would expect to find a catalog of the 
members of a family in its own home and a listing of its activitie , 
trends, ways of approaching problems neatly written down in form, 
Similarly, in Homes for the Aged luch a catalog does not exist. 
3 National Social Welfare Association, 4th Annual Meeting of 
the lommlttee on Aging, Planning and Action to Meet the Needs of 
Older People (New York, n.d.). 
11 
The lack of information available on recreation in the Homes 
for the Aged prompted the writer to make this present study. The 
limitations placed upon the subject matter were only those that 
arose of themselves in a natural way. First of all, the writer, 
being a clergyman of the Roman Catholic Church, limited himself to 
Catholic Homes exclusively. Houses maintained and operated by 
other church organizations were not visited nor investigated; how-
ever, often enough administrators of Catholic Homes expressed theit 
admiration for the results and achievements of the Homes maintainec 
by other groups. A group of ten avowedly ~atholic Homes for the 
Aged in the Arehdioceasean Area of Chicago was provided for the 
writer by the Catholic Charities of Chicago. Here again, the 
writer heard the various sectarian and non-sectarian Homes for the 
Aged praised, and was told of the wonderful cooperation which exist-
ed among those engaged in the oare of the aged. The ten homes witt 
1hioh the writer was provided were the only Homes for the Aged run 
and managed by Sisters to Whom the care of the aged was officially 
entrusted. Although there are other Homes for the Aged which 
might very well be called under Catholic management, they are not 
officially Catholic Homes for the Aged. 
With but a modicum of difficulty interviews were obtained witl 
one or more officials or administrators of the ten Homes. All of 
those interviewed were without exeeption members of Religious Ord-
ers of Women. ~ey were very frank in their answel~S in the course 
of the interviews. With their time they were indeed generous. 
12 
Actually the interest of these Sisters was astounding; their coop-
eration was far more than could have been expeoted. As will be 
brought out later in detail, their ideas gained by experience of 
many years of dealing with the aged, differed in some instances 
very greatly from the ideas found in the usual writing upon reore-
ation for the aged. Often what had been held as plausible and 
practical in the field of recreation by the writers, the Sisters 
would pointblankl] deny its value and practicality.3 
After each interview a desoription o.f the Home and its facili-
ties was compiled to aid in the assembling of a questionaire to de-
termine how the old people might and did spend their leisure time 
or tree time.4 This latter phrase "free time or leisure time" was 
a far better phrase to use with the Sisters than was "recreation". 
It lDuld seem to the writer that the .;)isters had a hesitancy to 
predicate the word "recreation" to the activity of octogenarians • 
• 
Only after havin~ interviewed some official at each of the ter 
reccommended Homes, and after having made a few repeat visits, did 
the writer compile the questionaire whiCh he then sent to each of 
the ten Bomes he had visited.S The questiona1re was made up of all 
3 When the recreational writer talks of an elderly person, 
it is highly improbable that his idea of a typical elderly person 
is a person over the age of eighty; the Sisters see before them 
a group whose average age is above eighty. 
4 Confer Appendix I 
S The questionaire covers the recreational possibIlities of 
a typical resident; it 1s not meant to be all inclusive. 
1) 
the items dealing wi th recreation that the writer had either seen 
in any of the Homes, or read in any printed material, or heard sug. 
gested by the administrators of the Homes. Due to the heavy sched. 
ule of the Sisters it was the writerts intention to incorporate 
into a check-off listing all that he wished to use. Were he to re· 
do this part of his research, he would be tempted to include much 
more in the cheek-off listing and seek to acquire the information 
on his visit. As it is he is aware that it leaves something to be 
desired. Yet it seems to have served its purpose to this degree: 
it represents to a large extent what was to be found in the Homes 
at the time of his interviewing. Much more could have been asked 
as wIll be seen in a later chapter. 
Of the ten Homes visited, nine responded to the mailed quest-
ionaire. Since the Home Wlich did not respond to the questionaire 
had been visited, the wri ter incorporated the ideas found i n his 
visit there. However, it is not included in the study in any other 
way. The total number of residents found in the nine responding 
Homes amounted to 1544 men and women with, as might have been 
expected, the women far outnumbering the men.6 
If one wonders what sort of an individual the typical residen i 
of an Old Age Home is, he should be informed that there is no such 
individual to be found. One elderly ~ister said that she used to 
think that there was only one thing that they all had in common 
besides the Creator, and that was that they were all orphans. 
6 Confer Appendix II, Table 5. 
But even this she found to be untenable upon the day that a spry 
petite ~man of over ninety-five years b .... d the Sisters to re-
lieve her of the burden of caring for her now senile child of a 
mere seventy-four. Chronologically speaking, the residents are al 
over sixty-five. But this means little for as Valerie V. Hunt saYf : 
Chronological age as the exclusive indicator of age 
is a myth. The factors associated with a person's 
aging cannot be directly attributed to how old he is. 
Emotional, social, intellectual and physical age 
show great discrepancies when compared with enrono-
logical age. Old age, generally viewed as a period 
ot' declining abilities in contrast with yout;h's grow-
ing abilities, varies considerably with peoplet~ 
temperaments and their resistance to decline. ~here 
1s validity in the popular belief that aging is a 
composite of appearance and physical and emotional 
behaviowr.7 
If the past few years are indicative of a trend that is to continut, 
it may .ell be that the entrance age to Old Age Institutions will 
have to be raised. Today the age of the resident. is climbing as 
modern medicine prolongs theUfe of man. At present th& meidan 
age in the institutions visited is h overing just aboe eighty years 
for the mortality rate of those 1 n the h1gher ages is dropping. In 
the seventh Home visl ted the following was pointed out to the wri-
ter: twenty years ago one out of three persons would die 1n the 
Home in the course of a year; thus there would be a numerical turn 
over of one hundred per cent each three years. but today the deahl 
rate of the residents is less than twenty per cent each year. The 
7 Valerie V. Hunt, Recreation for the Handicapped (New York, 
1955), p.259. 
15 
rising age or the residents brings about many serious problems. 
One of them is how to keep the people with something to do in suoh 
advanced years, how to keep them in good spirits, how to make life 
enjoyable for them. For the aged do not live up to the picture 
which has been painted of them: they are not entirely passive and 
completely sedate; they do not enjoy being superfluous without use 
without signifioance, they do have opinions on matters of the 
world, and they would love to be creative. Like all other .,n the 
have physical, religious, emotional, and intellectual facets to 
their personalities to which one must cater. We have been denying 
them work, incom.e, influence; we have been treating them as more 
disabled than able, as more inoapacitated than with ability. The 
picture ot the aged which paints them for all practical purposes 
as completely helpless 1s not true. They suffer great limitations 
1t 1s true; but they are still gitted with many and even most of 
the blessings of adult life. 
In Homes which have opened more recently to the aged, the 
residents are apt to have a oomparatively younger median age.8 
The explanat10n ot this tact is that admittance rules call for 
ambulatory residents at the time of entrance. The prospective 
resident up in the eighties can walk about under his own power 
if he Is something out of the ordinary. This would be ordinary for 
the Sixty-five year old. However, a person of eighty seldom enter 
a Home for the simple reason he 1s quite independent, selt-suffic1 t 
8 Confer Appendix II, Tables I and IV. 
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In the course of the yea~s it is to be expeoted that the Homes whic~ 
now have the yonger med1an ages w111 be much the same as the older 
~omes. Fo~ the residents wIll have become incapacitated in the 
ability to walk due to arthritis, broken limbs, disease and so on. 
aowever, once adm1tted to a Catholic Home for the Aged, a resident 
~1 stay until death regardless of the state of health with but one 
exception. '.rhe sole exceptIon 18 the mental case beyond cont~ol. 
Since the medIan age of the old person in an instituion hover. 
about eight,., there Is no aurprl,e to hear that two out of seven 
are serIously handicapp,d bl some ailment or anotherl blindness, 
deafness, lameneas, senillty --- to mention but a rew of the typ-
leal illnesses. And although the other rlve of the seven are not 
seriously handIcapped, not all of them can go about unaselated.9 
Some hardy indiViduals go about under their own power 1n wheel-
cbairs, or walk with the aid of strollers, crutches, or Qane.. To 
deal with all the 111s and ravages of time 1n a typical Home for 
the Aged, exceptional and spec1alized medioal care is provided. 
Each of the n 1na Homes has at least a dally vIsit by a Doctor.10 
Two have res1dent interns. But Old Age Homes are not h08plt~18J 
this Is a fact that m4nJ overlook and this is the reason why the 
phYSical examinations are demanded berere admittance by almost 
halr tne Home •• 
Taking care of the 1544 residents In the nine Homes whioh re-
10 Conter Appendix II. Table ,. 
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ponded to the questionaire are 174 Sisters.ll xhe service that tht 
Sisters render the aged is unique: it is their very life, as it wer,. 
Due to the fact that the ~isters live within the same building as 
~. aged, they are immediately available in case of need or emerg-
ency thwenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, the whole year 
through. Thus, although the personnel of the Catholic institutions 
seems sometimes to be far less than the personnel of a non-sectar-
ian Home with a similar number of residents, in man-hour availabil-
ity the SIsters cannot be challenged. And a point worthy of specia~ 
~ention is the fact that on the days of big occasion, woatever 
they may be, such as Christimas, Thanksgiving, or Mothers' Day, 
Iwhen the personnel of other Homes is quite understandably given a 
~ay of,f --- the Sisters are wi th their aged guests. 'lhese days are 
the very days when emotional stresses welgh heavily upon the aged 
residents of institutions. 
Before one can start to appreciate the problem of recreation 
in an Old Age Institutions, it Is necessary that one grasp solidly 
the picture of the greatly advanced age of the residents and their 
physical condition along with their probable mental state. A 
person's ability to pa~ticipate in leisure time activity is going 
to be directly and definitely related to the foregoing. Mobility, 
dexterity, sight, hearing, alertness and so on, if lacking, cut 
down the possibility and desire o~ recreation, as well as the 
practicality of it; even though at the same time that these things 
ar~ lacking, they increase the need of diversion. '£he very person 
18 
who has most need of some sort of activity to fill in an abundance 
of free or leisure hours is more apt to be the person without the 
ability to help himself. 
11 Confer Appendix,II, Table 2. 
CHAPTER III 
THE NATURE OF RECREATION 
For a person wit!l health, facilities, and finances for recre-
tion, the major obstacle to overcome is the lack of available time. 
On the contrary, the resident of an Old Age Home does not find time 
for the pursuit of recreation a problem at all. In fact, it appears 
that the average resident has so much time to consume in non-essen-
tials that he is more apt to suffer from the boredom of not having 
enough to do. Dr. Alexis Carrel tells us that the aging man should 
neither stop working nor retire; that inaction furthur impover. ~ 
ishes the content of time; that leisure is even more dangerous for 
the old than for the young; that to those whose forces are declin-
ing appropriate work should be given, but not rest.l Unfqrtunately, 
because of the going idea of what an institution for the aged 
should be, this advice of Dr. Carrel is not followed. Rathsr we 
find a rigid daily order of events being closely adhered to in 
man, particulars.2 However, despite a rigid adherence to the daily 
order by the Home, there is no compulsion for this or that individ-
ual to observe it although old age usually brings with it a desire 
1 ~r. Alexis Carrel, Man the Unknown (New York, 1934), p.186. 
2 Confer Appendix II, Table 1. 
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for regularity. And it is this rigid order which brings about the 
lack of activity for the elderly and at the same time leaves them 
with muCh free or leisure time upon their hands. The ordinary day 
in a Catholic Bome for the Aged finds most of the residents arisin@ 
with the bell and going to the Daily Mass. But if one shouliAnot 
feel like getting up on a given morning (with the one exception of 
a Sunday or a Day of Obligation), one just does not get up. Like-
wise, if one does not feel like eating a certain meal, one is free 
to go without it --- although the individual's failure to come to 
table would not go unnoticed, ~or would the absence go un~west1-
gated. With a charitable cOllc,rn a smalltnvestigation would be 
undertaken. 
In the Catholic Homes for ,the Aged there is not a set time fox 
I 
the resident to arise; however, since the Holy Sacrifice of the Mala 
1s offered in the house Chapel, a signal is generally given about 
thirty minutes before the start of the Mass. This gives those who 
wish to partake in the service an adequate time to ready themselves~ 
Mass i8 m ore likely to start at 6:30 a.m. and is followed by break-
fast, which begins about 7&)0 o~ 7:45 a.m. From the time that 
breakfast is ended until dinner time, m ieh varies from 11')0 a.m. 
to 12:15 p.m., the old residents find themselves free to do as the, 
dah. For with the end 01' dinner until supper at 5:)0 p.m. there 
1s nothing asked or demanded of the resident; there is no obliga-
tion whatsoever. Like anyone else along in years, the residents 
ret! •• somewhat early in the evening: the greater number are in 
r--------.. 
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bed by 8:30 p.m. However, there is no compulsory time for retirin@; 
just the demand of ordinary courtesy --- not to disturb others .--
is made. 
So in brief, the ordinary schedule that is held to 1s really 
quite simple: Mass and the th~ee meals of the day at specified 
times} anything else just happens on a usual day. Later the point 
of unusual and extraordinary days will be treated. But would it 
not seem that the usual day lends itaelf to boredom? There just 
does not seem to be enough to do because sleeping, eating, going to 
Chapel do not seem to constitute a full day. It remains for us to 
discover how the free periods (the leisure periods between meals) 
are and can be filled in with some sort of activity. 'lhere are 
approximately three hours in the morning and three and a half hours 
in the afternoon to 1tl lch poss ibly might be added another one 0 r 
two hours in the evening during which the elderly resident of a 
• 
Home for the Aged haa complete freedom of action. The problem is 
to see What kind of activity is available and the nature of tho 
activity; to see how much of the activity is recreational and 
whether this oan be augmented or improved. 
Exaotly what constitutes recreation is something of a problem. 
Below are a few definitions whioh have been gathered from various 
sources by another writer. The great variety and differences 
found in these definitions prompts this writer '0 define or re-
~efine recreation. It .11 be obvious that these definitions are 
not all preoisely definitions of reoreation. Some will be of play, 
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~ome of amusement, some of leisure, and some of recreation itself. 
~or purposes of simplicity and without first tndlcatigg a differ-
~no. between play and reoreation, the writer had divided the vari-
~us definitions he has found into two categories: play and reore-
~tion. His intention is to build up a definition of recreation 
rhioh could be applied universally to human beings. Actually, 
~pon reading on the subject of reoreation, he found little atten-
~ion being given to a distinction between play and reoreation. by 
~any the two words are used a8 synonyms. 
Definitions grouped under "play" are: 
a) Allin: play refers to those activities wnich ~re accompan-
~ed by a state of comparative pleasure, exhilaration, power, and t 
~he feeling of self-initiative.) 
b) Colvin: an act performed spontaneously and for no conscious 
purpose beyond the actIvity Itself.4 
• 
c) Curti: highly motivated activity, 1hich, as free trom con-
rlicts, is usually, though not always, pleasurable.5 
d) Dewey: aotivities not consciously performed for the sake of 
any result beyond themaelves.6 
) Elmer D. Mitchell and Bernard S. Mason, ~ Theorz 2! Plaz 
(New York, 1941), p. 87. 
4 Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
-
6 .lli:s!.. 
2) 
e) Frocbel: the natural unfolding of the germinal leaves of 
childhood.7 
t) Groos: the instinctive practice, without serious intent, 
of activities which .11 later be essential to life.8 
g) Gulick: 1h at we do because we want to do it o9 
h) Guts Muth: the natural exercise and recreation of the 
body and mind .10 
i) Hall: the motor habits and spirit of the past persisting 
in the present.ll 
j) Pangborn: activity carried on for its own sake without 
regard to outside prospecta or rewarda. l2 
k) Schillert the aimless expenditure of exuberant energy.l) 
1) ~trayer: the manifestations of instincts and tendenCies 
~ot immediately useful. l4 
7 Ibid. , 86 
8 Ibid. 
-
9 .!!?!A •• 87 
10 IbId., 86 
11 Ibid., 87 
12 Ibid. 
-
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid. 
-
Definitions grouped under "recreation" are: 
m) Laz'arusl an activity which is in itself free, aimless, 
~using or diverting.15 
n) Meyer and Brightbill: an activity v~luntarily engaged in 
during leisure and primarily motivated by the satisfaction or 
~leasure derived from it.16 
0) Neumeyere. any activity pursued during leisure, either 
individual or collective that Is free and pleasurable, having its 
own immediate appeal, not impellftd by a delayed r.wa~d beyond itsel~ 
or by any immediate necesslty.17 
p) Patrick: those human activlties which are free and spon-
taneous and which are pursued for their own sake alone; interest in 
them is self-sustaining, and they are not continued under any in-
ternal or external compulsion. 18 
q) Ruskin: exertion of body and mind, made to please our-
• 
selves without a determined end. 19 
15 Ibid. 
-
16 llH· 
17 Ibid. 
--
18 ~. 
19 Ibid. 
-
25 
r) Seashore: free self-expression for the pleasure of 
expresslon. 20 
s) Spencer: superfluous actions taking place instinctively 
in the absence of real actions ••• ; activity performed for the 
immediate gratification derived, without regard for ulterior bene-
fits.2l 
t) Standard Dictionary: action without aim, or for amusemenj~ 
u) Stern: voluntary, self-sufficient activity.23 
v) Webster's Dictionary: any exercise or series of actions 
intended for amusement or dlversion. 24 
w) Woods: 80 doing something what a person finds pleasure ir. 
doing when he is not paid for it and does not feel any kind of 
obligation. 25 
It Is very apparent that what Helen Graves Laue, the assistant 
director of the Community Project for the Aged of Chicago, has said 
is very true: everyone seems to have a different meaning of the 
20 ~. 
21 
.ill!. 
22 
.!E.!s!. p. 87. 
23 Ibid. 
-
24 Ibid. p. 86. 
-
25 nll· 
26 Helen Graves Laue, Recreation As An Aid To The Adjustment 
U lli People. (Chicago, 1949) p.4 - - - - -
~----------------~ 
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word recreation; some think only of physical activities, others 
think of crafts, hobbies, or games; still others think of recreatio~ 
as concerning only children and adolescents; some think recreation 
is something they will only have time for when they retire.26 Per-
haps by taking the major points of agreement in the above definitio~s 
an acceptable definition of recreation may be arrived at. From the 
outset, however, a few things must be remembered. First, many of 
the authorities from whom these definitions have been taken are 
primarily interested in group recreation, and more than likely with 
recreation for the younger portion of our population.26 Secondly, 
their definitions have sometimes been of "play", Which has definite 
overtones of physical rather than of mental recreation, although 
this need not be the case for we use the same word "play" for many 
forms of recreation.27 lhirdly, many of these authorities are also 
adherents of a materialistic and behaviourlstlc philosop~ical 
.ystem. 28 
The reader probably has noticed in the definitions that one 
~ather obvious meaning of the word recreation, namely the meaning 
pf renovating or renewing is practically entirely omitted. This 
~8 unfortunate when one considers the recreation of the older por-
~ion of the population. ihe definitions which seem to have child-
a6 Confer definitions e, k, 1, q, r, s, t. 
27 Confer definitions a, c, h, k, m, s. 
28 Confer definitions b, d, e, f, g, k, 1, m, 0, p. 
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ren in mind often are looking forward to a period of maturity or 
adulthood. This seemingly implies that the definition would have 
to suffer change as soon as adulthood was reached; or else it is an 
implicit admission that the definition is not universal. By con-
taining the idea of renovation or re-creation in the definition it 
will be poss Ible to have a definition tha tis universal. 
The most common note that i. to be put in the definition of 
recreation is activity.29 ObViously, by activity is meant the 
opposite of idleness. Therefore, recreation and work have some-
thing in common; this is t mportant to remember for th • .,-al'e not 
opposites as Is the implication of many of the cpoted definitlons~O 
Rather recreation and work po hand in hand together, supplementing 
one ... nother. 
The difference between work and recreation need no't be merely 
the notion of p le a8ura, whioh happens to be the next most common 
note of recreation found in the above defintions.3l While reore-
atlon i8 to be a plsea8urable activity, there is nothing to prevent 
work from being just as pleasurable aa well. 32 We have a special 
29 Confer definitions a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, 
0, 0, p, q, r, a, t, u, v, w. 
30 Confer definitions b, 0, d, f, j, I, m, 0, p, q, 8, t, w. 
31 Conter definitions a, 0, n, 0, q, w. 
32 In the Book of Genesis reveals to us that Adam before his 
tlfall" worked; thi8 indicates that work can be a happy pursuit and 
need not be unpleasant at all. 
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name for the endeavor which is entirely lacking in pleasure; we 
call it drudgery. Both work and recreation are essential to the 
well-being of man. In the present sate of affairs, no one continue. 
to stay in existence unless a proportionate amount of work is done 
by or for bim to provide him with adequate housing, clothing, food 
and so on. Under ordinary conditions in 0 rder to keep a humane bal~ 
ance in his character, it is necessary for a man to have some recre~ 
ation. Work 1s absolutely essential) recreation is only relativel, 
essential. ~he philosopher will argue that what is essential has 
to be: that to make a definite demarcation between absolutely and 
relatively essential is splitting hairs. Simply it may be re-
stated as follows: without work man dies physically; without recre~ 
ation or a substitute of it, the spirit of man dies a little. 
Thus far the definition of recreation seems to entail by a 
majority opinion a relatlvely essential activity of a pleasurable 
• 
nature. 
Another consideration to be made is the fact that the major 
difference between work and recreation does not consi't in the 
amount of physical exertion entailed, nor in the seriousness of the 
approach made to the subject of the activity, nor in the benefits 
to be received from the pe~formance of the activity. The great 
difference is in an attitude of mind of the person who is perform-
ing the activity. One who is compelled to join in an organi,ed 
recreation program, can, despite the fact that he is compelled, 
29 
truly be eng~ged in recreation --- if he will accept the .ctivity 
as recreation. A person who is forced to eat, truly eats. But on 
the other hand, it is necessary for an activity to be menta~ly 
3~ 
accepted as recreation before it can truly be said to b. recreation~ 
low the definition of recreation proposed by the present 
writer contains the followingt a relatively essential activity of 
a pleasurable nature freely aoeepted as pleasurable by the partic-
ipant. That recreation be an activity goes without argument. An 
explanation of activity may help, however. ~ere need not be any 
noticeable physical activity involved: for example, a person could 
be engaged in recreation while he appeared to be all but sound 
asleep. How could this be? Is it not recreation to mentally re-
live some moment of one's life, to build up fanciful dreams, to do 
things such as these and nothing more? Wnat can this be called but 
recreation? Such an individual may wander once again through his 
• 
childhood, and have a wonderful time. Such mental activity is 
sufficient for the activity .of recreation. ~onversely, one could 
go to an extreme and find an activity which seems to be all phys-
ical and almost without movement, exertion, or demand upon the 
mental abilities of the individual.ihis might be the case of a 
person sitting in a cool tub of water on an extremely hot day • 
. Recreation, according to the proposed definition, i. relative-
ly essential. Man needs some refreshment or relaxation under ord-
inary conditions to keep his balRnc.. Has anyone been known to 
33 Confer definitional a, 0, n, q, r, w. 
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have performed drudgery without respite throughout his entire life, 
and not suffer in his character and personalIty? ~'ortunately for 
man he can make part of his most menial tasks the opportunity for 
recreation. In fact, one authority would even make eating and 
sleeping themselves part and parcel of recreation.34 Today in the 
business world the a •• reness of the need of recreationin both the 
factory and the office is noted to such a degree that music is 
piped into both w.1th the intention of elevating the spirit of not 
only the employees but customers as well. 
Recreation entails pleasure. This is a point wherein author-
ities will argue. One will say that recreation is pleasure.35 An-
other will say that recreation causes pleasure.36 Yet another main-
tains that recreation is accompanied by pleasure.37 The first will 
say that unless the very performing of an activity is pleasurable, 
the activity Is not recreation. The second says that if a great 
• 
deal of toil and arduous labor ultimately cauae me pleasure, the 
activity eould have been a recreational one. The third says that 
some given aotivity is reoreation Just as long as there is some 
pleasure conneoted with it. 
34 Martin B. and Esther S. Neumeyer, Leisure 
(New York, 1949), p. 19. 
and Recreation 
......... 
35 Confer definition "en of this chapter. 
36 Confer definition "w" of this chapter. 
37 Confer definition "a" of this chapter. 
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According to the definition the writer proposes, the pleasure 
of an activity need not be found in the activity itself in order 
to have the activity included as recreation. !t'or example, when 
Grandma enters a hot kitchen to spend two or three hours in order 
to make a batch of pies which she herself will not bother to nibble 
at, but will give to her already well~fed grandchildren, she cer-
tainly 1s recreating. Her activity of itself is not pleasurable, 
but nevertheless it causes her great pleasure. Is one to say the 
hours consumed in preparing the makings of the pies was work and 
that the only moment of p~asure came when the children ought to 
have said "thank you?" Rather was not the total period of prepar-
ation and baking of the pies an act which along with the presenta-
tion of them an act which could be looked upon as a aingle unit~ 
It does not seem rIght to call the labour she expended only work; 
one haa to call it recreation. 
The above example should clearly indicate that recreation is 
an attitude of mind toward the activity involved. In addition, 
this example also shows that recreation need not be f·or the mere 
sake of recreation itself. While it may be that a mature individ-
ual can at times involve himself in an activity rust for the sake 
of that activity, more usually he would perform some action or 
or series of actions for the attainment of a particular end. If 
this were not so, absurdities would result. The Sunday golfer 
Would never loae hia temper. 'lb.e young man 1h a takes his fiancee 
to the a pera to please her primarily, would not and could not enjoJ 
F 
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the music and singing himself. 
In the proposed definition of recreation the note of free 
acceptance of an activity as recreation by the participant was in-
serted. ~his has a twofold purpose. ~ir8t. it enables an activitJ 
of practically any kind to be included under recreation as long as 
the participant looks upon it as such. Secondly, it enables one 
to exclude from recreation even what 18 commonly looked upon &s 
recreation if the person participating in the activity does not 
consider his activity recrea tion..L.'he note of free acceptance is 
subjective to the partioipant. 
Lacking in the definition are a few notes which are found 1~ 
the usual discussion on recreation. No mention is made of the 
necessity that recreation take place during leisure time.39 The 
explanation of this is simple. Recreation and work are not oontra-
rye 'lbe oontrary of redreation is drudgery. 'therefore there is 
• 
no need to look for an absolute division between recreation and 
work. Sinoe by leisure time one usually means the time found after 
work has been completed or sed aside, to demand that recveation 
be had only during leisure time is rather peculiar when applied 
to the particular case of the elderly. Nor does the proposed 
definition of the present writer exclude the idea of a reward out-
Side the activi~ itself. Some of the definitions given above 
-
39 Confer definition nand w of this chapter. 
40 Confer definitions b, d. J. m, etc of this chapter. 
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preclude the notion of a delayed reward, or even of a secondary end 
to an endeavor.4o The attempt to do this puts a great limitation 
upon recreation, and seems to limit recreation to the activities 
of non-intelligent be Ings. fi'or man is qui te accus tomed to act for 
an end or for ends that are beyond the immediate present moment. 
Few youngsters engage in a ball game without the idea of winning 
the game and glorying 1n the victory afterwards. 1be amateur ar-
t!st Is not content just to paint, but paints so~thing which he 
does not immediately dispose of, and he also tries to improve his 
technique. It is all but impossible to conceive of an activity 
of a rational being which lacks an end outside of the tmmediate 
activity. 
The reason for pursuing a new def1nition of recreation rather 
than accept one of those already given arises from the peculiar 
situation of recreation in regard to old people. 
~ave seen many hours in w.ich they can do as they will w.1thing very 
~road limitations which they accepted upon entering the various 
institutions. SOMe of the elderly people do not seem to do any-
whlng except sit the mole day long. Others are found to be look-
~ng for more time to acoomplish all that they desire to do. If it 
~s true that they all have tho same amount of time, some are using 
lt and others are abusing it. Uut no matter what the oase there 
lre no tasks or jobs for any of the re8identsi",~~Sol~ lIed ( v l Oyo:"'A. -v~\ 
\ ll,' IV~RSITY I 
40 Confer definitions b, d, j .. m. etc. <if t~i,~~ ~~~t~r.'; 
, "'-' , ~ 
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drudgery, and only a few have anything akin to real work. In the 
Ca,tholic Homes 'Visited by the writer, the residents appeared to get 
distinct pleasure out of the performance of rr~ny little activities 
of small COi.lsequence. t4hetlu;r the Home was one where the residents 
paid their own way, or whether the .dome was maintained by alms, it 
was apparent that those who had some sort of activity to look for-
ward to were often among the group of the more happy and better 
adjusted personalitios. .£t'or exa.mple, the group of people that in! 
variably would stay around the dining room and clean up the tables 
and reset them, were always far'more peppy and joyous than the gen-
eral group wh:Ch ~ould wander off to sun parlours, gardens, or to 
bed. 
What made this task of setting tables an activity of r6crea-
tioll in the writer's opinion? '!'he answer is that the residents 
got pleasure out of (i(l;.ng something which held a certain,fascina-
tion for them. ~hey were pleased to be doing what they were doing 
and wanted to do it. The writer suggested that perhaps it was the 
way the indigent had of saying thatllis for their bed and board. This 
evoked a smile for the siscoI' in charge pointed out that every s 
sIngle one of the group which was working there before the writer 
at the moment was a residant who either was maintaining himself or 
was being maintained by family payments. An added comment was that 
1 t o.ften happened that those who in a manner of speaking ought to 
be more demonstrative of their gratefulness often failed to do so. 
35 
Once again, the definition of recreation which is proposed in 
this thesis is: recreation is a relatively essential activity of 
~ pleasurable nature freely accepted as pleasurable by the partici-
~ant.4l 
41 For a discussion and development of a definition of 
recreation the reader MRy find the second ohapter of Community 
Recreation by Meyer and Brightbill of interest. 
CHAPTER IV 
FACILITIES FOR RECREATION 
Although reoreation demands n ooertain time or place or equip 
ment, the possibility of reoreat10n is greatly enhanced by the 
availabIlity of the spaoe, special equipment, and the knowledg~ of 
its avallability.l In this respeot the Catholic Homes for the Agej 
tare well. However, it is ourious to note that in the answers to 
a questiona1re, the administrators in every oase underestimated or 
tailed to note resouroes whioh were available in their Home8 and 
which they aotually were using. ....'or example, only f1ve of the 
nine lho replied cheoked oft the item that would indioate they had 
an auditorium or what could be used a8 an auditorium. ~et upon hi. 
visit to the nine homes, the writer saw large rooms 1hic~ prov1ded 
all that was necessary for the presentation of choral groups, skitl , 
movies, .usical programs and so on. Not only does a large airy 
dining room double as an auditorium, but the note of familiarity 
Introduoed by having a more or less informal presentation of 
amusements adds to the enjoyment of the old people. 
Perhaps it might be argued that a barber shop for men, or a 
beauty parlour for women is not a recreational spot. A moment's 
reflection. 11 unoover the fact that time honored traditIon, in 
1 Confer AppendIx II, table 11. 
1 
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the United States at least, has made both of these two places a 
site of a special type of recreation. For in both locations one 
finds bantering conversations, a supply of magazines, and an atti-
tude of friendship. All but one of the Homes (this Home had but 
two men residents) have provided a barber shop for men. Three of 
the Homes had beauty parlours for the women; in another three there 
was a special room for tending to the women's hair-do's. three 
made no reply upon the point. It is necessary to add a bit of ex-
planation. The women who can get out look forward to a visit to a 
nearby beauty parlour; even women who have spent a lifetime without 
Juch fuss often take to the beauty parlour when they have become 
residents. Quite often the younger women relatives of the resident 
will fix their aged relation's hair on a visit and on such an 
occasion use the specially equipped rooms. The three Homes clafm-
ing beauty parlours made no idle boast: they had all the ,fixtures, 
devices and equipment to rival and surpass the professional shops 
of a residential neighborhood, and of course they had licensed 
operators. While the haircut for an elderly man is often hardly 
more than a trim, nevertheless, a professional job is done, too. 
In one Home sustained by alms, over the years a Women's "Barber 
College" has sent its graduates over to the Home periodically to 
ahow their proficiency. ~uch days are quite understandably very 
much enjoyed by the women. 
There is a Chapel in everyone of the Catholic Homes for the 
~ged. ~ithout exception it i. the most beautiful part of the in-
stitution. Since in a following chapter this subject will be dis-
cussed at length, discus8ion is omitted here. 
It could very well be that the amount of area set aside for 
outdoor games would not please some authorit1es upon recreation. 
Whether a Home 1s located in a rural setting with abundance of 
space, or whether it is in the fringe area of the city, or in the 
heart of the city and thus cramped for space, it is obvious not a 
great amount of space is given over to game areas. The nice gar-
dens that exist indicate that there is space available; there i, a 
willingness upon the part of the Sisters to install games. The 
reason for not having a game area is the state of the health of the 
residents. 2 Moreover, at the present time they are not interest.~ 
1n games as a group for the elderly find that they are not physic-
ally fit for the exertion involved. But here it may be noted that 
all the Homes for the Aged located in the city are within a short 
• 
walking distance of parks.3 
As for inside game rooms all the Homes for the Aged have had 
at one time or another a special room intended for this purpose. 
In some the original purpose of the room is still in vOlue; in 
others, it has fallen into disuse, but the room is still retained. 
2 Confer Appendix II, table 3. 
3 It is something of a phenomenon that great expectations are 
held that the elderly in institutions should partake more 1n social 
amusement --- and yet, no great fuss is made about providing the 
means and facilities for the recreation of the elderly in or near 
OUr cities with specially designed equipment for their use. 
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Since in many Homes the men and women are separated because of dor 
mltory life, there seems to be a carry over in the separation of 
all the facilities of the Home, even those pertaining to recreatioJ • 
Under these conditions it often happens that the men enjoy a combiA-
ation game room and smoker. In the ease of women, they will have 
1n a large room theIr biggest and best television set; perhaps thI~ 
room would be best for games needing a great deal of space. It 1s 
evident that the advent of television haa caused games to go into 
disuse among people, but when a party is in progress often enough 
TV 1s forgotten and games are brought out. In fact, some of the 
games are nothing more than a "take-off" 011 some of the more pop-
uJar TV programs. In instltuions where private or semi-private 
rooms are the rule, every room i8 a potential ga~e room and hobby 
room. 
In at least three homes there is a very attractive facility 
• 
for the use of the residents --. a special kitchen and dining room 
where the residents may have a small party or meal with their vis-
itors. It is a delight for ~ older women especially to prepare 
a meal for their visitors. lhere are limits placed upon what they 
may prepare; in actual practice it generally works out that the 
visiting guests bring a meal which is warmed up before being served. 
Whether it is that gardeners live long and never give up 
their inclination to putter around with flowers, or something else 
again, invariably one finds a well-tended and well 'planned garden 
lomewhere adjoinging the Home for the Aged. A visit to the finely 
~ept garden is a frequent souroe of recreation for even those who 
~ave the most difficult time in getting about. 
Half of the Homes visited by the writer had display cases or 
~ift shops. Suoh a facility along with providIng Ii place for res-
~dents or visitors to purchase a gift. also provides an outlet for 
elderly men and women to display the articles which they have made 
whether they merely wish to show them off or desire to sell them. 
Mlere hobby shops are productive, a gift shop is a natural adjunot~ 
If half a dozen or more individuals could be interested in a hobby 
shop activity, such an areas would provide more than recreation for 
the small group itself. However, without a previous 1 nterest of 
ap,e sprt pr wotjplt great prodding. it is difficult to awaken 
~ormant abi11ties in the elderly along creative lines. 
It may be that the idea of ironing or pressing one's clothes 
~oes not sppear to be a reoreational activity. But on the contrary 
it actually 1s in the es tirllation of old people, especially the wo-
~en. .And so. even in the Homes which bear the cost of maintaining 
the resident's clothing, there wlll always be found a few people 
~roning or pressing their clothes in rooms well-equipped for this 
lPurpose. 
4 It seems to the writer that the Catholic Homes for the Aged 
are somewhat imbued with the id~a that they have no right to profit 
trom the work of the elderly. Almost an apologetio tone of voioe 
;~ used when the Sisters would explain how they used the profits 
,rom the sales of the products of hobby shops and gift sho~s. 
~~ther than be apologetio the writer believes they ought to develop 
vhe project --- primarily for the sake of activity on the part of 
the aged residents. 
Library facilities are universally available for the old paople. 
A few dictionaries for the crossword puzzle fans, a couple of r9f-
arence sets, ~nd numbers of books and magazines are the minimum to 
be found in any of the Homes. Several of the Homes have gone to 
the expense of obtaining books with extra large print. 
A very helpful device for the administrators of cld age Homes 
1s the loudspeaker system, and espeoially the mobile or portable 
unit. Music and speoial programs can be made available to every-
one with It. And in addition when there are special programs 
volume oan be raised in. specified rooms to help those who sutfer 
from poor hearing without at the same ti~e Brwoylng those who are 
not 10 debilitated. When the elderly themselves puton a.program, 
a sound system makes thIngs far more a!.'I'J1pler for them. 
Rep ipment for the presentation of movies 1s found in eight of 
the nine Homes from whioh respones were forthcoming. The single 
Home whi~~ lacks th1s equipment has no trouble in procuring it, 
and, in addition, is quite close to a theater which InvIte~ the 
residents of the Home to attend free of charge. Since those 
theaters which cater to a patronage of some foreign nationality 
are usually run by the people of the nationalIty involved, it is 
not surprising to find that they use their generosity towards the 
elderly to promote their fllms. 5 
-
5 Since stqtistics tell us that twenty million people attende~ 
mOVies last year in Chioago. the average attendance should be about 
ttve to six times Ii year for each Chicagoan. Residents of Homes 
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With the exception of pia.nos, musical intruments are not pro-
vided for the aged residents by any of the Homes. However, any in-
dividual who may know how to play an instrument is free to have it 
if he wishes. Many of the residents wIll sit down and 11lay a tune 
or two at the pia.no; howaver, the piano is more often put to use 
by some youngster visiting his elder relation. In ma.ny of the 
dining rooms there are pianos, vlctrolas and radios. In at least 
one Home the loudspeaker system gives a melodic backeround for the 
n:ea.l. Because of the e;reat availability of music by waY ot 1~adl0, 
televis ion, and especia.lly the FM radio I little need fo r a dist:tnc1 
Ilmus:tC room" 1s rel t, but nevertheless a few howes Pl'OV ide this. 
In those Homes \\t.ich h.8.ve p:l'ivate rooms, a resident has only to h 
have a radio and he ha.s a private music room. It iaa rat~ res1-
ont who l1ves 1n a private room without a radio; many, indeed, haVE 
their own television set. 
Three of thenine Homes h:qd. newspapers put out by the reeldents. 
The items in these newspapers were mostly of very localized inter-
6S t, and the publishing distribution and editing of the paper was 
a greatly diverting activity for those involved. 
Phonograph machines are found very enjoyable in eight of the 
nino Homes. ,r'or Ii rather restricted group it is a m.eans to provide 
eXceptionally fine music at a time and place of their own choosing. 
for the Aged have opportunity to attend a movie more often than 
that; it is ~rd to imagine that the elderly individual living 1n 
~ private home enjoys the same ease in attending theatricals. 
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For others the phonograph is a means of listening to the old familar 
tunes of another nation. 
Pool and billiard equipment was to be foundi n only three of 
the nine Homes. In another the remark was made that if it were 
available, it would certainly be used; yet, in the Homes where it 
was available, very few made use of it. 
As mentioned earlier in this account of the recreational equip~ 
ment and facilities available, the need for broad expanses (if it 
is a need), was solved by the proximity of the Homes to the parks 
in the case of every Home which was located in the city.. Perhaps 
the residents of institutions catering to the aged actually fare 
much better on outdoor activity than do their counterparts who live 
1n ordinary residences of the city. In the institutions the elder 
person generally is able to get outside through doors easily man-
aged by those of feeble strength. ~levators will bring the individ~ 
• 
ual to the street level and thus cltmbing stairs is obviated. Amd 
in addition there are always the sun-parlours or sun-decks for t 
those who merely wish to catch a breath of fresh air. 
Radios abound in all the institutions. Television sets are 
plentiful. In one Home the writer was todl that there were four 
.ets around the building where the men and women interested could 
sit down and view the program. Actually 1n going around the plant 
~e counted nine in general use; there may have been even more. 
A nice device for getting the aged out of the building is the 
outdoor religious shrine. As all of the Homes have them, a surpris-
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ing number of the elderly will make their way out to the shrine to 
spend a few moments 1n prayer. ~hese shrines, like the garden (or 
often enough part of the garden), are maintained by the group of 
gardeners who continually beaut1fy and improve the s~rine that has 
been entrusted to their care. 
Smoking rooms for the men are provided with great liberality 
in the Homes where dormitory life is the rule. In private or semi. 
private room establishements smoking is permitted in the rooms. 
Curious to note, there s'!ems to be neither prohibition nor provision. 
for the elderly lady who wishes to have a smaoke. Perhaps provisicn. 
will be taken care of at a future date. Home administrators will 
tell the questione~ that the aged women Who want to, do manage to 
have their smoke. 
Four of the homes that responded to the questionaire have pri-
vate picnic areas. ~urprisingly, two homes which did have picnic 
facilities of extraordinary proportionsdid not mention the fact of 
even having the facility upon the1r property. Actually each Home 
had an available picnic spot for although the Homes in the city MaJ 
forego this facility upon their own grounds, it 1s possible to makE 
use of the c1 ty parks. Yet, because the 11mi ta tions of the health 
of the residents, an outdoor picnic 1s not a happy venture for any 
large group of res1dents at one t1me. b'or the individual resident 
however, 1t is not at all unoommon for his relatives to take him 
out for a picnic in the summer. 
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Strange as it may seem, the ordinary soda fountain as found 
in the corner drug store is a usual feature of the Home for the 
Aged in which the residents pay for their room and board. ~ombinec 
with a snaok bar, the soda fountain enables the elderly residents 
to make 'the most of an opportunity of having a bite between meals. 
In three of the Homes which are dependent upon alms, there is al-
ways a pot of boiling water and a pot of hot coffee upon the ~tove 
in the kitchen. And this kitchen is free of entrance at all times 
and the cupborads are neither bare nor locked. Ahe kitchens in 
these homes are found upon each floor, and are adjoining the dinine 
rooms where each resident has a drawer in which he may keep cookiee, 
or candy and the like. These kitchens are not connected with the 
main kitchens where the basic meals are prepared. So actually the~ 
are quite comparable to the modern snack bar --- and just plain 
bar, also, for there is beer in the ice box in the summe~time. 
Five Homes have a socIal room which is used for parties of a 
bigger sort. ~e other Homes are content to make the dining room 
do double duty. Institutions mich have some sort of a women's 
auxiliary often have card parties and meetings ln the Home. '.Lbe 
presence of such a gatberlng glves a little bit of excitement to 
the day. 'lhe social room is often used for movies or bingo games. 
During the winter months when the waa ther is inclemen'h and 
also at any other time the sun parlours and sun porches are avail-
able. Even in mid-winter the hardier individuals will put on 
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their overcoats and walk about the neighborhood or even sit out in 
the brisk fresh air for short periods. 
Workshops and hobby shops do not abound. J.'hey have been triec 
in the newer Homes and found to be too great an expense as f~r as 
personnel and space was concerned. or course, in a private room a 
non-bothersome hobby can be followed as an individual chooses. But 
it seems that In the case of a communal hobby shop a few will make 
use of the tools for a short time only. but if a man or woman likES 
to use tools and has any ability~ he can find odd jobs around a 
Home to keep himself busy. Odd jobs have a therapeutic value. 
Small jobs are better for the older person since such can be com-
pleted and a new one begun. 1he more grandiose job is started~ but 
seldom finished. 
There are a few extraordinary facilities for recreation to be 
found in the va~ious homes. At one Home situated off in the country 
6 
a lake of several acres 1s on the grounds, and a huge picnic area 
with a large parking area for automobiles has been developed. Gue8t~ 
of the residents are invited to come as frequently as they, wish; 
and this invitation is extended to all of the Catholics of that 
particular nationality which is maintaining the Home. 'lhe invita-
tion is extended through various channels of information and con-
sequently there are many people ?bo come out tire and time again tc 
6 Home number 9; confer Appendix III. 
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use the lake for swimming and fishing in the summer, and for skat-
ing in the winter. The very active auxiliary of the Ho~ organizes 
picnics and folk affairs at Which the delicacies of the old countr, 
are provided; as would be suspected, many of the customs and ways 
of the old country are observed at these affairs. It is obvious 
that the residents lookfforward to each week-end for the arrival 
of the visitors and enjoy the festivities. 
At another Home an orphanage is situated 0 n the same tract of 
land as the Home for the Aged.1 The young orphans are allowed to 
and do oome over spontaneously to visit the older 'orphans'. The 
children come without ooaxing for they soon beoome pals with some 
one who will spoil them with gifts of candy bars, comic books, and 
toys~ In return the children bring the old people to their movies. 
ball games, and picnics. The same person is the Superintendent 
of both the Old People's Home and the orphanage. He 1s of the 
opinion that the proximity of the two Homes makes life more liv-
able for both groups. 
On the whole, therefore, it is obvious that the facilities for 
recreation within and near the Homes are very good. it could not 
be argued that there Is more recreation available for an individ-
ual living out his last years in an ordinary residence. And to al~ 
these facilities must be added those which are accessible to the 
general public and therefore to any of the 0 ld people vb 0 can 
-
7 Home number 1; confer AppendIx III 
r 
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either go by themselves or can be brought to them by friends and 
relatives. In general one can say the res1dent of a Catholic Home 
for the Aged has special and ordinary facilities for recreation ---
t'1ose wi thin his Home and those outs ide 'All ich are 0 pen to the 
general public. 
CHAPTER V 
THE CALENDAR AND RECREATION 
Monotony at any period of life is something of a curse. The 
elderly are faced with a very monotonous life because of the limit-
ations which nature puts upon the human body as it grows old. 
Even the bed-ridden, however, can overcome monotony to some extent 
by merely looking back with happiness upon something that has trans-
.1red, or by looking ahead hopefully aIld eagerly to something that 
Is to happen. And the near in time one can look forward or back-
wards the better is the monotony of thb ordinary day relieved. 
In Catholic Homes for the Aged, beyond the individual's own 
private special days, there are two big groups of special days to 
look forward to with some anticipation, and, of course, to look 
back upon as the calendar unfolds. Theae are the religious and 
national holidays. And in the case of the national holidays there 
Is an augmentation because of the old country ties whlch exist in 
the 1nstitutions which cater to a particular nationality. But 
needless to say, the religious holidays are celebrated with more 
external observance in institutions which are run by Women of Re-
ligious Orders than are these same holidays in ordinary Catholic 
lay life. In general, it can be said that the Feasts of the Churc} 
calendar are celebrated with more external ahow than are the natiol-
49 
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8.1 holidays. In the case of religious feas t days on~ ~ s apt to 
find a special Mass being offered in the Chapel with greater solem-
nity and decoration, . and not rarely a High Mass with a choir from 
some nearby school furnishing a pleasant change of voices. 
A speoial meal on such an occasion would possibly entail noth. 
ing more than a gayer party-like atmosphere. Or it might include 
much that would t"tke the unwa.ry oompletely by surprise. The trite 
expression, "a banquet fit for a king", is not quite adequate to 
describe the meals served in an Old Age Home on the Feast of St. 
1 Joseph. 
In the table dealing with special religious days,2 it is to 
be noted that special entertain.."tlent is not as frequent as speoial 
religious servioes or speoial mealst Years (actually centuries) 
of dealing with old people have given sufficient cause to some of 
the Sisters to conclude that some group entertainment does not do 
1 The writer, having visited a Home for the Aged a few weeks 
after the celebration of the Feast of St. Joseph, was given a very 
spirited and lengthy description ot the day's activities by way of 
a special Mass, entertainment, and banquet. What was uppermost in 
their conversation WaS the serving of the meal which was acoomplisl-
ed by many well k~own members of the olergy of the city. Priests 
*ho might have been but names to sorne of the residents previous to 
the day of celebration became quite real for the priests had put or 
aprons ove~ their shirtsleeves and had waited table. After the 
serving was finished they had entertained the elderly with music 
and song. The writer is quite sure that this feast vias tne topic 
or conversation in the Home tor quite a while, both before and 
arter. 
2 Confer Appendix III, table 12. 
r 
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any good for the well-being of the old people. J:hey have found 
that the elderly are happier with little spurts of entertainment; 
when something gradiose is planned for them it may fail completely. 
However, for those who do enjoy entertainment it is afforded them 
on suitable occasions. 
The observance of the national holidays of the United States 
is rather complete. As mentioned before, many of the Homes have a 
celebration of the holidays of the "old country" as well. And it 
would seem that the closer the tie. to a foreign culture, the more 
that home will be prone to celebrate the holidays of their new land 
wi th more oatentaciousnesa than is found i n the Homes which might 
be said to be part and parcel of the American scene. 
If one compares the tables of Religious and Dational holidays, 
a certain inconsistency is discoverable. The lack of consistency 
arises from the actual responses to the questionaire. F'or both 
• 
types of holidays, teleVision has made possible a wider source of 
entertainment; this is true of the national holidays particularly. 
With this added source of attractive entertainment, Homes have in 
some cases dropped the celebrations they might have added to their 
ordinary schedule. ihather or not the flickering television is as 
well liked as "live" entertainment will not be discussed at this 
point. 
Within the framework of the institution itself there are 
occasions which call for somethIng special: the hundreth birthday 
r 
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of a resident, which is not too uncommon in a Bome where most are 
over eighty years of age; the ordinary birthdays of individuals are 
often celebrated by the immediate and chosen friends of a resident. 
In the few Homes where they are to be found, married couples often 
have lived to the day of celebrating their Golden Wedding Annivers-
ary. The first Mass of a son of a resident, or what is more li¥elJ 
to be the case, a Silver or Golden anniversary of. a Priest-son alsc 
calls for something more than the ordinary. 
A monthly social party is held in three of the nine Homes witt 
regularity; but six Homes reported that every month found some sori 
of an ocoasion that just naturally oalled for a party to break the 
monotony. And the writer found out that aotually all the Homes hac 
some sort of party-like occasions to aoknowledge birthdays, anni-
versaries and so on. Often enough these parties were combined witt 
the meetings of the Women's auxiliaries. 
With many interested outsiders present some of the residents 
would partake in games --- cards, bingo, bunoo, etc.; others would 
sIt around and take an active part in conversation. The season of 
the year would to a great extent dictate w~at sort of decorations 
should be had: hearts for St. Valentine's day; green shamrocks for 
St. Patrick's day; a lay Shrine during the meeting of the month of 
May. Of course, there world also be the daintier sort of tid-bits 
to eat along with coftee and ice cream. It is not hard imagining 
~o. such socials would be affected by the time of the year. 
~trangelY enough, it seems that there are more of these affairs 
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1hich would fall under the name of "socials" in the houses subsist-
ing on alms. 
With attention being given to the feasts of the church and the 
holidays of the nation, with so many occasions calling for a cel-
ebration of some sort or another, it is not far-fetched an idea 
that recreation and the calendar are closely connected in the 
Home for the Aged. 
-
CHAPTER VII 
RECREATION. FOR AGED IN INSTITUTIONS 
AS PROPOSED IN LITERATURE 
Thus far the writer has dealt with old age and the need, nat-
ure, facilities, and times for recreation in the institutions car-
ing for the aged. It has already been shown that like other human 
beings, the elderly have a need for recreation; a definition of 
recreation vas proposed and defended; the facilities' available for 
use were indicated; the abundance of leisure time was pointed out 
not only tor the hour by hour passing of the day but for the year 
as wellJ some of the possibIlities by way of occasions for recre-
ation were listed. All of the foregoing should serve to acquaint 
the reader in general with old age and its recreational problem. 
With such a background, it will be easier to under.t~nd and evalu-
ate proposed recreation for the elderly Who live in institutions. 
"Recreational services are essential in a Home for the Aged 
because of the tremendous importance of combating lethargy and 
pre-occupation with self --- a serious problem of many older people 
1n institutional care." says Edith Alt.l The residents of Homes 
for the Aged seem to the casual visitor to have a life of tedium 
1 Edith Alt, Standards of ~ fOt Older People 1n Ipstitu-
t10ns (New York, 1953) Nationa! committee for the Aging, National 
oclal Welfare Assembly. p. 42. 
~----------------------------------------~ 
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and boredom. One who walks through the halls of a Home for the 
Aged sees so many sitting and staring, apparently doing nothing bu 
sitting and staring. The sight is apalling. One mnders wnat is 
being done to alleviate the tedium and to remove the voredom. To 
be able to appreciate what is and Bas been and oan be done in the 
nine Homes visited by the writer, a oonsideration of what has been 
written upon the subject is in order. Assuming the reader will 
grant that many variables enter into such a discussion and affect 
proposed items of recreation, the writer arbitrarily divided his 
considerations under three general headings, whioh are not always 
exclusive of one another: religious, intellectual, and physical. 
In this chapter the reader should be able to perceive why the wri-
ter sought a new definition of recreation. 
Outside.of large urban areas where some selectivity and nat-
"-
ural gravitation of similar personalities takes place, the old age 
• 
institution is apt to be populated by people wnose greatest simil-
arity is the fact they have lived in the same geographical area.2 
Therefore, recreation centered about religious motivation suffers 
for fear that feelings might be hurt. Little 1s written about the 
value of religion when it come to reoreation, apparently least one 
lay too muoh; however, there seems to be an awakenening to the 
2 Homes for the Aged are generally located in urban areas, 
and are either run by some religious organization or by the state. 
Seldom is a Home without some definite religious affiliation if it 
1s not state supported. 
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fact that there is a close relation between recreation and re1ig-
ion. 3 It i8 suggested that in the Home for the Aged a quiet spot 
of retreat should be provided so that prayer or meditation could 
be made without distraction. Such a room should or could be 
furnished with decoreassociated with a church: pews, a painting 
of a religlous nature, soft lighting, and whatever could add to 
a spirit of peace and solace. Looal olergymen are to be encourag-
ed elther to visit the old people and conduct special services 
for them, or to,l make provision for them to a ttend church services 
wi th ease. "I-
Mental and physical recreation in the case of adu1te is 
necessarlly entwined. 'J.hus it is difficult to separate all the 
items of recreation neatly into but one classification. ~onsequen-
ly, in many of the following polnts no one would expect to say tha 
this is mental recreation only or physical only. 
Radio and television are suggested as being among the eaeiest 
ways to help the aged pass time quickly and keep a day by day in-
terest in people. 'Fhe well-known "soap-opera" with its unending II 
aerial brings a touch of the personal to some of those who are 
institutionalized • 
... 
3 Although various sooial welfare branches of 1 rge religious 
denominations very emphatically St9.te the need of' religion in the 
~eoreation of the elderly, it is but a passing word that is tender-
ed the subject of religIon by the recreational authority in his ;,1 
1rl'itings. 
4 In Arthur Williams book, Recreation for the Aaina (Ns. Yoroll 
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Titles of books considered to be of special appeal to the 
elderly is often assembled in bibliographies of larger librar1es.5 
The daily newspaper and current magazines have matter of interest 
to the aged. Many of the aged who do not read;the reason being 
a language barrier w.ich is eas11y overcome by providing them with 
reading material in their native language. Something akin to this 
is noticeable in the use of the radio. In a large city as Chicago 
there is no reason my use is not made of the various radio stat-
ions which breadcas t several hours of a. foreign larlfuage daily. 6 
While both the radio and television offer much in the line of 
music, victrolas and phonographs are recommended because then a 
local choice of MUsic can be made. Thus unappreciated and irksome 
music can be avoided. For those who care for them movies are 
recommended.. One authority thinks that the power of movies to 
provide true recreation for the elderly 1s greatly lessened becausE 
• 
of a faulty use of them. Too often merely "aft picture is shown to 
the elderly .. instead of nthe" movie; the point being that a judic-
ious choice of pIcture has to be made; due care must be ,given to 
1953) has a very wholesome attitude toward religion and recreation 
5 Whil~ there are books whiah hav3 been written designedly 
for the aged person .. the author's design is not always met with 
approval by the elderly. The writer, armed with bibliographies 
of suggested readings for the Aged, has presented them to the 
librarians at. ,the charging desks of several libraries for their 
evaluation. ihe consensus seems to indicate that the elderly 
reader does not specialize or seem to have a fondness for the type 
of book .found in the bibliographies. '!'he elderly reader follows 
his own bent. 
6 Confer Appendix II, table 16. 
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its length and subject. A good travplogue will broaden the horizor 
of the institutionalized, stimulate thinking, sometimes create a 
new interest, urge conversation, provide suitable adventure, humor 
or drama, Other short movies can stimulate discussion, teach hobb, 
work, and so on,7 
It is recommended that the opportunity to show off or display 
one's talents be given to the residents for Jhom a little publicit, 
is a distinct pleasure. Old people have relations with others, 
they do not stop being social; they want others to know that they 
are still useful, creative, and to be recognized for excellences,8 
Depending upon the mode of expressing his talent, it 1s easy or 
hard to provide a suitable opportunity for the elderly person. The 
entertainer needs only an audience, which perhaps he has abo~t him 
daily, but which oan be more formali~ed on the occasion of a party 
or social, .t"or the hobbyist or fine needle-worker, a show case in 
a prominent position in the home proper or a show case in-the gift 
shop displaying their handiwork 114. 11 give them a mental boost. 
Along this same line, it has been suggested that the groups which 
might have displays --- groups like either the Boy or Girl Scouts--
could be conta,~ted to bring their displays to the Bome. 
-
7 Catherine Lee Wahlstrom, ~ ~ ~ their Years (New York, 
1953), p.33. 
8 Elizabeth Wickendam, The Needs of Older People (Chicago, 
1953), p. 101. 
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While the quality of professional entertainment which is now 
available on television is usually far better than amateur offer-
ings, it is stoutly maintained that the amateur wins the attention 
of the elderly far more quicklY than the image on the TV screen. 
If institutions are able to provide suitable places for home talen 
to perform inside the Home, it ~ould be a w~rthwhile investment of 
time and labour. The most appreciated performers for the elderly 
are without doubt young children. 
The special celebration now and then of some day Isencourag-
ed by many writers. A caution is made that the day chosen should 
be universal in its appeal to the group, and that a thorough-going 
celebration should be made of it. Among such days, a surprise 
party day 1s suggested to break up the monotony of knowing what Is 
going to happen next. The unannounced serving of a snack out on 
the lawnJ a motor ride without a previous announcement; or a picnic 
• 
or outing; or a shopping tour. If it is possible that the residenis 
themselves, that Is, a small group of them, be put in charge of 
plannIng such an endeavor, all the better. 
In dealing with individuals in institutions there need not be 
any lessening of emphasis or encouragement of individuals pursuing 
80me activity of their own particualr ohoice apart from others. 
Sketching, dr"awing, painting, collecting, wood-working, and so on 
--- all of these have been proposed as potential outlets In the 
recreational vein. 
Lastly, in the field of activities Which tend more towards 
I 
I 
r 
l 
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physical participation are suggested games such as croquet, horse-
shoes, quoits, lawn bowling, pool, billiards, to name but a few. 
Tours in museums, trips to points of interest throUf~ the various 
sections of the city, visits to libraries are suggested for apt 
individuals at convenient times. Dancing, especially of the folk 
type, is seriously proposed for the aged. Gardening,even the win-
dow box variety of gardening has been offered as an outlet for 
recreation. 
In summing up these suggestions and examining them one may 
notice a tendency of making the object of recreation consist in 
doing things which are unnecessary only, whioh are rewarding in 
themselves, whioh are amusing and diverting. The writer has pro-
posed that recreation can be all this and more. ~ecreation can 
1nvolve the ordinary thIngs of lIfe because recreatIon consists 
In a mental attitude more than anything else. Recreation. surely 
has a far deeper meaning than amus6lpOnt or dlversion. Recreation 
Is also re-creation. It Is the re-creation of the spirit of man. 
In the case of tha elderly this Is all the more to be demanded. 
Let them re-create the spirit of being able to do thIngs for them-
aelves. Ihis will give them more enjoyment than all the antics of 
ing the animals at the zoo. No one is going to dep~ecate the bene-
fit of amusing and dlveri.ng recreation of any kind --- If the aged 
enjoy it. but one ought not to forget that the renovating and 
r-------------------------. 
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On the pages tmmediately following are listed various suggest 
ions made by a few recreational groups. 'rho ugh given here without 
comment, the writer asks the reader to keep in mind that the group 
of people in the Catholic Homes for the Aged which were visited fOl 
this account have an average age of slightly more than eighty yeaI'I , 
that a good number of them are without means, that many or most of 
them live in dormitories. 
the sggested recreational activities for the elderly made by 
the National Recreation AssociatIon were:9 
arts and crafts 
basket makIng 
bird house constructIon 
chaIr canIng 
carving 
charades 
checker tOU2naments 
club.: book 
camera 
choral 
coin 
st8J1'tp 
travel 
communi ty sings 
concerts 
creatIve wrIting 
~oll hospital 
dramatics 
dress making 
Ilrchery 
boat ride 
axctlrsions 
Inside 
fIlms 
fix-it shops 
foreign events 
current events 
games 
gardening 
hobby shops jewelry makIng 
knot tying 
leather work 
lectures 
letter writIng 
library 
metal crafts 
mIllinery 
music activities 
needle crafts 
painting: brush 
finger 
fIddlers contests 
Outsid, 
automobIle ride 
camping 
fishIng 
play re.ding 
poetry , 
pottery 
puzzles 
quilting 
radIo 
reading 
records 
rug making 
scrap booka 
sewing: crocheting 
knitting 
spelling bees 
stamp collecting 
toy making 
travelogs 
whItling 
wood working 
photography 
baseball 
croquet 
gardening 
9 National Recreation Association, Su~gested Recreational 
~ctivities !2t Aging Persons ( New York, n •• ) pll. 
r 
geology 
nature study 
sight-eeing trips 
Outsid! (continued) 
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hiking 
picnics 
horseshoes 
shUffleboard 
softball 
Valerie V. Hunt in dealing with recreational activities for 
all aorta of handicapped persons list. the following for the .sed: 0 
Bobby !SS Craft Activities 
Sewing and weaving 
rug making 
doll olothe. 
ne.dle point 
crocheting 
knitting 
m11l1i1e1!1 
quiltIng 
Natuzte 
fish aquariums 
bird raising 
animal breeding 
Colleotions 
• tamp 
ooln 
h1storical 
souvenirs. 
Craft. 
leather, wood, metal 
tinker shops 
sorap and olipping books 
ceramios 
painting 
je.el17 
model boats 
;radio and clock repair 
Gardening 
herbariums 
w1. odow boxe a 
flower arrangements 
bUlb 8HW1D8 
Hobb1 and exhibits 
I 
City improvement projeots 
Toys for children'. hospital 
Red Cross .o;rk, first a1d 
Service packages 
Welfare agency work, afgaos, laye te~ Qardening projects 
~ ashion shows 
Civil defenae projeots 
Community Chest Collection 
ChIld care, children's programs 
Otticials at children's events: 
marbles, dog, and art pr~grama. 
Quiet Activitl8, 
Games: chess 
checkers 
dominoes 
parchesi 
monopoly 
gin rummy 
bridge 
bingo 
poker 
pinocl. 
Russian bank 
scrabble 
Partiess costume 
birthday 
speoial even ts 
ca;rnivals 
suppers 
picnics 
campfire 
• Hunt. Recreation !2r the Handicapped CBew York, 
~--------------------------------~ 
Quiet Activities (continued) 
Entertainment: theaters 
concerts 
movies 
travelogs 
sports events 
dramatics 
reading 
storytelling 
Trips: art galleries 
historical places 
parks, memorials 
boat, auto, bus 
Music: fiddle sessions 
choral singing 
recordings 
orchestras 
Active Games ~ Sports 
team and large groups 
social, square, folk dance 
valley ball, softball 
day camping, cookouts 
newcomb, boccie ball 
goal hi, shower ball 
dance 
individual and small groups 
bIllIards, bowling, horseshoes 
quoits, hIking, rowbaating 
cyclIng, horseback riding 
casting and fishing, swimming 
deck tennis, golf, croquet 
badminton, ground bowling, etc 
Religious Activities 
Devot10ns and notes to 11ve by Hymn s1nging 
Religious history 
Church festivals 
Qu1et spot for med1tation and prayer 
Church attendance of d1fferent faiths 
Religious celebrations Bible classes and reading 
Historical studies 
Literature, music 
Writing, astronomy 
Personality and charm 
Diet 
Educational Activities 
Management of personal affairs 
Income planning 
World affairs 
Speech making, genealogy 
Classes in all SUbjects. 
Among the more often quoted sources of information dealing 
Wlth recreation for the Aged is the North Carolina Recreation Com-
mission. Here one can see a developed suggestion list. 11 
11 North Carolina Recreation Commission, Recreation !.2.!:. ~ i 
A reation C 
p 0 
men: 
women: 
mixed: 
'orth Caro11na aecreat10n Commission 
era~ts ~ ~ dancing dramatics 
bookbinding 
carving 
electroplating 
leathercraft 
metalcraft 
models-wooden 
photography 
pottery 
woodcraft 
basketry 
china pa1nting 
crocheting 
knitting 
quilting 
rug malting 
weaving 
combination of above 
~-~-~- =-- --~ .-~~--
soc1al 
square 
social 
square 
folk 
folk 
square 
social 
imitations 
movies 
plays: 
attending 
partic1pating 
rad10 
readings 
television 
movies 
plays: 
attending 
participating 
radio 
puppetry 
skits 
television 
attend theaters 
movies 
puppetry 
radio 
literary 
lectures 
reading 
speaking 
writing 
bookclubs 
creative writing 
reading 
book reviews 
games wi th paper 
and pencil 
lectures 
letter writing 
open forums· 
poetry writing 
write history 
story telling 0' 
..po-
men: 
women: 
mixed: 
North Carolina Recreation Commission (continued) 
music 
harmonize 
:riddling 
lis ten to !nUs ic 
muscial instruments 
sing 
concert records 
mixed chorus 
song fes ts 
talent shows 
attending concerts 
communi ty sings 
musical games 
music appreciation 
playing in.truments 
rhy thm bands 
song fests 
na.ture &: outing 
fishing 
gardening 
hunting . 
identification 
trips 
traveling 
walking 
gardening 
picnics 
'Sunning 
walks 
"ar rides 
br..'at ;'('ides 
day camping 
flnjoying parks 
picnic 
sailtng 
tours 
visiting museums 
soolal activities 
banquets 
olubs 
conversation 
dinners 
parties 
fashion shows 
(gay nineties) 
parties 
picnics 
anniversary events 
b1np'o 
birthdays 
bridge 
canasta 
cards 
outdoor aetivities 
picnics 
pinocle 
sight seeing 
Sunday visits 
suppers 
trips to industries 
sports 
archery 
billiards 
bowling 
cheokers 
chess 
croquet 
darts 
dominoes 
horseshoes 
ping-pong 
snuffle board 
softsall 
oheckers 
darts 
shuffleboard 
simple rela.ys 
attending sports 
checkers 
chess 
dominoes 
party games 
simple relays 
oircle games 
0"-
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In her book Catherine Lee Wahlstrom veers away from the idea 
of recreation for the aged and aims more at the idea of providing 
suitable activities for the aged. 12 
12 
1953) , 
Activities tor !h.! Home !.2!. !h2. Aged 
Mark, men, and sort the linens. 
Clear and set the tables. 
Act a8 receptionist at the door. 
Help dry the dishes. 
Help string the beans. 
Take oare ot all the plants. 
Clean silver onoe a week. 
Fold, address, and mail the Bome newspaper. 
Help prepare the vegetables. 
Make ourtains. 
Answer telephone. 
Make posters ror bulletin board. 
Do typing and o~fioe work. 
Run the elevato~s. 
Sweep the sidewalks. 
Distribute th~ nt',\'."papers. 
Wind the hall cl~ck. 
Trim the hedges and rake the leaves. 
Serve as librarian. 
Help with the Sunday supper and on holidays 
when the kitohen staff is off. 
Distribute the publio library books. 
Collect the song leaflets. 
Catherine Lee Wahlstrom, Add Lite !2 their Years'New York p.47. 
~--------------------------------~ 
CHAPTER VII 
SPIRITUAL RECIlEATION 
"The objectives and purposes of religion and recreation are 
in many respects similar and complementary. The clergyman is con-
cerned with personality developement through wholesome and satis-
fying use of leisure time. The compatibility of the religious and 
recreational life are perhaps best experienced in the dual effort 
to achieve an abundant, fruitful, and joyous existence for all 
people."l 
In the foregoing chapter were to be noted a few suggestions 
\mich have been made in regard to the possibility ot religion as 
an ~id in recreation tor aged people in institutions. In a count~ 
such as the United States, it is ~~derstandable why this ~eligious 
phase of recreation is lett rather untouched. The main reasons arE 
apparent. First,elderly people have made up their minds on the 
subjeot. Seoondly, in the minds ot many, it is indisoreet for the 
lay person to broaoh the subjeot lest the elderly be upset. In 
non-sectarian Homes, lay people of varying denominations would in 
all probability have explicit orders not to bring up th~ subjoct 
of religion. This ~uld be just as true of the publicly n~ntainec 
Homes for the Aged as well. But in those Homes which are populatec 
1 The £thletio Institute, Recreation!2£ Community Livins 
(New York, n.d.), pp. 88-89_ 
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and m.aintained by a given reliGious denomination the staf'f as well 
as the bulk of the residents would be of the same religious belief • 
This, obviously, is going to be the case in a Catholic Home tor t 
Aged. Catholic Hom.es are as a rule staffed by Sisters of a Relig-
ious Concregation. 
An unpublished survey of B California oommunity found that 
the population over 65 years of age .ought 75% of their reoreation 
in groups affiliated somehow or ~~other with religious denomin-
ations. 2 Those who have observed the elderly are inclined to thi 
that not only do they turn to the general field of religion as the 
grow older, but that without it the elderly beoome hard to manage. 
A psyohiatrist has said: ttl have never seen a oase of senile 
psyohosis in the aged where they have a faith in God, and are free 
frmll the tear 01' death and are aotive. »3 In short, the evidence 
is that the elderly person is conoerned with religion and finds 
comfort in it. 
In Catholio Homes for the Aged religion is pre-eminent. But 
few of the Catholio Homes are without a representation of non-Cat 
olios for the llomes have no reqUirement about the religion or a 
resident-to-be. However, one is expeoted to live a deoent Christ-
ian life while residing within anyone of the Homes. 
2 Long Beach California. Community Welfare Counoil • .T.!l2 
§,enio:r:, Citizen !r! Our C,ommunitz. ( n.p., n.d.) p. 27 
I .3 E. Stanley Jones. ~ Way ~ Power ~ Poise, ( N_ York. 
1941). p. 113 
r 
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Old people in instl tutions h.ave what can readily bo dasribed 
as a daily aWaI'eneS$ of cieuthJ they ex-a living out the !llOnlGnt when 
tir:se suddenly booomea etel"n1 ty. Although they ace their oompanio 
depart week by week, they seom to loa. tho fe.ar of death which the 
might ha'iG had bei'ore entol"1ntj th.o Catholio institution. Thanks 
t~he .;-ood Siater" who tond ~'le Aged. and inspire them with thea 
oharity. the oel'ta1nty otdeatl1 100se8 its 1'eal",somoness. Tho 
opportunl ty arrorded the eldoJ."ly tOOO!lle 1nto oloser oontaot with 
their Creator through the .many non-obligatory ohul'foh servioes 1s 
seldom passed u.p without oause. ItIasa 1a ot oblIgation tor Oatho-
lics, and tOI' thOln only on Sundays and Holy DAYS. lJovwtheleas, 
about 85% to 90% of all the residents will attend ~Iass daily. 
In most Catholio institutions for- tho elderly. the Hosary of 
the Blessed Vll"g1n 1. reolted 1n oorrwon -- usually ovor the loud-
spaakel." system. Uowever, there ru;"o spot. which a:r-e not oovwed 
• 
by a sl,eaker, a person with sorooth1ng elae in mind oan g'O to. such 
a spot and not be dlstnoted.4 Ae ODe w~.r. through a Homa, be 
will olten see a S!"Oup of people a&.yinr;; tho iioaary together. 
Ano·th: .. r common praot1ee which moods with tho appt-oval of the old 
people is the reading of stories with a distinot spiritual flavor. 
It d • pt •• 
4 One docs meet the ~1&~ter who harps upon the tact that 
the 31 stars are t:t~ying to make a t'monk ft out of him. Gonel"'ully this 
18 nothing more than something to talk about. ThOI*e is no compul-
sion in .matters 1"eltgious although thore 1s a [:X'oat bit o;C oncour-
agement. 
5 strangely, the writer found few books of religious nature 
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A cynic may suggest that the elderly are but trying to please the 
Sisters who themselves are dedicated to l"'eligion and ~cherofore act 
as thou@1 they were pL~ased. The answer to this is to observe the 
old people closely .-- watch where they go) look into what they 
read. 
The writer in his visiting of the Homes made it a point to 
drop into the Ohape1 a tlw times at each HOlne. From 7 to 10 per-
cent of the residents would be found in the Chapels; and this on 
even a .hot smmnor day when ona would suspect the old folks would 
like to nap in the afternoon. The most worn books in the librario! 
were religious books. 
The beauty of the Chapels and the restful atmosphere in them 
exceed what one would expect. However, the possessor of the Faith 
undoubtedly round his Best Friend always available for him in the 
Chapel. A non-Catholic could not have an adequate oompre~ension ot 
this. To omit the faot of the very presenoe or God in a Home for 
the Aged,would be to dIstort the whle focus of a Catholic Home for 
the Aged;", 
Attendanoe at services of any sort in the Chapel will be just 
about the same as Mass attendanoe. Thus for Benedicition and for 
sermons the chapel is well filled. In the years that Bas Excell-
ency Bishop Fulton Sheen has been teleeasting, he has found great 
favor among the elderly residents. Some postpone their reGUlar 
bedtime merely to listen to him. 
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It might be wondered what the impact of constant contact with 
EeliGion is upon tho residents, and particularly upon those who 
have had little fOl'lmal contact with it through many years, despite 
the fact they we:;:'e baptized Catholics. 11he Sister' s t~helnselves are 
dedicated to bl"inging people to God, but they let the example of 
the older residents work upon the new arrivals. Assuredly, the 
example of the Sisters themselves does not g~ unnoticed. But beyor~ 
the demand to keep the Ten Commandments, ther'e Is no attempt to 
change the residents into 'quasi-religious'. As 8. matter of fact, 
one of the problems which confronts the Sisters is the very relig-
ious resident who pesters other residents with importune lectures 
upon religion. 
In summation, the practice of religion helps the old people 
to spend profitable hours in an enjoying way. The residents 
apparently find solace. comfort and pleasure in spiritual.pursuits. 
In the Catholio Homes studied it was apparent that nothinG was 
left to chanoe in this regard, but tal1:en care of exoeedL-l[jly well. 
CIL~p~rER VIII 
PHYSICAL RECREATION 
The oasual visitor to a Home for the Aged receives a shook, 
perbaps, from the sight of the obvious physioal weaInless and tra-
gility of the residents, But this shock is apt to be t~mporized as 
he watches the old people go about whatever they are doing with 
little effort. The residents' average age is above ei~ltYI the 
ootogenarian usually is inoapaoitated in not one but in a few 
, 
different nays: weak heart, poor ;;lusoles, rheumatism, lameness, [! 
failing sight and diminishing hearing, and all the ravages of 11'1 
former diseases and aocidents he has suffered during his long life. 
How to enoourage and help suoh people ~eoreate physioally is 
definitely a problem. There is hardly a possibility of a~king Ii 
them to indulge in anything which might be oallod pure play wherln 
m.otor activities a~e pursued for their own sake.l It is a matter 
of providing them with physioal activity Which will not over-tax 
them, yet; will give them the satisfaction of aocompl.lshment and 
be something of a test of their physical state. As was pointed 
out previously, an activity which 1s satisfyinG gives the elderly 
person a degree of pleasure which mikes life more enjoyable and 
livable. A normal healthy pepson enjoys physioal reoreation which 
• fl. 
1 Confer Chapter III, definitions. 
f4 
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:;i ves an opportuni ty to relea.se pent-up encI'gy, or gi vo s tho chance 
of oxercising "C:'1.030 f'acul tics of his w::1ic1.1. his ordinary job or pur. 
sui t does not call into actIon. '1'l1e indoor man goes out golfing, 
Walking ~~d so on~ Tho laboring typo of individual 
rrJl.Y take his recreation at a tlovie or a ballga..'1la, or tinkering wit!: 
a hobby. Often recreation consists in nothing more than the exer-
cising for a thile of a faculty not ordinarily employed, or the rest"" 
inc: of a heavily worked faculty. 
Most people would not look upon readin3 a newspaper as a big 
job. Yet for SOlUe elderly people this very tasl< 1s quite difficult 
duo to the necessity of folding and turning the ?lges, and holding 
the paper for p:t:"otracted· periods at one particular distance. \JJhen 1 1:1 
suoh considerations as these are kept in mind, trying to provide 
all the residents with SOI;10 sort of physioal reoreation looms up 
as a tremendous task. 
Many kinds of rOareD. tlon. su.ch as danoing, shuf.f'leboard, horSE - !il 
shoes. to name but a few --- although thoy have been se:r>iously s~" 
ge.sted &"1 reoreation for the aged, --- are not fit recreation for 
at; least 80 per crmt of the residents of the Horre s considred in 
this study.2 These endeavors are beyond tho phYSical stl"on~sth of 
the average resident in ql estion. The typical response to a 
:: 
I' 
lill', 
2 One may well wonder what is meant by the term of either ' 
Aged or Aging. The differenoe between a person of 65 years and thEt I 
of 80 is very radical. Perhaps, ~any of the suggested recreationa~ 1 
pursuits are fine and acceptable for the person of 65, but hardly 
sane or safe for the person of 80. 
~~--------------~ I , (f 
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question of how these aotivities would appeal to the elderly re5~ 
idents usually involved an answer of the great amount of musoular 
coordination needed for the simple game of shuffleboard, how 
dangerous it was for the ordinary resident in the upper seventies 
and eighties to do the amount of bending neoessary for a game of 
horseshoes, as for darccing. it W$S possible but the elderly did 
not take to it exoept on rare oooasions and but tor short snatohes4 
How then is reoreation whioh is needed on the physioal level 
going to be attended to. It is said that one way or another a 
person has to tlet got and that aotivity is neoessary; one dootor 
has said tt oompetitive games provide an unusually satisfaotory out. 
let of the feelings of aggression which do not have sufficient 
opportunity for expression 1n other ~speots of civilized living."3 
One wonders whether games are going to take care of pent up feel-
ings and emotions of a great number of elderly people liv.ing 
together. Obviously games alone are not the answer, perhaps, 
aotivity should be plaoed in the doctorts quotation in the plaoe 
of games. In the opinion of the administrators of the Homes, the 
best escape valve for pent-up emotions was activity. The best 
solution of providing aotivity was allowing the residents to par-
take of as many jobs as possible in the running of the institution. 
Along with encouraging as well as allowing them to make their own 
beds, the residents should be permitted to help in any of the jobs 
- j Mennrnger. William c.,: "Recreation and l'[enta.l Health", 
Recreation, XLII; 346; Nov t4~. 
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of the Home unless their help is too big a hinderanoe. It is true 
that some of these jobs oan almost be olassed as duties; this does 
not deprive them of their reoreational v;ilue. In the State ot 
Ohio superintendents of publio homes for the aged sere told they 
should be "most alert in finding ways ot Ii:eeping up tho morale of 
their residents by having uppermost in their minds the individual 
needs of their peopleJ this would mean t~Jin~ to find various jobs 
and regular ohores around the plaoe most suited to particular 
indivlduals_ so that they might have the feeling of responsibility 
and prIde in their work. n4 
Ordinary housework in a Home for the Aged, beoause ot the 
communal form ot lite, is greatly lessened by the aid of many eagel 
hands. Sweeping, dusting, mopping does not require muoh effort on 
the part of the elderlYI and tasks such as these do seem to have 
restorative power. This is even more notioeable in the h6mes where 
no charge 1s made for room and bOard. But it must be noted that th~ 
homes which do make a charge upon their :;uests are the very homes 
in whioh one will find more individuals engaged in fulfilling tasks 
\vhID h must be done. The factor of age may have something to do 
wi th this for the same houses wh:le h have the lower ages are the 
houses which have paying residents. 
Ma.ny of the happier residents of the Homes tor the Aged are 
,'! 
'i 
II 
those who have set up for themselves a daily routine within the 
routinG ot the Home in general. In sevel-al of tho iloDl) S villi.ted 
by the vJr1ter, he noted that a. far lUOl"$ lively ti!ll$ was being had 
by tho gvoup of 1:'e sldents wh m1ght be staying behind. to aid .1n 
ld tcb.en and din1ng room atter r.ooals than was to be found being had 
by those wh t111ed out ot the dining room. In 80me lnstanoesJ so 
residenta .ere so bent upon a~111ns little tasks into their 
day that they even tended to exclude others from helping. Th1e 
of cO'lJ%lse ahow. two thlngau tbst, that there really wasn't enough 
to do, but secondly, that the ~e.1d.nta do like ~o have a job. 
~11s sort ot a s1tuation exists in all tho Homes. 
A manor woman with a trade otten 18 a Qod-sent gitt to a 
Homs tor tho Aged, eapeotally those that exist upon alma. It 1s 
sald. that Nsld.enta should be enoouraged to utilize and adapt old 
altll1s oX' to develope new ones in wars which a.:re useful tp the 
Home. The knowledge that the!1'*' wol"k 1s wanted may provide addltl0 
a1 incentive. Ho ... V(u.~. residents' work sklould be prll't1tllrily tOl" t 
bene£lt ot the individual, rathe1'*' tbanthe reduotion ot operational 
oosts ot the nome. While residents is appreciated, eve17 preoautl n 
should be taken to prevent eXploitation.> An Individual such as 
a tailor might not be able to run an .stabl1~nt outside, but It 
allowed to work 1n the Ho.me' 8 taIlor shop, chanees are that he wl1 
bo a tar happier individual. Cue has to be eD~is&d to see that 
auah indivIduals do not overwtax themselves, or attempt jobs be-
-, S ~dIm Ilt, :S,~f.\ll~S; s.£ 2.v.i t0it! Old-G." J!.eQ21,o, (n.P. 1935) 
I 
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yond their ability. Lacking the strength needed for his trade, th 
ex-tradesman could become very muoh upset when he is unable to do 
what formerly he did with ease. 
Homes located either on the outskirts of the city or in rural 
areas abound with jobs which are physical in nature, gardens, 
poultry raising, light truck farmi~g. and so on. provide many 
small tasks whioh can be performed by the older person. Msay ot 
today's elderly people lived their younger years upon farms and 
know what to do with a hoe or a rake; others learn quiokly. And 
although this sounds like work, the writer would detend it as 
reoreation provided adequate control 1s kept over the elderly. 
Where suoh jobs have been used to till out a reoreational program, 
the undertaking has been successful. 
Among the women thore appear to be more individuals who have 
some way of passing hours in a basically physioal endeavor. This 
is because of their darning, knitting, crocheting, and sewing. Th 
occasion, time, and place tor such tasks is easily oome upon tor 
there is relatively no trouble at all in carrying all the necessi-
ties ot the task wheresoever a woman might wish to perform the job 
Carrying along a light bag containing all her needed materials, 
a woman resident can start knitting at the drtp ot a hat. Helping 
this manner 01' recreation along is the desire old women have to 
make what they have in the line of olothing last. It seems that 
they beoome tond ot the clothing whioh is old but familiar. and 
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obtain something new. For those who are creative needleworkers 
there is no end of the possibilities for their finished products. 
Usually they give away the things they make either to relatives 
and friends, or to the Home in which they live, Orten in the C:1ft 
shop of a llome are found many of the 10litted things made by the 
residents. 
1mchine sewing is not unconL~on nor does just a small coterie 
gain possession of the exclusive rights to do a repair job for the 
Home. Even in those institutions where a resident pays his way 
one will find that there are many eager to help out in the laudry 
repair room. 
The canning season provides seasonal work ror those interest-
ed, both men and women. The Homes in the rural areas oan their 
own produce. The city institutions frequently reoeive on the spur 
of the moment large quantities of fresh food stuffs which have go~ 
unsold at the mojor markets, Often, after consuming what can be 
eaten at the present time, the Homes will can the remanents. V.fb.en 
tood which has been canned by the residents reappears before them 
on the table, they have sonething to talk about and, it would seem, 
enjoy the meal more than usual. 
In Homes for the Aged there are more women than men, for more 
Women reach an old age than do men.6 The transition from activity 
to inactivity for women in general is not quite as abrupt as it is 
, .. 
6 Cor~er Appendix II. table 5. 
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for men. ~he women merely have oeased to do all of their former 
aotivities one by OM, but the men usually s'",ver themselves from 
one sort of endeavor, and try to take up a new group of aotivities 
or desist from work entIrely. In institutions there seem to be 
more jobs v/hioh would oontinue a woman's ordinary way of life than 
there are jobs which would do the same for men. This apparently 
makes institutional life less of a ohan~ for the women than it 
is for the men. 
Hobbies as a means for enoouraging physical aotivity ot a 
r60r6a tional sort al'e always highly reoommended. Yet aotually 
exoeedingly few residents or Bomea tor tne Aged are muoh taken up 
by a hobby. First of all, if they have not as yet given themselvel 
over to some sort of hobby by the time they are in their seventiett 
year, there is little ohance of their beooming .fasoinated by some 
net\' pursuit to an extent that it will help them while away time. 
day after day. And it would seem that hobbies loose their .fasoin-
ation for otten enough the aged give away their oollections. And 
secondly, unless the hobby is not space consuming there is always 
the problem of where to find a suitable room or sufficient space. 
Now if everyone had the same hobby, or even a habby along the same 
line, or it a group could undertake a group hobby --- there would 
not be such a great problem. Thirdly, among the ohief objections 
is the matter of expense. hobbies can be and often are expensive. 
Few of the residents of Homes for the ,Aged care to spend the1r 
small incomes to meet the oosts of a hobby. And again many people 
\ , 
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who have become the victims of' th0 slowdown of old age have given 
their collections and hobby raaterials to younger friends who have 
shown an interest in the hobby. 
Any resident ot a Home 1'01" the Aged who is menta ly alert and 
physically able 1s permitted to leave the home for any of a number 
of' reasons: shopping, walking, visl ting, &.nd so on. 1ihe only 1'0 
ality observed in this regard is to notify the porter at the door 
of the expected time of return, and, upon returning, to oheck in. 
'[his is but oommon sense. Depending upon looation and the surroun -
Ing fa01li ties of th.e neighborhood, the elderly resident can go 
wherever he ohooses. Residents, surpl"lsingly, do go out by them-
selves, but more often it happans that they are acoompanied by a 
relative or friend. In the latter oase this might even be another 
resident. 
Residents wi til relatives nearby manage to get auto d.dos and 
enjoy them very much. However, those of the pesidents who are 
capable of getting about without help seem to prefer to be on thei 
own when it comes to dOing a little shopping with the money the 
st;ite may be giving them.5 Favorite places to [,;0 on shop-ping troip 
for the women are: beauty parlours, ten oent stores, delica.tessens 
l"estrau:ants, gift shops. Men prefer a Simple walk around the 
block, or through the park, with a stop at a bar if there is one 
close by; needless to say, they practioe great moderation in their 
n , ... 
5 In the State of 
from Old A e Assistanoe 
reoeive $7.00 
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drinking. The winter 11 onths bring a sharp decl:tne in tho number ot 
tllose who will leave the Home ror- any pUl"'pose. 
In anything which would have a noticeable physical element 1n 
it., whether it be skill, desterity, or strength,. the elderly person 
eives up in tr-ustration when he reali7,6s he is not as skilled as 
po onoe "as. Por eX&.tn.ple, a man who once played pool with a degree 
pf suooess, finds the game very uninteresting if' he is oontinually 
iftscratohing", 0:.;' if he tinds he oannot :focus his eyes upon the oue, 
cue ball, and objeot ball Simultaneously. The woman who onoe did 
sewing and needle work which was beautiful does 110t enjoy doing 
., 
~ork whioh is al togethGI' unsatisfactory to her. "'ather than meet 
~ith failure she will give it up entirely. 
With the elderly people civing up the physical pursuits that 
"hey once found engagi 'u1;, t.h.t3 olwiou8 thing 1s to substitute some-
~hlng easier which does not oall tor as much abi11ty, strerlgth, ~nd 
~oordinatlon. The problem is to find these substitutes and interes i 
",he old people in them. This J.O an llnoolved problem. 
CHAPTgR IX 
IdENTAL RECREATION 
Those who care for the Aged in Catholic Homes are confident 
that they are providing for the spiritual needs of their charges; 
~here is little room for complaint in regard to the manner in 
~hich they look atter the physical needs of the elderlYi but when 
it comes to taking care of the mental needs, the ~isters worry for 
good reason. Yet it seems to the writer that they are doing what 
can reasonably be expected or hoped for under present conditions. 
How to keep the minds of the elderly occupied is a vexing problem. 
for a number ot hours without too much to do is debilitating • .Man 
as he grows older surfers the loss of the various taculties which 
• 
aid in keeping his mind alert, or at least sufters a diminution in 
these faculties due to the wear and tear of time and disease upon 
his body. A~ded to the normal deterioration, those who enter> upon 
.. 
an institutional form of life after having lived an ordinary adult 
life for namy years among friends, relatives and family, possibly 
suffer a shock when of a sudden they tind themselves but one person 
in a group of stz-angers. Who contemplflte:: or prepares foz- institu-
tional life when they are younger? Some to whom a choice is poss-
I Personnel departments of some major industries have lately 
taken an interest in provIding theiz- employees who will soom be on 
penSion with literature which dea.ls With theproblems of retirement. "111 It 1s surprising how 11 ttle thought many p(!)Ople have S1¥tUl to what 
-*-.... ....".... _.- _." L'_ .. 1:. ... ~ 4!'. .1, ~ 4"'1 
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I"'ble have the opportunity of shopping around, as it were, for a HOnlE 
of tl~ir own choosingJ they might be said to have prepared for the 
~ew mode of life to some degree. But still these may have their 
~isappointment in finding everything was not as they pictured it. 
pn the other hand, there are those who oertainly do find a new least 
~n life when they have entered a Home. Their joy is unmistakable. 
The best mental reoreation 1s that which affor:1s are-laxing 
put engaging ouDlet for whatever powers ot mind a person may have. 
~he broadenings or onets intellectual powers need not end at any 
~iven age. Our present aged people in oollege enrollments are 
adequate protst at the tact that sevel1tr or eighty years ot age does 
~ot make one unable or undesirous of' learning. However, those who 
~o pursue academic learning in far advanced years are the exception 
~d not the average. \Vhen one reads the stories written of suoh 
~ndlviduals, it is the story of a rail'e case and not of the.usual. 
~t would be folly to think that Homes for the Aged should be branch 
polleges. The people oapable ot pursuing academic degrees are not 
Pound inside of Homes for the Aged. Such individuals pursue their 
Singular way outside. 
The resident ot a Home tor the Aged in and about Chicago 1s 
~ ordinary person with eighty years behind him and with the educa-
~ion which was ordinarily afforded a person some sevehty years ago. 
For the most part they were onee able to both read and write sutfle 
lently ro~ the ordinary things or l1re. But now their ability to 
'\ 
write, they themselves will tell you, has slipped away in the 
~~----------------~ 
company of the passing years.. And this they do not mind too much 
for the people with whom they might wish to correspond have passed 
away- lIowever, they do regret the tact that they oan no longer 
read as muoh~ or as quickly as in years gone by.3 Now they have 
One woman ot ninety plus years stated that she was getting rather 
provoked at herself tor she was forgetting what she had read even 
1n the oouraGor reading a column in the newspaper. In other words 
she could not remember the gist of the story while she was reading 
it. 
What do the elderly like to read? Libraries have assembled 
bibliographies at books wrlich tor some reason or another were aon-
sidered apropos for the older l'eader.4 However, the writer tound 
that lists of several years standing did not .find favor with the 
average book-reading resident ot the institutions he visited. 
Contained in the 11bra~ bibliographies ~e books designed to pep' 
up old age, to unfold the plan of how to outwit your years, to lay 
."1 
3 The writer wonders whether many elderly people would not be 
immensely aided by being liven properly presoribed glasses. The 
very way the elderly wear their glasses indioates they no longer ar. 
the proper strength. 
4 To name raw of many _...... Chioago Publio Library; Long Beaoh 
Publio Library; Seattle Public Library. Publio Library of the Dis-
trict ot ColumbiaJ Minneapolis Public Library; Cleveland Publio 
Library. and Cincinnattl Public Library. The titles ot the bibli-
ographies are cuaint: outwittins Your Years, Fun After 60 With a ~bF' IDl2 s fo~ Old? J Axi~one ~'cr B'iTo~S' ..he jgope:rt Agf rootCs - . ~ nterest 0 oX~e:r Rea ers, rl! Begln4f ~ .2!l, .....22 .Q:2...... 12 Wast~. ~J.der »,a:E~l~, e c. 
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plans for undertaking a hobby, to show how to have fun despite 
faot that "you are over 60" (which 1s a mere twenty years 
than th!:;; average I'0sident of a. HO:,le for the Aged), or how 
a bit longer and like it. In the bibliographies the writer 
conoentration of books of an autobiographical type 8.l"'>e 
o be found with some Individual t s sure OUl"e for the pi tralls of 
age. 
As a matte:r of .fact, despite all the good that bibliotheraphy 
ght be able to accomplish, the old people in institutions do not 
muoh for books; articles and atotles of magazine length are 
to their liking; and daily newspapers still more popular. As 
subject matter of reading, what they choose and reject will 
e almost the same as any cross-section of adult life; after all, 
oes a forty year old person enjoy a diet 'of" books, by, about, and 
fourty year old persons; and 1s the same true of the f~fty year 
person? Another consideration is that more than half the 
esidents were once busy housewives who had little time or at least 
,ound little time for reading. Librarians wi.11 tell you that the 
veraCe citizen doe.s not take a single book out of the 11brdry in 
course of a year; beoause of many avid readers it would work 
only statistically that the average reader takes a look at a 
ook fro.m a public l1brary :tn the course of a yea!". The e1de!"l,. 
esident of a Home for the Aged is far trom apt to begin reading 
oolts, more apt to oease reading them. However, in general, the 
'I' ii,l 
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found in it; the higher the median age, the less readlng.5 
The daily or weekly newspaper, whether it be secular or relis-
ous, constitutes the favorite reading material. All can read will 
generally have a glanoe at a newspaper. 'l'he foreign weeklies are 
~avorite reading matter for those who have kept ties with the old 
oountry. About ninety per cent of readers will try to read a book, 
but, needless to say, there will always be found a tew avid readers 
who not only try to read books but actually finish many in the 
oourse of a year. The desire to read, however, has been oonsider-
ably lessened among the residents with the advent of television. 
Television is twioe as popular a way of spending leisure time 
than is reading. 
Televlsion provldes most of the mental recreation ot the old 
~eople. Men are espeoially pleased with the offering ot the new 
~dium. In summer the afternoon ball games and in the eve~ng the 
~estling matches seem to be the favorite speotaoles with them. The 
~omen develope a fondne~s tor the traditional Amerioan ffsoap opera" 
~hat Is, the never oonoluding serial story of some sad individual 
faoing lite. 
Radio has not sutfered muoh ot a set back in the Ho,mes for the 
Aged because ot the greater variety ot programs offered and the 
~reater ease of providing a radio. In Homes where the residents 
~1ve in private or semi-private rooms, one will find in practically 
~very room a radio in e~1dence. Throughout the Homes -- in the 
5 Gonter Appendix II, tables 4 and 14. 
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parlors, sun-parlors, game rooms, snaok rooms --- radios are seen 
f.Il. d heard. Even the ligh'c weight portable radio is used by a few. 
rhe elderly resident who is more at home 1n a foreign language 
~inds in a metropolitan area a st,t1on broadoasting in his native 
t. 
!tongue.\) 
Among the elderly will always be found those who have an 
~ppreoiat1on of fine symphonic music. This music loving individual 
is apt to be well aware of the various stations and hours when he 
can get the musio of his choosing whether 0 n the PM or AM radio 
band. It seems that for the devotee ot music there is a oonstant 
flow of fine reoordings to be heard on one or another station. 
If listening to fine music is high in the favorite pastime of 
listening, the opportunity of hearing live voioes singing the song 
Which are familiar to them is even higher in rank. And when the 
elderly are invited to join in with a ohorus. they sing wi~h great 
relsih. 
There are not many among the old people who can handle a 
musical instrument with muoh profioienoy. Pianots are available to 
~ll; but few are the individuals who have any desire to sit down 
~o serious playingJ more likely it they did play anyth1ng at all. 
~t would be one or two tavorite old tunes. It would seem that the 
pianos are around for the visiting choral groups and little grand-
ohildren who as most weloome visitors to the elderly will often 
6 Confer Appendix II, table 16. 
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pj.?oudly play a rocently learned piece. 
Depending upon the group of residents it is sometimes feasible 
~o have skits or playlets. But this takes strenuous and painstwtin 
r,vork upon the part of the personnel of the H01'l1e. Very much urging 
13 needed to put suah an undertaking into actualitYJ so milah so, in 
raat, that many administrators do not aonsider the effort commensur 
ate with the results. Yet when suoh an endeavor is sucoessfully 
~rought off, everyone is sure to have a wonderful time. If the 
olderly residents oould do their own managing of the affair it woul 
~e wonderful; however, they seem to laok the necessary drive. Buoh 
an affair is seldom spontaneous in its developement. One of the te~ 
~omes oonsidered in this study did have an alert woman in her low 
oeventies who pushed such endeavors and kept thinGS of a dramatio 
nature going. '/·"i thout her presence, however, the staff of -tI1o Home 
could not have spared the time to give the necessary assi~tance and 
impetus. 
Mental reoreation that is rather easy to find may not be suit-
able for the elderly because it lacks satisfaotion or challange. 
For example, working crossword puzzles is a mental teat more than 
anything else that it may involve. How few are the old p eopla -ill 
institutions seen attempting orossword puz?,les. After it is done, 
what has been aocompiished; tor a yonger person a pu,zle may be an 
aid to developing a vooabulary for later use. but what is there to 
the working of a pua&le for the elderly? Perhaps there is a sense 
of aocomplishment or pride in completing something. 
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A reature or all the Homes is the equipnent provided for the 
writing of letters. Suitable desks with paper and pens a~e avail-
able to all. However, few in the oourse of a. 'Year will sit down anc 
~ite a letterj the oor:respondence of the Aged is at a minimum. 
dost of the outgoing mall of the residents is of a business nature, 
land in most cases is taken care of' by the staff' of the Home. Deapi t4 
~heir own neglect of' letter writing, next to having visitors the 
pesidents enjoy receiving mail the most. 
Card games do not win over the elderly to the degree that one 
:rdght expect. Small groups of men will indulge in a game or hearts 
pr poker. Such a group seldom varies in membership but as a m~mber 
pf the coterie dies, an occasional new arrival is dealt in. The 
~omen who play cards usually are bridge tans. It seemed strange to 
pote th.at there are more oard players in houses of char'ity than in 
"he Homes where a fee is paid --- if we consider mens if w~ conside] 
women --- then it is the Homes where a :fee is paid that there is 
nore card playing. 
Simple games of chance, suoh as the well-known "bingo" are verJ 
~ell received by the elderly. When a Home has a periodio sooial, 
~ore than likely part of the program will include a t'bingo" game. 
ariations are introduced which will make it possible for almost 
~veryone to win something. Rarely is money involved in games withil 
~he Homes. However, there are a few residents in a HOJ'lle who will 
~ outside in quest of a real game of "bingo'!. 
I" 
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In sum.ntary it might be said that mental recreational fac!li tie. 
are available and are used to a decree that does not seem satisf~in~. 
~owever, it is more true perhapa to say that old people are not ablE 
~o make use of the facilities available. Perhaps the drive for 
mental alertness is laoking; perhaps, we still have not yet made it 
possible for man to have a happy existence once he has passed his 
ithree score and ten. i,'vhile 't"1e may have the body perf"unotorily per-
rorming, while we provide for the mental life --- it well may be 
that tho ordinary person cannot reach a state where mentel recre-
ation means enoug~ to him to want to seek it with activity of his 
'very own. 
"I I, 
CHAPTER X 
COMrlENI'3, SUGG-ESTIONS, AND COl{CLUSION3 
Depending upon the ti~e of day -that a visitor comes to a Home 
~or tho Aged. the &10unt of recreational activity to be Beon will 
'larry greatly. Likewise the visitor's avility to sce the Aged en-
gaged in some reoreational pursuit or diversion \Vill chan;·~;e radical-
y with the seasons of the year. The unwary visitor is apt to be 
~aken by surprise and be appallingly oVEu'whelmed by the si ght of 
~uoh a large group of aged residents of a Home sitting about silent-
F-Y' doing practically nothing. Actually, they fllAy be resting after 
~ meal or walk. Consequently, there is the danger of suah a visitel 
lumping to the eonelusion and a talse conclusion that institutional 
ife for the aged is rather heartless. ~hat the visitor SC9S is 
lirue to some extent, but it has to be interpreted. First of all, 
"t is necessary that a oom.parison be nlade with another view of the 
~amc persons; that is, view the aged in the same situation thoy 
~ould. be, were it not for the institutional life they now lead. 
\iIentally, the visitor must put each eldel"'ly resident back into the 
~ame sort of st tus he would be in if he were not in the i~~titutior.. 
~uch mOI'C of his day in this latter case would be inactive, or 
~orse perhaps, since it would be the activity of worry and rroting 
)ver the necessities of life. 
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Of oourse, it 1s logioal to make another oomparison r!lso: is 
L.bo insti tutiorl US inc its fat::il1 tic s for rec;~·eation to the degree 
r;hat i 1; might --- 8.nd tho ansVJex' will usually be "no 11; are the 
r'esidents making use of the fac1_li ties to the c1.egz-ee that they 
cu1c;ht -- ... and tho answer will aain be "no"; are the stflf'f's doine 
all the~' mi;(ht in the field of recreat:ton --- again the answer will 
00 "no". Howevol", the facilities are being used; the old people 
are 00111,(;:; encouraged to use then; and the staffs tl.re doinr; an 
exceedingly fino job of helping the elderly to reoreate. ~,ffuch has 
aeen done; but much can still be done. 
Mo:::oo often than noi: residents of Homes for the Ag(-\d have oome 
T'rcm "home" 81 tuations which weloo" to say the least, tLnDleasant, 
a:ld in all 1ike11chood fa~ more unpJeasant than the manner of life 
vhey now lead in the institution.1 Even when an azed person lives 
:;'.l;lO':1.,~; t!10S8 who love him, what sort of a life does he ha"l1e' Does 
it not consist :tn lon::::; hours of the da.y devoi')' or acttye compan1on-
sh1p, of long periods with no one to talk to; of meals that usually 
larc rathor blnnd, somewhat too heavy, flnd too hard to di':!,ost for 
li:~ ::Li11n,:; body? Is not tho life 8. bit too noisy and jartnc:? Are 
~o-;; tho physicul surroundirigs such that to get out lnte tho fresh 
1 If _one can put credence into 'the outpourings of la:.."ge nat-
~onal fJa;,:;a ... :::ne s, the 8unday sup":1lemont of our newspaper's, 3.nd round 
~able discussions on the radio --~ one is lead to conclude that the 
~odel"'n oi ty life in a home "."1hioh is private is not as hap,.,y for the 
~lderly as the institutional form of life. 
r 
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air and sunshine 1s a hard job or" a very cliff10ul t venture due to 
stair oliniliing, and doors to be opened and closed with a trouble-
SOl:le key? Does not the tenor of life lean rno:'e toward your youth 
to such a degree that often the aged person feels his pronence 14 a 
btU'den upon others. or that he 1s being swept aside to the edge of 
life t s busy stream? The feeling of b'3lin unwanted, of' being una.ppj,"e ~ 
elated steals ove:r> rnany an old person. 
What about the same pe :;."son in an institution? l<'irst of all, 
it does not talee him long to fib-ure out that tile Home for the Aced 
is just that: a Home for the Aged. That it exlst:s £Ol" him, that 
the vocat1on of the Sisters who solioitously tal~e care of his needs 
land whims is bound up in pleasing him, that the Sisters are always 
!at hand, and a multitude of other thoughts dawn upon him. .At all 
noui'S of his 1:valceful day he has someone to talk wi t::l, to s1 t next 
to, to enjoy life wi th; or he oan ::"ind peaoe and quiet jus,t as 
easily if he is not in the social mood. V~hen it comas to eating, 
~he very meals have more flavor to his taste; they are lighter, nIol-
~y cooked, wonderfully seasoned. they sit well with him .. and are 
~erved at the hours he would prefer to have his meals. He finds it III 
easy to 2'et around a building where there 1s always something to do 
"he elev;) i~ors, the eaaily managed doers malea it a simple job to ge 
put and talco B. walk either ill the garden or even down t~1G st::.. .. eat. 
AnJ ths 318 ters .. \Jho Ul'C ~7lO1'e like 
~au,::;hter3 to hiln, treat him nioely --.. they ask him. if' he wants 
[tIlE) things, which at hl& own home he had. i,o a.sk ,forI the:c'e is tb::-
lIas£] of beer on a hot day; he finds ciears or ciearettes when. he 
vants them and w:lthout 9.skinr: for them. HI3 itnlt .f~·(.;ntly :rushed out 
pf the parlop beoause oompany is coming" and so on. Yes, t.hiCl resid 
~E.mt 11:..."'10W8 tha.t he Is wanted by and apPl"enif.ted b;; the Slste;'s. 
All the tOI'eeoing a visitor- must keep :tn fJind. But 11')18.-1: if -ch 
~lderly per-son were livine In a home B:t. tuation where he was loved 
and tended to; what (F,n be said then. It such weIte the c8 :,0, it 
probti1bly 1s true that the home was overl~r orienta.ted toward the 
Ii 
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eld.erly person, or tl~.at it was overly dominated by him -- taking II 
"'or f9-"9.nted that by home we mean a couple w5- th younG children; or 
that the octogenarian was living on some 2~er'loto fl~lnec of t.he socia 
l 'I'!':,!I ;,1' 
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life of the ho1'1e ......... now in the SW:1!l1 , now releGfI.tecl to the sido. 
In the Home for the Aged he finds himself in mid-stream ... 
The casual visItor to a Home tOl" the Aeed must keep another Ii general idea In mind. The 1i1'e is lnst! tut10nalJ and an institutl0 l- ,il:11 
al life is not a natural mode o:f lire --- it is exceptional. l'htngs ,1!liil 
111,'1 
th[1,t are practical and possible in a family gl~OUp are not always 'II 
Ib~" tl'wt token practieal andpossible in an inst1tution as well. 
lWhen one makes thE'! nhoioe between family and institutional life, 
all that goes with either mode of life has to be accepted. The 
,iV:d.te:::" hBs no doubts that most of the residents of Hor;"cCS fOl"' the 
Aced' are 1'3.1'" mere happier t~ere than they wO'lld be back in 
family group, supposing of course that one were availabld. 
I I 
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~hose who could return to the family form of life and enjoy 1 t, ott4 n , 
~ind themselves happier in the Homes for the Aged. There are 1~ 
~ense waiting lists to the Homes; few are the individuals who rejeo 
~he life in the instItutIon onoe having tasted It.2 
It is perfeotly obvious that reoreation in the Homes for the 
~ged 1s not all that it theoretically might be. However, it is 
more probably that only the rarest of family groups can approach 
vhe over-all level ot recreation afforded in any of the Catholio 
flome s for the Aged. Recreation ror many good reasons suffers a 
diminution in the Catholic Horoos for the Aged: primarily, because 
of the individuals themselves; secondarily, because of the large 
pumber of individuals oonoeY.'ned. 
The octogenarian individual who has outlasted his fellows by 
~o many years can in a manner of speaking be characterized as a 
rugged individualist on that score alone. His individuality has 
pecome all the more apparent as each succeeding year slips by. The 
~iverslty ot interests among a conoentration ot elderly people can 
~asily be imagined, the effect of different environment, nationali~, 
religion, occupation or profession, travel, education; the effect 
)f the infirmities trom which they suffer such as loss of Sight, 
learing, mobility) the negative effect of time upon their ability 
2 To tall the oapacity of a Home tor the Aged 1s tantamount 
~o telling how many residents are dwelling within it. A room or 
ped is seldom empty over a single night. 
o remember, to ooncentrate, to reason. 
To turn from the resident as an individual and to view him as 
j part of a totality, another aspeot of the problem of taking oare 
f the Aged in institutions beoomes apparent. group reoreation in 
merioa is not a Simple problem with normal healthy adults; it 
ecomes an increasingly difficult problim as the years are augmented 
or whether one attempts to provide active or passive recreation for I:il 
group, there is a difficult process. In the case of average and'i!' 
il 
~ormal adul ts, they go to the recreation, in the case of the super- H 
I' ~uated in institutions, the recreation for the most part must ill 
:'1,11 orne to them. It is one thing to form a group of participants in all
I·: 
artioular recreational a.ctivity if they have oome to recreate. it ;i 
1
1
,:1
1 
s quite another thing to take a group, already formed, and thrust iii
l 
ecreation upon it. One who has lived in oommunity life has often 'III 
eard the phrase "organiSed joy", 01' an equivalent. used with an ill 
impleasant connotation. Where freedom and choice suffers, and aotiv·'IIII
I
!! 
II,il 
ty may cease to be recreation for as we have seen recreation has II,!,!/III,' 
'1',1',,'1',',1 ~o be frGely aooepted. However, it would seem thpt on the American 
Icene passivity in recreation is quite common and more apt to be 
lccepted by those. born and raised in America than by those of some 
~oreign extraction who by custom take a more active part in recrea-
~ion. 
One who has read through books written upon recreation for 
~lderly persons in general must be wary lest he be misled in think-
tng that recreation plausible for elderly people must be plausible 
I',': 
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180 for the elderly people who are in institutions. For not only 
t it to be doubted that by elderly is meant the average eighty year 
pld of the institution, but two other reasons stand out. First, it 
group of older people have oome together for reoreation from var-
ous locations to one particualr spot, they are not the same type 
t people as are found in Homes for the Aged.4 Secondly, ther peyp-
on Who.writes upon the subjeot or old age and recreation is more 1 
:I.kely to be primarily interested in reoI'eation, secondarily and 
assively interested in aId age. Suoh a person, it will be granted, 
as in mind mass I'ecreation or group recreation. The question then 
rises: whence comes recreation for the most part --- from sor~ 
esire or the individual, or rrom the group. Then, too, when one 
s speaking of group reoreation, one can wonder whether those best 
~oquainted with the procedures of group recreation have an adequate 
~oncept of the octogenarian in the institutlon? It would seem that 
• 
~hey do notJ for often their suggestions are of suoh a nature as to 
oelie a laok of an intimate knowledge of the physical, mental, and 
~emporal handioaps of the elderly. In the same line of thought one 
night ask whether it has ever been proven or shown that the Aged 
rant or need all this recreation so muoh emphasized by various 
~iters. Perhaps the elderly enjoy just relaxing and resting after 
1.. The writer's investiga.tion d1..sclosed that many clubs for the 
~gecf had a much younger age group than the Homes for the Aged. More .. 
pver, they were usually made up of' VOluntary members of some com:::-on 
~nterest: oollege professors, professional people of a r&her 
~lm1ted field. and so on. What united them was not their old age 
put some sort or common interest. 
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along li.fe. 
Oll;tside Asencies 
Outside agencies which could help Homes for the Aged in this 
problem of providing recreation for the elderly are not utilized 
and it seems they ought to be. The only outside organizations 
mentioned as having given help in recreation were: Boy Scouts. Gir~ 
Scouts, looal movie houses, a St. Vinoent De Paul Sooiety, a Single 
Ladies of Isavella group, a single Kinghts of Columbus Council, and 
a Girl's High Sohool Whoral group. Not only would one expeot that 
outside recreational personnel ought to be utilized; it would seem 
that it ought to be sought. In her writing upon the subjeot, Edith 
Alt says: "Use of trained personnel either for oocupational therapy 
or reoreational aotivities, does not preclude participation of 
I 
I" I;: 
'I 
Ii' 
board members or interested vollIDteers in working with the resident 13. 'I'll 
Hather it often stimulates volunteers who prefer to work under the "I 
r!"lhose Homes w.iI.o.ich have h'ad the 1,llil'l leadership of the trained starf. • LL 
!ill 
opportunity to use trained personnel in these fields of therapeutio 
activities are oonvinoed of the value and eoonomy of this servioe~5 
Perhaps oircumstances make it difficult at the present time to 
bring about a olose formal and idlrect alliance between outside 
agencies of recreation and the Homes for the Aged. First ot all, 
the outside agenoies wish to make the most effioacious use of their 
personnel and budget, and oonsequently are busying themselves with 
5 Edith Alt, Standards £! ~, p. 42 
1!!ll. I'll 
ill 
,:,1 
I 
II: 
1,1 
, .. 
1,1 
II 
I'f 
,I, 
111!,1 
II 
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the broader cross section of society which comes to the place of 
recreation. However', one wonder's w1:-...y various shows and exhibition2 
which are put on by various Catholic institutions are not sought 
out for presentation within the Homes for the Aged. True it would 
ontail a bit of trouble, but once people got into the swing of 
doing something of this nature, it would fall into a pattern • 
.ti. gain there seems to the author to be an untouched ao~ce 'Of 
happy amusement for the elderly in all of the choral groups which 
abound in the city. V/.hy not invite them in to give part of their 
most recent program to the elderly? Why are not the Boy Scouts 
or Girl Scouts prevailed upon to keep a steady flow of periodicals 
coming into the various Homes? Would there be too much trouble in 
trying to organize a group of people into donating an hour of 
driving for the elderly? Perhaps the Homes do have something in 
the line of "Visitors" --- meaning people who will make it a point 
• 
to visit some elderly person regularly in the course of a month 
just so they might have someone to talk to or run an errand for 
them. 'llhere is a good pamphlet upon this subjeot which provides 
good arguments for the practioe and helpful hints of how to go 
,. 
about organizing such a venture.o 
PhzSiCB,l Plant 
Prescindlng from costs and problema ot arohitecture, even in 
the case of buildings erected particularly as Homes for the Aged, 
. , 
6 Elizabeth G. Watkins, Friendly ~isitors, (Chioago, 1953) 
r~--------------------------~ 
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it would s();.)m tha.t some are not designed with the thoUJ1t in mind 
-chat the residents arc going to spend most of their t1m.e wi thin 
the building proper or within a short distance of it. While sun 
porches are plonti.ful, conparatively spef..1dng, the nUl'llber they can 
accomodate at anyone time is limited. Yet roof tops are not 
utilized as Dun decks or as promenades. A roof-top waU::, the 
authol'" believes, would win r~vor with the elderly: it would be 
something of an adventure, and it could be mado very inviting. 
:any have observed how the elderly do not like to walk across lawns 
aftel" they have tr"Ouble w1 th their ankles, or upon pebble patho, or 
along walks adjoining traffio. noot top wa.lks might be much to 
their liking; or paths around the grounds couldbotter designed and 
laid out to free then of the dangers, real or imagined, which 
make the elderly hesitant to take walks. 
A notioeable lack of outdoor benches, which would enable the 
resident to take either advantage of the shade or sunshine as his 
plea:sure would have it, was often a.ppaI"ent. It may well be that a 
vacant bench fifty yards a.way from the building would never entice 
a resident to con~ out into the fresh air; perhaps, few would be 
able to see su(}h a bench so that they might turn their steps 
toward it. On the other hand. benohes strategically located will 
be used even on the days that are not too inviting. At one Home 
the visitor saw the residents sitting about tho front entrance on 
the unoomfortable cold stone steps, wnile a tew teet away, but made 
inaccessible except by a round-about way, were some ohairs on the 
·!!I 
f 
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othc~ side 01' a hedge and all were vacant. 
If Horw s for the Aged arc to afford t:lOr.'C opportunities tor 
day by day recl'"oa.tion which appeals to the residents, it would sce 
that more care would have to be ta1tan for their innate prefe:::-ences 
!Jal'*ge rOO:ilS are pr~\ctical for dealing with large groups) but the 
observations made by the tiri tor bear out that the oldel" residents 
tend to avidly avoid large groups 9..t."ld z-ernaJ.n in small ones. What 
makes a smaller room nDre inviting can be argued, but the fact i8 
that the smal~er ones arc probably more used by the elderly than 
the larger ones. 
Til! f.nd.&tUJUtl, 
It 1s the vlri tort s opinion tha"t 11; is all but useless to 
quc3tlon the old peol;>le (and espeoial~.:r those in HOUSeS of Charity 
as to their preferenoe or attitude about some faot. They tend to 
give the questioner the answer they think is wanted or will most 
please. l~us it was necossary and is neoessary to observe the old 
poople in their recrea.tion as in every thing else to find out what 
is pleaSing to them. An example ot their aotions betraying their 
words was given when the wl"iter oasually asked a.bout the furnitu,re 
in the reoreat1on room of one Home. At this partioul.81' Hom.e, the 
furniture ot usual fab:t'1c upholstery was being replaced by a more 
modern and sanitary plastio material. The old people pOinted out 
hov) nice the re-done ohairs lookedJ how easy 1 t would be to clean 
them (a very practioal cons1deration), how nice it was of the 
donor and so on. But hardly anyone used the new ohairs until the 
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the unrenovated chairs were all taken. 
There may be a tendency in the Homes for the Aged to think toe 
much of the group and not enough of the individual in this respeot 
since all are not oapable of productive actIvity, those that are 
will have to forego it. Catherine Lee Wahlstrom makes an interest. 
ing point about providing work, that is, work for money, for the 
institutions. It seems to be a good idea. And there is nothing 
wrong with the idea. There are problema involved. Some can work; 
others oannot. The work would be intriguing tor some; others woule 
be distainful of it. ~ut for the individuals tor whioh it would 
help, why not provide It. Atter all man was told that he was goi~ 
to have to work for his liveliehood.7 
It seems to the writer that an almost impossIble task of 
getting the elderly to partioipate in recreation would arise from 
the tact that- they are so accustomed to the Sisters. It might well 
• 
be that a different face and manner could do more to help them take 
part in reoreation. Add the different means of oajoling the elder-
ly are necessary to get the best results, good results are merely 
good results. The Sisters, It may well be, beoause ot their baok-
ground necessarily may not deem it worthwhile to all but force the 
elderly to get into activities. But ultimately one will agree with 
Edith Alt when she says, "Older people in sheltered oare differ 
7 Catherine Lee Wahlstrom, ~ .1~e to Their ~ear! (New Y¢rk, 
195.3), pp. 55-56. 
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wldely in their abIlIty tor selt direotion and oonoern tor the 
weltare ot others. Some resIdents do not seem ever loose their 
vitality and Interest 1n life around them. Others are unable to 
rJlObillze the energy requIre<i;,tor meeting immediate pe~··sonal needs, 
muoh less for social aotivity. Some s1nk Into submissiveness and 
passivity or fretfulness, unless they are stimulated to join in thE 
soclal lite of the Home. All residents should be enoouraged to 
partioipate in Home activIties to the fullest extent ot their 
abilIty, wIth oare£.l reoognitlon given to the wide v~r1ation in 
IndivIdual capaoltles. n8 Perhaps the oapaoities whioh are lowest 
are cons1deredmore than tho" whioh are hIgh. Perhaps the tradltio~ .... i 
II:" 
al way ot doing things a hundred years ago 1n another land need a !li,:11 
ohange to JIlOdern day American standazaus. 1'\ 
Ii( 
1 ,\1 !:ationa 1 tz Iii,: 
The writer 1s inolined to think that the more homogenous a till 
'1Ii!! 
II ~,!I' group ot old people Is, the easier lite wIll be tor the group. In "1111 
11'.111 
"I' 
the Homes vvi th a predominat1ng natIonality, that Is, where the Sis+ \1 
tars and the bulk ot the :residents speak the same language, and 
have the same so:rt of oultu:ral baokground 1n general, a tar better 
spirit ot reoreation seemed to ex1st. And tl~t this should be the 
ease seems obvious. lIany of the octogenarians 1n the Homes for the 
Aged were born abroad or lived in a oultural island. They are very 
proud ot their anoestry and a bIt haughty towards others. In theIr 
I I, 
6 Eel1 tn Al t, §tandugs 9l. .Q.!£! tor Older Peonle Jan Institutl0 l~ilill" (n.Pe, 19,53. 
It!j 
remaining years this trend is not going to be ohanged, and it is 
best to capitalize on the good that oan be derived from it. Most 
Homes for the Aged are stafted by orders of Religious Women of 
foreign origin for the expressed purpose of taking oar~ of their 
own, so to speak, primarily. Five of the nine Homes which replied 
to the questionaire could be said to be staffed by a Sisterhood 
whose members were of a single predominating nationality. For the 
elderly, and especially those who are the worn anc. weary dispos-
es sed viotims of the recent wur and who have esoaped v.'i th nothing 
but their lives. it 1s a comfort to have Sisters ot their own na-
tiona.lity care toJ;" them. Wo actually it is better not to try to 
change the attitudes and prejudices ot three quarters ot a oentury 
for it cannot be doneJ what can be done, however, is to oapitalize 
..., 
on national prid~ ror the great good that is in it.~hou1d one 
think that such an attltude on nationality is not good in,America. 
the writer might agree in some particulars, but not in the partiou 
lar case at lUUld. No elderly person in dire need would be refused 
admi ttance or to be eoris1dered for admi ttanoe on nationality alone 
But once in, a person of a different nationality than most of the 
residents already in the Home might find the life womewhat diffi-
cult tor just thnt reason. 
Religion 
; 
Catholic Homes for the Aged are run and ma~ged on the part 
of the Sisters beoause ot a religious motivation. The Sisters are 
tar more interested in the soula of the A ad than the are in 
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their temporal needs. However, this comparison does not indicate 
that they fail to give the utmost attention to the temporal needs. 
A unique relationab1p exists between the Sisters and elderly. The 
Slsters are what m 19ht be legally termed the "parents" ot the eld-
erly for they keep them and provide for the~ On the other hand 
the Sisters treat the elderly as one would think they would treat 
their own parents. For this rflJB.s'.')n a close bond joins the Sisters 
and the elderly. and there is a teeling ot unity and solidarity 
engendered, 
However, in the specifio tield of recreat10n 1t may well be 
that the close al11anoe between the ~isters and the elderly has 
brought about a lessening ot what might be achieved. 1be elderly 
see the tmmense work ot the ~isters, and don't care to bother them 
The ~isters possibly take too much tor granted: tor example_ that 
the elderly wot11d forego recreation in some of 1 ts ways b~cause 
they would lI8ke the "little sacr1fice". ~pir1tual recreation or 
whatever one will oall it has been increased for the elderly in 
the homes. mental and physical recreation has not had the same 
amount of increase to keep pace. 
Most of the Sisters who tend the elderly have certainly made 
great sacrif1ces year af~er year, and may have come to th1nk that 
their way ot life is ordinary. ~hus an oocasional entertainment 
which for the ~isters would be extraordinary, the S1sters might 
consider as extraordinary for the elderly. But pe7hapa, they are 
thus depriving the elderly of sufficient recreation. 
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IIoweveJ:l, religion does help out beyond estimation in the 
Homes tor *he Aged. Recreation is all the more enha.nced whero the 
people involved in it are in stride one with another. In the 
Catholic Homes where Holy Mass is celebrated daily, differences 
fade into the background and the indivdual forgets his social 
status, social role, posItion, antecedents, nationality, and ,so on 
Obviously I not all in any one co.nvt>cat1on are going to be in 
harmony, but the more that that harmony 1s developed the better. 
And the practice of Catholicism oannot help but work towards that 
end. 
Location , 
Home s for the Aged are found in the matropoli tan areas tor 
this is vmere greater numbers of old people are, and where the 
mode of life is tar motre telling socially upon the older 'IS rson 
lett to shift tor himself, and where the facilities to ai~ the 
old person will be centered. Whether a Home is best located in 
the city, at its outskirts, or in the surrounding countryaide is 
not obvious. 
Each location has much to be said positively in its favor. 
Preseinding from everything else but recreation, the city ofters t 
the old all that it offers to anyone with the time and p:t:-iee, on 
the other hand, the ca~4 resttulness and quiet peaoefulness of the 
countryside oall attention to themselves. But the teeling o't bel 
a captive in the oountry oan ov~rwhelm an elderly person there, 
just as seriously as the fear and trepidation that possess the A e 
r __ --------------------------. 
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in some cases who venture out on a oity street ror a walk. One 
may wonder about lite in the institution tor the Aged which 1s 
looated in a slum a.rea or the like. It seems that there is a 
universal veneration for the elderly by the people who live near 
them regardless of' the neighborhood, white or negro, poor or rich, 
crowded or spacious. 
Conclusion 
, -
The writer's conoluaion trom his reading upon old age and 
the possibilities of re(Jreation for the Aged, from his visiting of 
the Homes tor the Aged in and about Ioihioagol from the }mo"ledge 
gained from the questionaire 1& that the Homes are providing 
adequate and even excellent faoilities for recreation. However, 
"availability, ofoourse, 1s only a partial answerJ many adults 
who have worked all their lives have never learned to play and 
some have forgotten how, so that the facilit1es alone Wilt not 
renledy the 81 tuation. -9 As tor the opportu''li ties tor reoreation 
in the homes there is no p~oblemJ the p~oblem comes with the need 
for enoouragement ot recreation. ~omshow there 1s a tailure; or 
at least there is a need tor more encouragement and more stimula ... 
tion in the field or reoreation. Perhaps it will be said that 
the elderly just do not want to bother themselves with this thing 
of recreation, "but older people oan develope their skills tor 
leisure i~ they have a chance to explore their interests with 
recreationalists and together work out a plan."lO 
~ ValerIe V. Hunt, Recreation!2£~ Handicapped (New York, 
1955), 264 . 
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exceptional facilities for recreation within the Ibme itself. and 
in most cases is looated in an area whioh either enables those 
capable ot using exte:;'''Ilal ractli ties adequate and easy access to 
thom, or by its location offers somothlng different such as the 
calm of oountry life instead of the amusement of the oity. 
The Catholio Homes, bocause of their religious unity and thei~ 
patriotic and nationalistic ties to two contries. have not only 
an individual day full of opportunity for reoreation, but have a 
calendar studded with days of special observance for the residents 
On the negative side,· reoreational facilities and opportunitl UJ 
are not used to the utJ:1ost; individuals exist :til every Home who 
never seem to find themselves. !he fault seems to be pa.:ttially 
a lack of awareness on the part of the personnel involved of the 
real need for recreation. This 1s not to say that the fault is ont 
• 
of unconcern, but r_ther of ldck c~ appreciation --- which may be 
due to the fact that the staffs of the Hom.es for the A3ed are 
burdened with a task of gigantic px"oportions. The addItion of 
more recreation might lessen this tas~for the Aged m1tnt be 
more easily cared for ir they partook in more nct1v1ty. 
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APPENDIX I 
QUESTIONAIRE ON RECREATION 
IN CATHOLIC HOMES FOR AGED 
Name ot InstItution: 
Address: .. 
Age ot the present building: ___ years. 
Number of' Y3a::'s used as an Old Age Roue: 
-
years. 
Order ot Sisters maintaining the Hgme: _, ___________ _ 
Number of Sisters in the Home working for the Aged, _,_, __ sisters. 
Resident Chaplain: ( ) Yes 
Resident Physioian or Intern: () Yea 
Hesident Reoreational Personnel: ( ) Ye. 
( I No ( No 
( No 
Capaoity of Home: ______ , old people 
How many are inoapaoitated by blindness, orippled. etc: 
How many are able to get around by themselves." • • • • • ___ _ 
How many residents between 65-69: • • • • • • • • • • • 
How many residents batwsen 70-79: ••••••••••• ______ __ 
How many residents between 80-89: . . . . . . . . . . . _.--, -----
How many residents between 90-99: ••••••••••• ______ __ 
How ruan;r l'esidents are men: •••••••••••••• ____ _ 
How many residents are women: ••••••••••••• 
Is a physical exam neoessary to get into the Home: 
Is a physical exam given atter-entrance into Homel 
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( ) Yes ( ) Yes 
• 
( )No 
( )No 
, ' 
I 
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Page Two ot Q,uestlonaire 
P1ea.n6 list the events tl111ch happen practically eveX'y day 01' with 
a tl"equent :regularity. 
T1me 
* I • S,'mal •• t,o,r; rl~1S5 ::Jhat hours or poriods 
would be flVailaill. tOJ! 
«_ ,. _ .. _.... Ma8tt .!r!?iOl' Comnrunion an indIvidual to do as , 
• he .J!;'.l,e mi.;;."l.t plf.U1H, ot-" 
_ .. 
, 
• * 
f4~sak,ta.$,~ .. , 
• 
--
••• I It • Ld r. • r QI Uorn1ng • ••• t.." .. r I ... .. 
....... • J 1 • ••• II • 
, T. l.tternoonc •• F f. , ••• 
• 
, .. _ _... I • , n. p •• • t:ven1nz: •• • • Uf • • 
_ I" M ._ .Dlmtl" , 
• . .... 
/ 
-
• • II I j I. .. V1aitOJ.ll$ oan (fome on 
oR d 1 , , • .. 
, 
• 
, 
- PSXs. !IOUI"3 . , , 
.. 
r ,,, 
'. M 
, I 
.Men I SlW2!E, •• Tu.e 'II1II • . • II •• I •• '41 • . .- Wed -
1hu I • l1li • • .-_ .. - I t " , , It I • Fl"1 ..... • .-Even1D2' ~~le£~ Sat III ill r , •• • • .. . . , , Sun ( • .. liII. IlUlI I" iii • • 
Retire 1 • .. . • 
...... _N .. ~ ..... '.; I 
• " . .... Hasldenta out may go on 
AJ:r,J day ( Ji ~ l~ Certain days ( 
Would you please check-ot:t the following list tOI' those spirItual 
Ql"6~restlonan afforded your ~eaidents; and approximato what % or 
th~ I-Ol!I:ldent, paI'tloipQ.ti~ in ti10m (If they nrc able to purtloipata) 
" Yea !io ,; 
~ , Daily Mas. • • • • • • • • ..... -. .. 1Ii~ I Dally H08&X7 • • • • • • • I. I III" ( Sp1rItual Rond106• • • • • - 1'1 , ". ~ BenedictIon (weekly) • • • •• II II •• i • Blessad SaerQ,i'nent preo1!>nt;. r I.' •• '* .* .... ( Serl.'llO.wJ ( ) weekly. I • .. • II "" .. 
f l monthly • • • •• • . ._--Ocoasionally_ , 
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BeloVl are listed nJa111 different "facilities· Yihich may bo found 
in your Home. It may well be that one room. such as an auditor-
ium serves many of the possibilities. Eaoh time you have some 
thinD.vhich can be used in a twofold manner., check off und.er each 
entry .. 
( ) A udl to!"! tUn 
( ) Barber Shop 
( ) Chapel 
( ) Game Area outside 
( ) Croquet 
( ) Horseshoes 
~~--( ) ( ) Game A-r-e-a-o-r-""""R:"""o-om insi'ie 
( ) oards 
( ) Jig-saw puzzles 
( ) , 
( ) D1~i~g "!toom 1'or the 
~esldelltlB vis6tors. 
( ) Garden to walk or sit in. 
( ) Gift shop or show case. ( 11iObbY Hoom 
« Ironing Room 
Library 
( Loudapeaker sys tem ( Movie screen and projeotor 
( ) Musioal instruments. 
( ) Piano 
( ) 01:'gan ( j Violin ( Hala-rnon1oa ( Aocordion 
( _ .. _._--
( ) -- .. -
( ) 
~ ~ 
f 
I 
fl I I 
( 
t ( 
Musio Room 
Ne lJ'lSpapel' by Residents 
Personal Laundry rloom 
~sraph and records. 
Pool and Billard room 
P'..1blic ParI:: nearby 
Radio 
Sewing Room 
Shrines outdoors 
Smokers 
Soda Fountain 
Pionio Area 
Snack Bar 
Sooial Room 
stage 
Sun Parlor 
Sun POl'*oh 
Theater' 
TV room or area 
kahop 
, al ty Parlor 
( )-------( >------_ .... 
( ) I. 
( )-------
Page Four of Questionaire 
A.re Any of the fol.lowing days celebrated with 
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Special 
religious 
servioes 
1 l 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
~ ~ 
Special Meal.s Speoial 
entertain-
tlent 
~ ! ( ) 
! I ( ) 
I ! 
I I 
Church Days 
New Year's Day 
Epiphany 
Pre-lenten or ~h~ove Tues. 
st. Patrick's Day 
st. Joseph's Day 
Holy Thursday 
Easter Sunday 
Ascension 'I'hu~~dBy 
Assumption BVM 
All Saints 
Immaculate Conception 
Christmas 
Founder of your Order' 
Superior's Day 
.;r.:.k 
•• 
Are any of the following days celebrated wi th 
Speoial Special Meals Speoial Saecular or National Holl-
Observance entertaln- days 
m.ent 
( :' I l ~ ~ New Year's Day ~ ~ Lincoln'S Birthday (Feb 12 ~ ~ Washlngton t s Birth (Feb 22 t ~ { ! Valentine's Day (Feb 14~ ~ ) Independence Day (Jul 4 ( ) 
( ~ Mother's Day/Father's Day ( ) ( ~ Memorial Day (May 30) ( ) 1 l ~ ~ Labor Day ( ) Halloween (Oot )1) ~ ~ ~ ~ Armistice (Iiov ll~ ~ ) Christmas (Dec 25 
Do you have anything such as a social day on wDich birthdays and 
anniversaries of various sorts are celebrated? ( )Yes ( ) No 
If you do .. could you. check off Ol'" explain briefly what might 
happen at one of these affairs. Cards ( )J Dano ing ( )J Singlng( ) 
Refresments( ). 
• 
r~--------------------------~ 
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The following are more or lass 'mental reoreation' vbleh. 0.a:1 be 
ir:lpossible fOl"> sona becau3c of POOl' eyesight. etc. Would you 
please check what is availaolt:.:: for all, and approxin:a to how many 
afford themselves of the opportunity or using thom. 
Availability 
! l 
! 1 ( ) 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
I ) 
) 
~ 
How ma.u; 
~ 
I 
I 
) 
) 
Activity 
letto::.' wrl tine 
reading books 
l'1oucUns ma.c.;azines 
reading papers 
reading to others 
working orossword puzzles 
Listen to lect~en or like things 
e. g. BiS:l op whean 
Politioal Oratory 
ConGressional hoal"ings. 
EngaGe in pa.inting, drawing, etc 
watoh IW 
Listen to Radio 
listen to synrpho.nio ill.usie 
enjoy listening to visiting 
ohoral groups 
enjoy their own singin~: 
participate in skits. 
Are the residents aware of the various radio stations which have 
most of their prof.,Tams in a foreign language? ( )Yes ( )110, 
Could you cheek otf any languago you have heard tlw residents 
listening Do over the radio. Please add any additional l~lbuaga. 
( ) Italian ( » Polish ( Bohemian 
( I German ( Spalnish 
( Lithuanian 
( , 
~ ~ =. =::::.:::, ........... -  ---.--
u 'oil 
The next groups of activities listed are more 01" less • physioal t J 
some of them anluslngJ lome call tor special pysical talenti some 
soma seem to be just plain work. However, all help in one way or 
another to solve the problem of whft toddo with the time for res-
idents. Since there is no compulsIon, anyone i'Jahting to do these jobs or taaks 1s really "re-creating" so®thing --- it only his 
or her pride, satistaction, eto. 
Is the task available % of how many 
1 
perform it 
( ) 
( ) 
~ ~ 
task 
bedmaking 
sweeping 
dusting 
mopping 
Is the 
• 
Page Six of Questionaire 
task avallable ~ of hom many ta.sk 
( ) 
( 
perrrrt. 
I 
~ 
i! 
I I 
! 
oook 
tailor 
eleotrician 
plumber 
ca.rpenter 
mason 
chauffeur 
landsoape.r 
farmer 
pultry raiser 
dairy man 
la.wn keeper 
porter 
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The foll-.ing activities are such that a resident would have to do 
them almost on his or her own instigation. It some of the residen s 
busy themselves at them would you indicate approximately how I!1EI..n'1. 
how many 1 ~ crochet how many ( 1 go shopping outsid 
kn1t I go auto riding 
~ make rugs go visi t friend. ( make drapes go to beauty Sl ops ~( oarve wood ) play cards alone ) burn wood ( ) play games l) make trinkets ( ) work on thome' new ( m.ak e ro sar i e S PllJiGl1. ( make dolls ( ) have a hairdresser 
r~ __________________ ------------~ 
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Page Seven of the Questionaire 
The following are games whloh, in one oase, are played mo~e or les 
sitting; arld in ancther case, with the activity more than merely 
sedentary. Would you please indioate whether the game is played 
at your home, and how many partioipate. 
available how manr Game 
( 
I 
l 
) partioipate ( ) 
~ 
( 
Bingo 
Bunco 
Cards' brindge, 
Cribbage 
Chess 
'heckel'S 
Dominoes 
Word Games 
Monopoly 
Lotto 
Parche~l1 
.. 
Billiards, Pool 
Biooei 
Croquet 
Dancing 
Group Singing 
Horseshoes 
Monthly partie 8 
Shuffleboard 
pinoole, poker, eto 
New8pape~ publioallon aotivity 
Pioknioing 
Would you please answer the following by oheoking the _ppropriate 
answer, and write in a word o~ two where explanation might help. 
( )Yes ( )No Do residents ever ask for unavailable reo~eation? 
Can you given an example: 
( lYe. ( )No Has anyone come into the nome to teaoh hoD'S!,s. 
or handicrafts? 
( )Yes ( )No 18 It posaISXe to urge the usuaX resident to 
partioipate in reoreation when they are not 
partioip1 ting. HoW? 
r __ ----------------------------------~ 
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( )Yea ( )No lIas anyone the assi~ent of promoting reoreation 
and amusement a8 a speoial assignment"~ 
( )Yes i ( )Yes 
( )Yes ( 
( )Yea ( 
( )Yes ( 
iNO No 
)No 
)No 
)No 
Bo you think the city Is the best place for a Homef 
Do you think the outskirts of the city the best 
place tor a Homet 
Do you think the more rural area the best plaoe for 
a Home? 
Do you thirut that old folks from the city are 
happier spehdlng their time in an urban setting? 
Do you think that old tolks from the oity are 
happier in the quiet of the oountryside. 
It in your present oiroumstances With no other ohanges to be made, 
you were allowed to put i n all sorts of innovation just in the 
reoreational field, what sort of thing would you bring in. 
! lYe. )Yes lYe. ! )NN'OO Trained personnel in the field of recreation. ) Expanalon of material faoilities. }No Construotion of suitable rooms. 
Other: 
.. tW 
Are there any organizations whieh f~u rght ~ to ~ 'fb.lch hav~ 
helped you in the field of recreat on or your reSIdentst 
.. 
• • 
APPENDIX II 
LISTING OF STATISTICAL TABL.:!~S 
The following tables are a statistical arrangement of the 
responses to the qt:;.estionail"'e sent to tho ten Hom.os tor the Aged 
visited by the writer. IUne Homes responded to the questionalre. 
Home 
Age ot bUilding 
Number of yea:rs 
used as Old Age 
Home 
TABLE I 
AGE OP '1'FlE PHYSICAL PLAnTS 
OF IIOl:IES FOR THE AGED 
--
1 2 
.3 4 5 6 
.3 78 26 40 60 76 
3 42 26 4- 60 76 
7 8 9 
69 51 7 
69 51 7 
It is to be noted that all but two of the Homos .for the Aged 
-
under consideration were originally built for the express purpose 
of housing the Aged. One of the two not designed tor the Aged was 
extensi vell" l"emodeled and adapted to the use of the Aged before 
being opened to receive residents (Home 4 in the above table). 
Thus only Home ;:: CaT' be said to lack the comfort through design one 
might hope for in a Home for the Aged. This sole Home, however, 
is rather samll in comparison with the other Homes. 
Not only do the recently constructed Homes have what might be 
called modern conveniences such as elevators. especially designed 
.. ~, 
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ba.ths, showers, toilet flxtu:res and so on,. but the older Homes suo 
as Homes 6 and 7 have in the course of the years added such device 
to 'cheir facilities. Physioal age of a plant can be decel ving, 
must examine a Home to pass judgement upon its facilities and 
over-all cond1tion. Each Home in its own 111Ilnediate surroundings 1 
among the outstanding buildings 1n the neighborhood for over all 
appearanoe. Probably they are the safest in the city. 
. Home 
Capacity 
Nwnber of 
Sisters 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON 01.<' '£Hii CAPACITY OF T113 II07.1W AIID 
~"IIE NUMBEH. OF SISTERS ATTENDING Trill 
AGED WITHIN THE HOMES 
1 2 .1 4 S 6 7 a 9 
200 21 174 200 220 215 225 225 64 
22 5 25 25 14 15 18 41 9 
Due to different methods of mana.gement and partioula:r; condi-
tions 111 individual Homes the above comparisons may be misleading. 
Let "chis one factor be noted particularly: the Sister's are pl'esen 
in the Eomes twenty-rour hours a day, seven days a week, twelve 
months of the year --- with no lessening of persolll1el on holidays 
or' Sundays. Thus there is a constant ava.ilability of personnel. 
Added to the numbor of Sisters in some Home.::l is a hired or 
volunteer group of lay personnel of one sort or another. In the 
case of Home 1 thel"e a::'6 a g!'Oup of orphans upon the samo grounds 
Wllich form a unique addition to the Religious personnel. 
TABLE III 124, 
GENEHAL HEALTH OF THE RESIDENTS 
Home 1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 
Capacity of home 200 21 174 200 220 215 225 225 64 
Incapacitated in 6 
-
54 50 
some serious way 
50 125 90 113 4 
Good health 194 21 120 150 
J!r:.:e considered 
170 90 135 112 60 
By the term inoapaoitation in Table III quite different mean-
ings were taken by the respondents of the questionaire; moreover, 
it seems that the above figures represent estimates rather than 
ffnose counts". Nevertheless, an evident fact can still be brourht 
out and defended trom the above figures. Homes 1 and 9 have veI7 
few incapacitated residents; along with Home 4 they are the most 
recently opened Homes for the A~~ed. Perhaps Home 4 then would be 
expected to have a small number of inoapacitated residents in as 
much as it 13 a "new" Home. This Home 4 is peculiar in that it 1s 
for the Aged and the Infirm Aged espeoially. The older Homes have 
Q gIteater nWilber of inoapa.citat;ed residents since those who walked 
in years ago to t[ .. 1;:0 up residence have conti ~:ued to dwell wi thin 
the Home despite having gone blind, become bed-ridden, deaf, and 
so on. The effect ~f health upon the ability and desire to engage 
in recrez.tion has already been pointed out. Here is shown the 
extent of the poor heUth and the degree to 'ltlioh it Is found in t 
several Homes. 
TABLE rv 125 
DISTHIBUTION OF THE AGES OF RE2·IDENTS 
CF THE CNi.'HOLIC HOMES FOR THE AGED 
li 
• 
Home 1 2 .3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 
Total 200 2l 174 200 220 215 225 225 64 
Age 65- 69 14 3 10 10 75 10 40 15 12 
Age 70 - 79 91 7 ,30 130 90 50 80 9,5 20 
Age 80 ... 89 92 11 Illt· 50 50 140 100 95 29 
Age 90 .. 99 .3 .. 20 10 5 15 5 20 .3 
In this table the roundness 01.' the figures belie the tact 
that in many cases they are estimates. However, on the opinion of 
the writer they are cautious estimates in so far as they tend to 
keep the ages of the residents down rather than up. In Hone s 
of small numbers such as Homes 2 and 9 where accuracy was possible 
one can see with ease that an average a bit more hl~~ is reaohed. 
Again in Home .3 where a Sister had been curious about tho'fact of 
the age or the. residents" again one sees that there is a higher 
median age. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESIDENTS BY SEX 
Home All 1 2' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Total 1544 200 21 174 200 220 215 225 225 64 
Men 557 47 2 64 5.3 90 90 lll~ 67 )0 
Women 987 153 19 110 147 110 lJ.25 111 l"Jr. ;;;0 34 
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There :ts nothinc.: remarkable about th1.s table. 
stratos nhat 1s quite commonly known: women live longer than men. 
',:o~~>th~r o.t" note or explanetion 1s tho fact of tho predominance ot 
men over women in the Home 1. 
has assUr.l.ed that the neir;hborhood nh1ch is nf'gI"'o had '.n sone way 
brought about this oddity_ The vrr1. ter may be mistaken" but he is 
awaro of' only one neero resident in all the Catholic Homes for the 
Aged. The solitary Negro lived in Home 1. 
TABLE VI 
CONCEHNING PHYSICAl .. EXAMINATIONS AND PHYSICIANS 
• 
-
Home 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
,hysical to be 
pa.ssed before yea yes yes yes no no no no no 
entrance 
Physioal exam 
after entrance no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no 
nesident Phys-
ician or daily yes no yes no no yes 
-
no no 
viSit 
The purpose of the 1nforrJation in this table was to see 
whether any screening of applicants was actually being made by the 
administrators ot the various Homes. So numerous are the people 
in bed. o~ walking around with aids of one sort or another, OP 
with Some noticeable infirmity that the visitor to a Home for the 
Aged is apt to get the idee. he 1s in a Hospital for the Aged. 
vYhile a visitor is informed that only ambulatory persons are 
r 
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a.ccepted, rules are not obsol"'ved to the letter. However, even if 
the rules were observed, it is qui'tiO possible that the majority of 
the rosidents would 1:1. time Burfel" diseases or aooidents '''1hich 
would incapacit~o.te them one way or another. 
Home 1 
~tsing • .. 
M~~S 7:00 
Breakfast a,OO 
"/".:. 
D'pner 11:30 
Supper 
1 - 5:30 
~~t;l~ng PI' ers : 
Retire 10 :O(),; 
: 
TABLB VII 
SCHEDULE OF n:-::aULAR E\T,:',nTS 
OF THE D\Y IN A HOME 
FOR THE AGED 
2 ,) 4 5 6 
6:00 6:00 : 5:.30 5:30 
6.30 6:30 • 6:30 6:)0 • 
7:30 7130 t 7'45 7·45 
11:30 11130 • 12.15 12120 
5,,30 5',30 • 5.00 5#00 
7.00 , : 4'30 4.,30 
9:00il 9 :OO .. ~ I 6 rO(}{1 6 tOO:' 
7 8 9 
6:30 I : 
6:30 6:30 I 
7145 7.45 : 
12.15 11.15 I 
5.00 5:15 • 
~,f45 : • 
6:0(}l 6'0o-:~ : 
* The homes actually do not enforce any detlnte time for retiring 
The times listed rlerely indicate that it is the privilege of 
quiet in dormitories and hallways for the benefit of those who 
have rbt~~0d early. 
While Homos 4 and 9 made no I*eply to this Da::'t of the questio 
airo there is no reason to expect any radical depart'.lre from the 
same general order which 1. s observed in the other' Homes. 
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TABI,r; VIII 
VISITING DAYS 
Hone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
I.lonilay Yes Yes Yes Yes no No Ho Yes Yes 
'I'ucsday Yes Yes Yes Yes Uo Uo Ho Yes Yes 
Wndsday Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 'Yes 
ThI'sQay Yes Yes Yes Yes No 110 No Yes Yes 
Friday Yes Yes Yes Yes Uo No l~'o Yes Yes 
Strday Yes Yes Yes Yes l-To Ifo l~o Yes Yes 
Sunday Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
TABLE IX 
VISITIUG HotJHS ON DAYS OF VISITING 
AnD Houns OF VISITING PEGR VlEEK 
... 
geme 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 • 9 
Hours Bam 8am Ipm 9am 2pm 2pm. 2pm 9am 9U1 
daily to to to to to ~;~ to to to 91>1ll Cjpm 8pm 5pm 4Pln hum qr>m qnll1 . 
Total he. uris 
per week 91 91 49 56 4 4- 4 84 84 
Added tt.} the fa.ct that the residents may be visited is the 
possibility that the residents may ]a ave the Home for a definite 
period (hours or days) for the purpose of visiting or vaoationing 
with a f\amily or friend who oan at such time take proprel' care of 
an elderly person. 1iost of the nomos are rather generous with the 
time which they allow for vi&lting. The writer was not able to 
r 
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disoovf.!tl!' the reasOn ",by three or tho HOP-les we:~e so stlngent in 
allowing vls1 tOI'e. However. even the tr..ree Hor-lea with. tho SlllIlll 
nu:'-~ber O~-: otfic1al v1sitln;~ houra pe~ we(31f: ~e found to have 
frequent ott-hour visitors. 
HOQe 1 
Daily Uaa8 9~ 
t';OaB.r'1 .. 1, .. 99'; 
Spiritual 
-.,....:aaA.f"",,,,, 
R8nodlctlon 98~ 
Sel'.ti10na 98;: 
PAirrrCI,(/, :Llrc}]; IN HPIlU'i'UAL 
AOTIVITn:;f; IN TllE HOME 
2 3 4 s 6 7 
9O'fo a~ a~ 9$1t 90Jt 90% 
100% 50% 90J' 7f1Jf, ~ 90% 
75f; 
-
• 101& 90% 9~ 
9~ 80% S~ 8Q1t 9CY; 9t',( 
.... 80'; ~; SO!( 9q( 90'1& 
a 9 
4lJ:( l00)t 
60$ 1~ 
20;'" ';lJ l00;~ 
S>% 100% 
60')6 1~ 
a thlrd of tUl hour a:J would the Pl"act1ca ot oplzt1tual ronding. 
Benediotion, which would not be had daily but rather rrequently, 
would ta1te trom fifteen to twenty minutes. 
two houru or som might be "sBed in these act1v1t1es by sorne or 
the ~lder17 ~esldents. f~e number of residents particIpating in 
aome way or anothor in all or tho spl~ltual 
lnOX'$ than half of all tho se in the llor.tea. 
Ho~ • and 9 differed radically_ Perha.ps the ta.ct that Home 
is muoh older than the newwao. 9 and the ,tact that the national 
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x-elis"1on. no to spouk. or the Qtim:i.o U;:"OU:) of' ilOnlO 9 1'" ,j dofinItel,. 
Catholic while tho national l'cll;.'lon or Homo a·s othnic [j?."OUp 1::: 
O~{l;.3 'l'"1,1110h has beon cloaved by berosy - accounts tOl" tho :ta.ot ot 
tl10 ~aat differenoe. Tho writer does not know \vhat pa:r-oeni; ot the 
I"etsldentfJ in Homo I~ Catholios) he 0 &1.--, 16 SUl,'tc!) that !lome 9 1. l~ 
Catholl0. 
TAl3U:1 XI 
ilA.O XLn IHiD AVAlLABl:iE FOi.l 
ftBC HEll. TI OrrAL PUnSUITS 
I .. 
IiOl1l8 1 2 
.3 4- $ 6 7 8 9 
AuJ.ltoz-lum X .. % X x X x. X x 
Darber Shop x .. X ~ X X :It X X 
Chupei x x x X x x X x X 
Gar.w u.,;'!Hl outsido x z :at 
-
... .. X X ... 
~ .. 
.,'t!m.t area i:r;.~ide It X X X X Z X % lC 
DIning room tOI' vl$l tOl'-S x X x: .. .. x 
-
.... • 
Garden tOI' residents :at x X lC X X a x x 
--Gift 1Ihop ... Show ease x x x z • .. .. .. x 
IIobb7 Room x x .. x .. .. .. s .. 
~ 
Ironing .. Pre 33lng I'oom X X X X X X X X x 
L1bl11U'Y X :at .. X X X X % .. 
-
LoudspeakbX' ayatom x .. X • X X X X x 
tlovl0 equipment x .. ,. .x X :it X X x 
Mus i oal 1natrum~uts x x x x X x x x oX 
- -
lJus10 room X eX 
- -
.. X X • ..... 
. 
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TABLE XI 
FAC ILITl1~D AVAILABL.B FOR 
TI2C ,~:~~!~~ IO::.~ili PTJR3'JITS 
.. -
iIome 1 2 3 4- s 6 7 8 9 
NerJspapel? by residents x x 
- -
.. 
- - - • 
Laundry room .x x x oX 
-
.. x :;c x 
Po~:l and billiards X .. .. 
-
... .. 
.x. 
-
X 
In country or pa.rk nearby .x. x oX x x oX x .x x 
~ 
Hadio and television x .x Jt x :;, x x x x 
Sewin;; room x x x x x- x x x x 
Outdoor shrines x x x x x x x x X. 
Smokor for Llen x x x x x ::it X X- X 
Soda fountain - snack bal? x .x x x x x x x x 
Picnic area x ... x x .. .. .x 
-
x 
Soaial room x .. .. x X Jt xx X X-
S"ta~;(; x - x x 
-
... .. x· x 
Sun ParloUl"'s and porches X- x x X- x x x x x 
Theatre (as such) x 
-
x 
- - - - -
x 
Television room x. A X X X X X X X 
T~Vorkshops x ... x 
-
.. x 
- -
X 
..r.c. 
Womeus' beauty parlour x .. x oX .x x x .. .. 
The above listing of facilities which enoourage as well as 
provide recreation ia :not nocessarily complete in respect to each 
Home. HowGver, it does tond to SilOW how the various Homes do have 
at least adequate fa.cilit1es t'or th.e re ere a-.ti on of theil'O l'Gsldents. 
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Ii' faciI! ties :fOl' rocreation Ull.:1. thle for I'Dcreation wal'S all 
t:lat ilJe:;;~e necessary, it wou.1d. bo obvious that tilSJ."'O would be no re 1 
p~>o::'lem of l"'ecreation. ~£le !)l">olJlem, in tho opinion of the wri tar, 
CO~les about beoause of the :L.nJividual old people "tllcl:tselvestprimar-
ily; secondarily, part of t::~e pl'oblem arises fro~:,J. tho utti tude of 
the Person~ell of tb.e Cat-f).oLla HOmdJ concerr..1.ag rocreation. It oan 
safely be [laid tha.t the Siate:;:'::} a:;:~e apt to have Icsze::.' concern 
abOtl,t; their own recreation a1:.(:1. the X"oBult of this is that perhaps 
i;hey do not giva recl"'eatioc. ito full import i1hen they have turned 
their thoughts to the elderly. 'rhe '!l7l"'iter is of th·;: opinion that 
:rrof'essional recreational p;Jrsonnel have much to ::how to 'i:;he 'II Sistel s. 
Ho apolo~ is nocessary for the good work in recreation being done 
by the Sisters; no apolos;y for an attitude that is old-fash'oned 
or the like. The wri tel" l-:lerel:;' states that muoh. mOl"'e could be done 
with the prccont f~cilltie~. 
it ;n10ht be thought to be of' 11 ttle cO.ni'1equence a~d it ;ll:i<;ht ho 
th,,')uChl~ DO be rather a str;;in on iraaginut10n to ~~ay t~lO !la:rs lIsted 
home for the Aged. But this is anothel"l pha3e of t!le Catholic Home 
for the Ac;ed that takas undo:''''standir:r; upon 
var who has little !-rn.owlege of the Sist~r::; \111.0 rilaLl'i;;aL::l tho lIo~iles. 
Vw-'ing the year oertain days 80:;;'0 more outstanding in the Church 
Calendar and for various !">Oasons are looked torwar1 to with mOl""e 
t;han ordinary antioipation. Some of these days have carried oval' 
I,i 
I 
ill I 
1)3 
into saeoular lite. In Chioagoland tor example one will tind the 
17th of March 1s almost universally aocepted as a "day otf" trom 
Lent, and as a day of partying. As they prepare to oelebrate a 
religous holiday, the ~isters both knowingly and unknowingly oon-
tribute to the reoreational spirit ot the old folks. 
Home 1 
Ne. Year's aD 
Epiphany 
••• 
P:re-Lenten .ME 
st. Patriok's .ME 
st. Joseph's .ME 
Holy Thursday S •• 
Easter SD 
Ascension S •• 
Assumption S •• 
All 8aint t s 8MB! 
Immac. Concpt ,S,. 
Ohristmas SME 
Founder's ••• 
Superior'. ••• 
Patron Saint 8MB 
TABLE XII 
LISTING OF DAYS OF SPECIAL 
RELIGIOUS OELEBRATImr 
-~!! 
2 3 4 5 6 
SD SUE SM! SM. SM. 
• •• SME SM. .M. SM • 
••• SME ••• • •• ••• 
• •• SME 5MB • M. SM • 
srm SME SYE SIE SIm 
5MB SD SD SIf. SM. 
SME 8MB SD • M. .M • 
SME 8ME srm SM. SM. 
SD 5MB SME SM. SM. 
SD 5MB SM. SM. SM, 
5MB 5MB SM. SM. SM. 
SD 5MB SME SM. SM. 
SME 8lAE SME SHE SME 
SE SUE S1Im SM. SM. 
••• 3ME ••• • •• SME 
• 
7 8 9 
SM. SM. SM. 
SM. SM. SM. 
• •• S •• .ME 
SM. SM. • •• 
8ME .M, S •• 
SM. SM. S •• 
-
• M. SM • S •• 
SM. ~M: SM. 
SM. SM. SM. 
SM, SM, 8M. 
-
Sl.1. SM. SM. 
SM, SM. SME 
3D SUE ••• 
SM. .M. SME 
0 
aD SM 8M 
0 
8 .. special ohuroh services; 111 - special meal) E ... entertainment. 
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TABLE XIII 
LISTING OF CELEBRATION 
OF NATIONAL "HOLIDAYS" 
HOllle 1 2 .3 
'* S 
6 7 8 9 
-
New Year'. CME aD CME .ME .ME .ME CME .ME .ME 
Linooln· s 
••• ••• • •• • •• ••• ••• ••• • •• • •• 
--
Washington's .M. ••• ••• ,M. ••• ••• • •• ••• .M • 
Valentinets CME , .. ••• .M. ••• • •• • ,M. • •• .M • 
Independenoe 
••• CME •• E .. .ME • •• • •• .M. •• E CME 
Motherts CME CME crm CME CNE CNE CME C •• CM. 
Father's CME crm CMIi: CNE CD CKE CD C •• CME 
. 
Memorial C •• CME .M. • • • ••• • • • • •• ..E • •• 
Labour 
••• ••• ••• •• • .. , • •• • •• CAm ••• 
Halloween CME .M. CKE • .ME ••• ••• • •• .ME • •• 
Armistioe 
••• • •• ••• • •• ••• .... • •• ••• • •• 
. 
Christmas CNE cm: CME CME CMF.: CMF! CNE Clm CYE 
C - some sort of ceremony; AI .... ape cla1 mealJ E .... entertainment. 
A comparison ot the listing of national "holidays" with re-
ligious holidays shows quite strikingly that more attention is 
given to the religious motifs. But while this listing seems rather 
spare, the writer found upon questioning a far different zt'esponse. 
For on Valentinefs Day, there would most likely be round in the 
dining zt'oom some sort ot display such as the typioal heart with an 
arrow through it; on Washington's bizt'thday, if nothing more, oherraJ 
13$ 
pie would be on the _nu. Thus. In III way, attentIon was called to 
something whioh would p~omote and ocoasion oonversation. As state 
p.rovlously', the advent ot televI.ion has changed the aV01'age Amel."w 
10&n' a mode of celebl'tatlng holidays. The Home for tho A&~d has 
suttered this change also - but 1 t has made It possible tor- the 
elderly- to vie~'i the same spootacles that the able-bodied adult 
will aee, in so fcar as both watoh the same star-studded televisIon 
HVue designed by eJt.pe~a with gl'JOa.t amot.mt of time tor p~eparatl0 
ot a super-show to tit some sIXtolal oO(Hu,lon. One lb 0 does not a 
QgPee that tht. 18 recreation tor tho older adult has the problem 
ot defending the same show as l'lGcreatlon for the ol"dlnary a.dult. 
TABI,r, XrI 
MENTAL RECREATION AS PUI'ISUED 
Dr THE HOMES 
110_ 
Number ot residents 200 
letter elting 
Hading book. 
reading magazines 100 
reading pape~s 100 
reading to others 10 
wo~k1ng ~8awo~s 
~18tenlng to leotures 
'. 
rpainting, drawing 
-
... 
... 
-
-
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TABLE XIV (cont'd) 
MEIiTAL REOREATION AS PURSUED IN 
THE HONIES 
Iii .. 
HOME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 
-
te1evleVlin;;:; 175 15 125 .. 160 55 190 200 14. 30 
. 
radio 100 18 125 160 55 100 100 100 30 
. 
symphonic mt1..sio 50 10 40 50 ... ... 
-
57 15 
community singing 190 21 174 190 220 ... ... 200 32 
-
skits .... ... .10 160 
-
... • 24 
-
-
listening to ohoraj 190 21 174 190 220 
-
100 84 64 
.gI'oupa in tho home 
-
• Television reception is poor at this Home due to problemB of 
reoeption at a distance. 
TABLE XV 
PEROElfl'AGE OF RESIDENTS MAKING USE OF 
ABILITY TO PERFORM ROUIITINE 1'ASKS 
ABOUT THE HOME IF AVAILABLE 
• 
Home 1 2 3 44- .5 b 7 l:f ~. 
-
bed.maklng 98 100 50 50 20 10 90 44 90 
.-
98 50 20 10 40 10 10 15 10 sweeping 
dusting 98 50 25 20 )0 20 10 17 90 . 
mop,.lng 98 50 25 .. 40 10 10 9 90 
dishes 10 2 2 10 10 
'11 10 110 5 10 
setting tables 5 
-
2 10 10 :10 10 2 10\ 
potato peeling 20 
-
2 
-
5 10 10 5 
-' 
-
. 
oanning 20 
-
2 
-
... 
-
• 
-
16 
.-
r 
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TABLE XV (cont'd) 
PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTS I\1AKIUG USE OF 
ABILITY TO PERFORI.! ROUTINJ3! TASKS 
ABOUT THE HOME IF AVAILABLE 
- ~ .. 
Homo 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
helping in kitcheJ:l 10 .... 5 ... .. 8 5 ·6 ... 
darning 10 .... 5 
-
5 6 5 25 20 
sewing 20 10 5 ... 10 6 10 23 20 
mendin.g 75 20 5 
-
10 7 .3 26 20 
ironing 90 18 5 10 7 5 6 7 25 
tending plants 10 5 4 • .3 2 4 .3 10 
caring for pets 74 .. ... 2 1 4 4 - .. 
Help in laundry 5 ... 5 .. 5 4 6 2 10 
help mail circula rr .. .. 2 .. 1 
-
.. 2 10 
In the writerts opinion this above table gives an indication 
where a radical improvement might be made in Catholic Hontes for- th 
Aged. Some way has to be found of giving the elderly activities. 
Perhaps it would be necessary to set &81de tradition and give the 
aged jobs --- even it it consisted in nothing more than stuffing 
rag dolls, or someth~ "'l~ equally as menial. The basic need 01' the 
elderly is activIty. 
r 
Home 1 
Polish x 
German oX 
Italian 
• 
Bohemian 
• 
Lithuan1an • 
Sloven1an x 
Span1sh 
• 
.""... 
Home 1 
Cook • 
Tailor • 
Electrician • 
. 
Plumber • 
Carpenter • 
Mason 
• 
Chauffeur • 
Landscaper • 
Farmer • 
Poultry man • 
r 
TABLE XVI 
FOREIGN LANGUAGE BROADCASTS 
HEARD IN HOMES 
.2 .3 ~ 5 6 
x x x x x 
· 
• • • • • 
• • • • x 
x 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
., 
• • • • • • 
TABLE XVII 
7 
• 
x 
.x 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SKILLED JOBS FILLED BY RESIDENTS 
IN HOMES FOR THE AGED 
.. 
.2 .3 1+ 5 6 7 
• • • • • .3 
• • • 1 • 2 
· 
•• • • 1 • • · . 
· 
• • • • 1 • 
• • • 2 .2 1 
• • • • • • 
• • • 1 2 2 . 
~ • • • • • 
· 
• • • • • • .
• • • • • • 
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-.' 
8 9 
x .x _ 
x x 
• • 
x 
• 
• x 
• • 
• • 
--
~ 
8 9 
..;. 
• • 
• 1 
• 1. 
· 
• 1 
2 2 . 
1 . • 
• 2 . 
. 
2 • 
· 
-
• 2 
· 
--
• 1 
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SKILLED JOBS FILLED ff£ RESIDENTS 
IN HOMES FOR TIm AGED 
... 
_.-
=-
110me 1 2 ); 4 S 6 7 8 9 
Dairyman 
• • • • • • • • • 
· 
Lawnkeeper • 1 • • 1 1 4- • • 
· -
Receptionist • • • • 1 1 4 .3 • 
TABLE XVIII 
TASKS UNDERTAKEN ON 
PERSONAL INITIATIVE 
II 
Home 1 2 .3 4 s 6 1 8 9 
Crooheting 60 10 18 20 ? 22 7 19 S 
Knitting 30 4- 8 10 • 12 16 12 .3 
Rug making 10 2 2 • • • • 1 1 
· · · · 
nrape making 10 • It • • • • • 
· 
4 
. Woodworking 
• • • • • • • • 1 .
· · · 
Tl"inket making 
• S S S • • • 4- • 
Rosary making 
• • 2 • • • • • 1 
· · 
. 
I 
> 4 Doll mak1ng • • • • • • • • 
~ 
Shopping 120 10 8S 90 20 10 165 .3.3 10 
Motoring 150 5 .35 125 40 1S 165 64 1S 
Visit1ng friends 190 S 8S 125 40 100 110 S3 5 
Play oards alone 25 • .3 5 10 10 • 18 1 
· 
Play games 
• • •• • • • • 4 • 
to to beauty parlor 7S • 45 12S 10 • 45 12 2 
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TABLE XVIII (oont'd) 
TASKS UNDERTAKEN' 01-1 
PERSONAL INITIATIVE 
• ·iiI 
Home 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 
· 
-. 
Have a hairdresser 75 • 45 • • • 30 5 • 
Work on IIome Paper 10 • • • • • • • • 
, 
Considering the median ages of the various Homes, it seems 
quite olear that the younger Aged are more apt to go out on their 
own to seek diverting aotivity. This indicates that as the res-
idents grow older they loose ability an~or inolination to be 
active. How to provIde activitIes of a recreational nature beoomel 
harder as people grow older. 
Since Catholic Homes for the Aged have an extremely high 
m&dlan age in general, it may well be that they have a unique 
problem ot providing recreation for their residents. Aotually, 
• 
in none of the books on reoreation fOtUld 1n the c1bliography, 
w111 one rind suitable proposed reoreational actlviti~s which have 
in mind the octogenarian. 
In the text su~gested lists of activities were given without 
much o~nment. Here follows a list of games and activities pro-
vided, of whioh some we:l:'"e on the suggested lists. To be noted is 
the lack ot partioipation in anything which calls tor much physical 
activity. Only one who is able to spend a great deal of time in 
a Home for the Aged oould OOLle to a solid opiniol1 as to whether thE 
above table is an indiotment: of those who do not provide rooreati(~ 
r 
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~or the Aged in a Home; or ot those who suggest the absUrd kinds ot 
recreations which are utterly unusable; or ot both olas~es. 
TABLE XIX! 
PARTICIPATION IN GAMES AND ACTIVITIES 
PROVIDED BY TIlE HOMES 
llome 1 22 1 q. S 6 7 ... 9-0 
Number o:f residents 200 21 174 200 220 215 2?5 225 64 
· · 
Bingo 150 1 85 150 • • • 56 • . _. 
Bunco 150 • • 150 • • • 6 • 
"-" 
Cards 100 
• 35 100 • 15 50 21 6 
-Cribbage 
• • • • • • • 2 • 
· 
Chess 
• • •• • • • • • • 
Checkers 50 • 150 • 4 • 40 7 2 
Dominoes 
• • • .. • • • • • 
· 
Word Games 
• • • • • • • • • • .-, 
Monopoly-
• • • • • • • • • 
Lotto 
• • • • • • • • • 
Parches! • • • • • • • • •• 
-
Billiards ... Pool 20 • • • • • 20 • • 
.-
Croquet 50 • • • • • • • •• 
· 
· 
Dancing • • • 150 • • • • • - ' 
--Group Singing 
• 2l • 170 • • • 100 33 
Horseshoes • ! • • ! ! • • • 
· 
Monthly party- 100 • • 190 • • • 96 61~ 
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TABLE XIX (oant'd) 
PAl'1TICIPATIOU IN' GA?n:~~ AnD l:,OTIVIT!!~S 
PROVIDED BY THE BOMt:S 
--
Home 1 2 ~ 4 ~ 6 7 8 <J , . 
Liewapaper' 10 • • • , • • • • .
:.?lcn1oa 150 1$ fJS 190 • • • • • .
shutrloboard • • • 100 • • • • • 
TABLE xx 
MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS ON FACT0I1S 
IN .RECREATION' 
IIOme 1 t! 3 4- $ 6 7 8 9 
1. Do res1dent, .ve~ aak for unaval1- • rr N li' m If Ii :r If 
-
able reoreatlon? .. 
2. Haa atl.7OD8 cona .1 nto the Hom.e to 
teach bobbles OV handlc~afts Y Y N' Y N' If If r • ; .... 
3. Is it posst ble to urge tue usual Y "1:'" Y Y V Y ., .. Y Y .. ... ... 
resident to pe rticipate, etc? • 
. 
4. Has. ~e the a.al~nt ot pzto- Y N N Y H • • !l II mating recreation and ~~U8ement? 
5. Do you tllink tbe 01"\;7 18 the beat • -: y y y N "tl" N N .... place ror a Home' 
" 
.. Do you thInk the out-aldx-ta ot • If If Ji Y Y o. • y y the city 1a beat placo to%' a 
Hone' 
1. Do you think the laONJ l'UX'al area 
the best plaoe tor a liotl1e? • 
N N N If • 11 N Y 
S. Do :rou think that old folk a from • Y Y Y N • I~ Y 'S tho c1t,. are happier spending 
their time in an tn-ban Getting? 
.. ..... 9. ~rou th'lnK tp.a'& O.LCl rOl.~ t"rom e tR1 tloU't h!B¥I:r in the quiet • ,tj N N W • l. 1'1 X 
ATTITUDE OF THE SISTERS TOWARD 
THE INCREASE OF FACILITIES 
OF RECREATION 
A question: It in your present circumstances, with no other 
changes to be made, you were allowed to put in 
all sorts ot inl1ovations; just whnt sort ot 
thing would you put in to strengthen your reore-
ational program? 
Home 1 2 l q. 5 6 7 8 9 
Trained personnel in the • • yes • field ot reoreation 
no • yes yes • 
Expansion ot material ra-
• 
oilities of reoreation 
yes yes 
• • • ,..s yes • 
Construotion of suitable 
• 
yes yes • • • yes yes • room tor recreation 
Other • • • • • • • • • 
Just what value this question had 1s doubtful. It was upon 
the last page of the qU6stionaire of eight pages. The question-
aires otten were rlot coruple tely answered lind this portion" prob-
ably was given slight attention. However, the writer is of the 
opinion that the general attitude of the ~isters tward recreation 
1s not as posit1ve as it might well be. The writer believes that 
the Sisters underestimate the amount ot llio.bour and even money 
that good reoreation might save. 
',I 
II 
I 
Ilill 
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APPE1IDIX III 
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE HOMES 
VISITED 
The purpose ot the following desc~iptions ot the Homos ror 
the Aged visited by the writer is two-fold: first, to give the 
reader a quiok general view of t·he Homes; secondly, to point out it 
items whioh were somewhat out of the ordina17, and thus worthy 
of turthur attention. Mo~e detailed information is made avail-
able in Appendix II. and a comparlson of' items can be made in the 
s arne appendlx. 
In the followlng desoriptions faotors which have an influenoe 
upon recreation will be mentioned and sometimes discussed. Three 
points seem to need attention: first, the physioal plant, its 10-
patlon, its condition, ita appeartnce. and immediate surroundings} 
• 
• eoondly. the mode of living; thirdly, what may be called the 
'natural selectivity" in admittance ot residents. 
Looation ot a Home for the Aged is of partioualr lnterest. 
Sinoe the residents who can make their own way aro~d and about, 
a.nd who are free to oome and go from the HOlTIe \Vi thin reasonable 
fl0l.:trs are lnfluenoed by their neighborhood, we must look at the 
p.e ie-hborhood to seo whethel't it encourages or discourages the outing~ 
'f the resident. The availability or transportatlon to and from 
bhe neighborhood and the proximity of this transportation to the 
rrorne itself would be a faotor in making public recreation more ~' 144 ~ 
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~asily attended by the elderly. A residential area surronding a 
~ome wl11 Ilave a different effect upon recreation than the presenoe 
pf an industx-ial neighborhood, or the rural contl'yside. A shopping 
p~nter could well provide hot~s of recreation tor an elderly person 
~ho had a desh'a tOI' the hu-bub of the 01 ty; on the other hand, a 
~~ke t~ fish in or merely to sit and gaze upon has its own recreaticn-
~l value as well. For one person tho e.x.ptlnSe of the oountryside 
~:tves a feeling of freedom; for another it 1s only a feeling of a 
~reat void t~t the oontryside inspires. In the city one nor son ma, 
reel c~amped in by the sur$rounding hcrr~s and buildin?s; for another 
~ t 1s 01 ty life I The 8.l"eas aI'ound the nine Homes for the AGod ot 
~his study dIffered greatly. 
The conveniences available both inside and outside the Home 
~ill obviously help, It present, and hinder, if absent, thG possi-
bility of' recreation. ~he age ot the physioal plant, while not a 
~ure index of the posslbIli ty of l'tacreation, is not '!,Vi thout effect 
upon reoI'eatlon. The manner in whioh a Horne is furnished, whether 
~ t be 11:'l moder'n 9 tyle of in the oonven.tlonal style of a b~rgono era 
may well be of interest in a given oase. 
The manner in wh1ch the residents are housed --- private o:t' 
semi-priva.te rooms, or dormitories ... -- has a sooial effect whioh 
wl11 carry over into the field of reoreation and be a diI'ect influ-
anoe upon recrea.tion. 'l'he \vri t8r' came to no definite conolusion as 
to what form of' living brought about a better recreational spirit. 
Iowever, it seems evident th,·t where dormitory 11fe was the :pule, 
there was loss formal ~ooreatlon as suoh. 
Again it 1s necessary to point out that the persons in the Home 
for the Aged do not const1tute an averaGe group -- not even when 
com...nared to others of their own age. ~'irst of a.ll, elther bY' their 
own choice or another's, they are in the Hones because it 1s though 
best for their welfare. Living in an institutional form of dwellin 
neoessi tii\.tes regulations which rllOl"e than likely .ma.ke de.mands upon 
the aged person t s spirit of rl~eedo1l1 and independence. Consequentl,. 
the more independent and freedom-loving indIvidual ei"i:;her does not 
enter a Home for the Aged, 01 .... having boen admitted, has to leave 
if he cannot forgo his Indep0ndonoe to a su2ficient <1egree. while 
the Homes for the ABed do try to take care of tho extraordinary 
elderly person should he become a. resident, one \\1111 find that tar 
lllore llll:ely the extraoruinary indivdual is taking care of himself 
ou"tside of' a. Homo tor the Aged. After all, the IToJ:lle for ti.:-.e AgeJ. 
• 
is in IllOSt oases designed for thOl.4S wtw are incarable of tellding to 
their own needs due to 1 ack of f1nanoe~, phJr sics,l str("ngth, or manti 1 
Db~"1 it'! 
.... ' _J.. u. 
It is not unusual ir:. some of t;he Ct~tholic Hor::es for the Ag,'c to 
-rind re sidents who a.re verry \!€:ll otf financially, but physlcall;r 
unable to tend tor themuolve~J others may be in Homes beoause they 
b.ave neither :!leans nor l'esouroes claspi tEl thu tact thai; they are hall 
and hea:..~ty. An octogenarian has it har<1 time tir.:.<ling H job. even 
though tdlling and able: wi tl'.out t~ job and:' its we.gss. such a person 
bereft of l~elatives needs to turn somewhere for t-oard and room. 
PerhaPS the greatest criterion of' whether an individual will 
gaon admission to a Home for the Aged will be either his financial 
~nd physical need at the time, or, conversely, his ability to pay 
the required fee --- along with a vacant spot in a home in either 
case. As what HOlne a specifio individual will enter, the factor 
of nationality will be great ror some Homes are so bound up with e. 
certa.in nationality that they \~ould not mal,e as hapP;T a home ror 
each individual as another might. How£;ver, a~ intimated p:t'eviousl: • 
the tie-up with a nationali'!:;y is not a need.tive characteristic, 
but something rather posit~:\1'e. 
llome 1 
The first Home visited is located just within the city limits; 
the surI'ounding area is greatly vo.rieu: on one s1de, a suburban 
residontial area, on anothc:.', a shopping a1'ea; on the otb.er~ two 
sides, broad expa~1se. Tran~~porttltion is q'uite close and cood main 
• 
roads to the heart at' the city arC. to the conuntl"yside are nearby. 
?his Home, tnerefore, bas tl:..e advantages of' bot},. the c1 t.1 ~nd the 
o OlU'l.try side. 
1.'h.6 outstanding feature of this Hor.!e, as t'ar as recreation is 
conce:.:ned, is the fact thut the 0lderly re.::,idents have young 
orphans wi til whom to ccnversCl and. deal. Tb.e spaoious crounds of 
the HaDe for the Aged ~re adjo:l.ning an orphanaGE; 4f 'l'his meeting or 
orphan and aged was by desle;l1 anc~ see~1i:J to have been an excellent Ii i 
idea. The orphans, especially tbe girls ir! their early teens. per-
fo:rom many of the tasks ot the HOjna and t::1US have an opportunity of 
, 
. I 
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pwetinc dIfferent types of adults, and learn somo of the ~vays of 
~ife; and tile old people take to showing the children that they are 
~till very alert. The two groups meot socially, as it were, when 
·here are picnics, ball Games and parties in the area between the 
nvited. 
rrha building i tselt i .s quit,) mode,,"n, and wa.sconstruc'Cied expll ... 
~i tly as a HOfue 1'or the Aged. Incorporated into the plan of con-
~truction were rnany features fOl" the p hysical comfort of the elderl;; 
t>esidents; to the degree that It was practioal at the time, evez'y 
lsual facet of recreation fOI' the Aged was provided, and l!.lOSt of 
hem are in use by the resid~nts. Some of the 0 utdoor gamEl's are 
~ore used by the children of' the orphanage than the old people ---
~orse£hoes of shufflehoarcl. for instanoe; however, the elderly become 
!Lvidly interested spectators at the eames (If the children. 
In this particular Home the marm.€'7' of seleotlon of resldents. 
r should they be oalled guests ro~ they pay their way, 1s rather 
unple. The Home, since it is designed to run on income, takes in 
hose Who can meet its tee. Nevert;helass, the Home does have a 
efinite _tional strain, as does t.he adjoining orphanage, and the 
lstera are of the san~ national strain. 
Tho taot that the Horoo is somewhat like a hotel tor the Aged. 
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the faot that the residents or b~ests are usually of means, and the 
~t o£ reoreation. In their priva.te and nenni ... private rooms, the 
residents seem to be enjoyIng themselves; and they a;;tend the we!:?:kl. 
90cials in great numbers. Since they ma:y keep automobiles a.t the 
~ome, many are on the 30 to almost any place in the city. It will 
pe remarkable it the same spIrit continuos at -this Home. It is 
probable that the median age of tho residents, now comparatively 
~ow, will climb with eaoh sucoessive ye&~. In the w~iter's opinron 
~t certainly has not loveled off aa yet. 
Hone 2 
The second Home vis! ted ~_s located wi thin th0 01 ty pro~'):)r J amid 
,;1'10 noi se and close-confined 11 vi.n,'; n.reaoof an e:rtr&moly old part 
~f the ~!ty. Tho adjoining :)roporty is none othor than tho right 
~f way of the Eavvated, which per:'.odionlly rumblo8 by the s')cond 
n;?;3 n~)on the blook. l~othtn:; set the building off as a HOi:1C fo:c" 
he Aged exoept a small pI,que af:'ixed to the wall. 
and that is all that it is) 1.s a a~ll plot of t;!'o.und. whl(:}h ha3 
een maj.e into a V6I'Y nttI'act:tve gru."den. Should the elderly wish 
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to take a walk, the neighbo~hood is inviting to them, and so is the 
park nearby. The writer was informed that almost all of the resi-
~ents of the Home at one time o~ another had lived within walking 
~istanoe of the Home, and that some of them had attended school in 
~e selt-same building when they were ohildren. 
Ot all the Homes visited by the writer, this was by tar the !il 
~st home-like of all. Added to what has already been said, 
smallness of the Home certainly had muoh to take care ot the 
~utional atmosphere. The Slste~s who maintain this Home have plana 
to build a larger Home fo~ the Aged which will be looated on the 
~ringe ot the oity. Xhe writer could only hope that a modern Home 
~or the A~d could give so muoh satisfaotion as this little old 
~ome obviously was doing. VlJnl1e not affording outstanding physioal 
~omtort to the re~)idents, this HO,;le o$,-tainly gives them the oomfort 
~hich goes undesribed. It was very apparent ,that the restqents 
~ere "at home" as the writer went among them and talked to them. 
The building is over 75 years old and has in that time been put 
~o many uses. The thought of the building as a Home for the Aged 
ould never have been envisioned, it is just somethIng that happenec 
)ecause of the exigencies of the t~.. That formalized facilIties 
~or recreation were lacking the Sisters would tell you; however, 
Ihe whole neighborhood provides just what the residents of this Home 
lave been acoustomed to all their lives. 
; I 
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Home .3 
In a residential area. well within the oity the third Home visite! 
by -che writer is found. Tl"ansportation is quite olose. and one oan 
get to the heart of the city rather quickly. The neighborhood is 
extremely quiet, for no main artery of traffic is olosed than two 
bloclts. and there are no business buildings or manufaoturing units 
any cl0sel". The Home is rather lax-ge and spaoious inside; it has n~ 
grounds about it ~orthy of note. This apparent lack of outdoor 
. 
space 1s amply taken oare of by one ot the largel" oity parks which 
is elmost oontiguous to the Home. fhus should the resldents .tah 
to walk about outside, they must leave the grounds. However,. the 
small gpunds do afford many sunny or sha~y spots to sit in the fres~ 
air. 
The reSidents of this Home are paying guests. They have the 
possibility of living either in semi-private. private. or dormitory 
rooms. At this Home the writer' was informed that the residents who 
could afford the private room sometimes ask to live in the semi-
private or dormitory rooms. And this because they like the oompany 
of other people. 
The Home was built a little more than thirty years ago by the 
surrounding parishes whioh at the time were all of the sa.m.e f'unda-
~ntal European stock. Although these pariShes today have changed 
quite a bit in their predominant national strain, they nevertheless 
have oontinued to support the Home in many ways other than merely· 
£1nancially. This partic~. Home seems to enjoy the aid of 
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woments auxiliaries to an extent unnotioed in the other Homes. 
seems to indicate to the 1'lIri tel" that outside agencies could be put 
to greater use by the Homes for the Aged once a oontact had been m 
made. For in this case, a common.hond of nationality had been the 
cause ot the original oonta.ct between the Home and the parishes, 
and yet when this bond no longer existed the contact remained. 
While at one time the Home was what might be called "foreign" fot> 
lack of a better wox-d, today it is strictly ttAmertcanft ; no doubt, 
many of the present residents are in the Home because they are the 
"in_law" ot someone of the old national stock who married into the 
natIonality of the Home. 
Home 4 
The neighborhood within which the fourth Home is located has 
undergone and 1s undergoing radical changes. The most noticeable 
change is the population is now Negro whereas it had been white. 
Because the neighborhood is quite old, beoause it is over-populated 
a general way of describing the area (IIou1d be to say that it is 
noisy and dirty. '.I.'hus the immediate neighborhood is not attractive 
at all to the residents of this fourth Home) at the time of the 
writer's visit the residents were all white. So oustoms being what 
they are, and the elderly people quIte set in their ways, it is 
understandable that the residents do not enjoy walking ~bout in the 
neighborhood. However. if one should wonder, the aged are given 
the same respeot in this neighborhood that would be afforded in any 
1.1' :1 II! 
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other. 
The grounds include til large garden; directly aoross the street 
from the Home 1s til large oity park which gives all the apace anyone 
of the residents might oare tor in going tor a lonf:er walk. By 
automobile, it is just a fo,'! minutes journey to the con-tAr of the 
city, by publio transportation, which is just a block away, the 
downtown area can by reaohed within a third of an hour. 
This Home wa.s formerly a Jewish orphana.ge. During the period of 
remodeling and renovation Just a tew yea.rs ago, when it was adapted 
as a Home for the Aged, many practioal recreational faoilities 
were incorporated into the building. It was discovered, however, 
that not all of the ,facilities thus made available were used; con-
I, 
, 
aequently, since that time the rooms glv,en over to recreation in 
some oases have been changed to a new use. 
The staff of this Home is a ReligIc~~ Sisterhood whiohpas many 
Homes for the Aged. This home, at the time of the writer's vi8it, 
was the first and only liome maintained by the order which provided 
only dormitories; all theIr other Homes had private rooms ror the 
residents. The reaction of the Sisters to this fo~ of living for 
the elderly was favorable as the Sisters maIntained that tha old 
folks war,: more friendly to one another, more helpful, more appre-
ciative of one another ---oonsequently more social. However, aid-
ing this may have been the oosmopolitan att.i.tude in admitting new 
residents; there seemed to be a truly Chicagoland mixture of nation 
ality. 
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There is a remarkable similarity existing among the fifth, sixt 
and seventh Homes of this study. Actually, the only great differ-
enoe apparent was the faot that they were located in different part 
of the city. When first opened they were probably located 1n res-
idential areas with ready access to the heart of the city, and 
nearby business areas. None ot them would be said to be in a pure-
ly residential area today. The neighborhood in ea.ch instance has 
changed radically. 
The fifth Home is now in a tenement and slum area, densely pop-
ulated with Negro citizens. The neighborhood teems with children; 
the streets are heavy with traffic. The area is not kept in good 
repair and is not inviting to the pedestrian at all, regardless ot 
whom or what he might be. The nearby park and the closely located 
public transportation are such that few elderly white people in the 
opinion ot the writer would care to use either. All but dne of the 
residents ot this Home at the time ot the writer's visit were white 
For tresh air and sunshine, the residents make use ot the back-
yard ot the Home; other than that they make use ot the kindness ot 
visitors who drive them around more p~asant parts of the oity. 
The difference, real or imagined, between black and white, has made 
the use of neighborhood stores and other attraotions of little 
avail to the elderly residents. 
It may be that a resident would not have the same appalling opin 
ion of the neighborhood as the vis1tor has painted. The elderly 
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~esidents would find enough to do in the well-kept, olean, cheerful 
~nd pleasant Home. The Home is by far the most impressive building 
~n the neighborhood) it stands as an objeot lesson ot what oare and 
.ttention oan achieve. It is hard to believe that at one time the 
entire neighborhood was just as attractive. 
Of all the Catholio Homes the sixth is the olosest to the heart 
~t the oitYJ it is located upon a busy business street with all 
sorts of oommeroe close at hand. The neighborhood is one which 
seems to have just happened without plannj.ng and foresight. Resi ... 
denoes, Single or multiple, are found between faotories or commer-
cial garages, restraurants and churches. The Home is one of the 
tew oa1ming influences in the area. Its location makes all the 
~eatures of downtown Chicago available in a matter of minutes; in 
faot, some of the residents walk downtown and baok on a nioe atter-
noon. The neighborhood is most peculiar; always in transition 
" 
througbout its life, it is now undergoing what may well be its 
greatest rehabilitation. 
The seventh Home is well-looated tor transportation, and is wlt~- I 
in short traveling distanoe ot the lake front and the laketront 
park system. Nearby the Home is the expanding campus ot a Catholio 
university. It may well be that the paoe of nei~~borhood is rather 
~rlsk tor the old people. 
Within these three Homes, there are only negligible differences 
The three are kept in exceedingly good repair, and possess the very 
latest in modern convenienoes for Old Peoples' Homes. The cleanlie 
1:1 
1.$6 
neas borders upon being fastidious. Generally speaking, the over-
all view of the plant of anyone of these Homes makes it hard to a 
aooept the taot that the Home was oonstruoted wall before tha turn 
of the century. However, in each of the three buildings is a good 
design tor the oomfort of the Aged. fiith a back-log ot experienoe 
of centuries, the Order staffing the Homes has had the oomfort of 
the residents oompletely in mind, as a result everything in the 
~ome is geared to the old people. 
The easy going spirit of the Homes is mis-leading; it 1s the 
effioiency that is deceiving. Likewise it may seem to the casual 
~bserver that little has been done in the way of reoreational facil 
1ties. Upon investigation suoh a fix-st impreSSion is dispelled. 
And perhaps the sisters should be made mox-e aware of what they have 
been offering their elderly residents. No, there 1s no auditorium, 
but you oan see a large number of x-esidents watching a first run 
• 
movie which is yet to play in Chicagots Loop. Another day one may 
hear first the ringing voioes of a high school ohora1 group and 
then a resulting round of applause. The dining x-aom is easily 
turned into a movie theater. or musio hall. And certainly there Is 
no real snack bar in any of the three Bomes; but there is a kitchen 
on each floo~ and In eaoh wing where a stove has a boiling kettle 0 
.ater and a steaming pot of coffee upon it at all times, while the 
~ooked ioe-box has 0001 milk, fruit jUices, and 10e water. And 
~t a cynio would want to see the beauty parlour --- these homes 
pave them, and they also have equlpment to care to~ the aohing 
r 
I 
i 
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teet of the elderly. 
One goes on in amazement at what can be found in these three 
aomes for the Aged. Not shiny new, but in excellent condition one 
w111 find all sorts of equipment that may have seen finer days in 
rash10nable hotels now being put to use for tho old. Any institu-
~ion which can match item for item these three institutions will 
~ave much about which to boast. 
Home 8 
TIle eighth Home visited is in the OOuntl~ proper, but near a s~ll 
~own with transportation to the city. All the oharm of the qUiet 
pontryslde is present. Aocess to the amusements of the city are 
limited to the ability of the resident to get necessary transporta-
, 
tion. In general, reoreati~.bo~ the Home 1s greatly limited, 
yet it is not beyond consideration. 
The Home has been established for over a half a century. From 
tuw to time additions have been made. The latest addition is a 
~ery large and modern theater-auditorium which was built within the 
~ast few years. Feoreationa1 faoilities, it is thus seen, are a 
conoern and attempts have been made to improve them even at the 
expanse of hundreds of thouswnds of dollars, The mode of living at 
this lloma is oither private or semi-private. Eaoh oooupant's room 
ts different in its furnishings. ~his great disparity of furnish-
ings is due to the faot that the reSident is f~e to bring his or 
her oun household furnishings along. Thus the visitor upon enterin~ I 
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a room is able to sae much of the occupant t s personality. A glance 
would inform one whether the room was that of a man or a womanJ of 
aaportsman or a bookworm; of someone living in the past or of one 
right up with the times; one could guess whether the occupant of a 
particular room was an !told maid" or a "ba.tchelor girl"; and so on. 
The peculiarity of this Home was oentered in the way in tied the 
person's usual way of lite into the routine of institutional life, 
Although there was a mixture of nationality present, one would 
not be vlrong in guessing that the predominant nationality of' the 
residents was the same as the nationality of most of the Sisters, 
Home 9 
The ninth and last Home of this study (although ten Homes were 
viSited) i8 located in a remote part of the city. One would be apt 
to jump to the conclusion that this would interfere with the ooming 
and going of visitors, but such was not the onse, for the~e are man 
~ls1tors to this rather new building whioh was very evidently de-
8i:ned to house the Aged. 'fhe building is nodern in appearanoe and 
has an a.bundance of sun deoks BOO stU) parlours, not to mention ~,. 
paths about it. As a result there is no reason why all the residen 8 I 
do not get outside everyday. and in every sort of weather. As 
lWas previously mentioned in "I;he text, this Kome provides the people 
pf a certain nationality with a recreation spot centered about the 
~ake looated on tho grounds. In turn, this provides the old people 
~ith wondertul recreation for it gives them the opportunity of 
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~paaking with people from the same pi rt of Europe as they are, and 
~speclally it brings the old people in contact with family lite. 
Surrounding the modern physical plant are gardens~ shrines J 
~mall tal",nlS, and off to one side is the wonderful lake. On the 
~hore of tho lake is a V6I'Y large parlting ax'aa and grounds well ... 
~ui ted and equipped fOl" picnicking. Here the people at the same 
p,ationall ty have many su.trunortin6 a~tivl ties --- small ft:d rs, outdoo:r: 
~ances, folk programs and so on. The lake provides swimming, 
P1Shillg, boating in the summer; while in winte:..'" the lake is used 
ror ice-skating. 
About the only oonsideration £01" adlJl..i tt;"nce at present ia 
~atlonallty. And this will probably pass away very soon. However, 
~or the tilUS being lIDst ot "the residents are victims of Europels 
~tl"'i.feJ the ;;)isters who staff' tho Home are also refugees fl"om 
turope. It is tilo hope of: tho Sisters to l"'oturn to their native 
and, and 80 one may look f'orwal"d to the tll1'l6 when this Home will 
be 111.01"e "America.n" 1:'1 the oyes of some --- whether or not it really 
8 not so, already. 
